




La fameuse pipe, me l’a-t-on assez reprochée ! Et pourtant, pouvez-vous la bourrer ma pipe ?
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- René Magritte

The famous pipe, how people reproached me for it! And yet, can you stuff my pipe? No, it is just a representation,
is it not? So had I written on my picture « This is a pipe », I would have lied!

- René Magritte
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Classification technologies are increasingly pervasive in our societies and impact our
professional and personal lives. For instance, classification systems are used in do-
mains such as medical diagnosis, information retrieval, fraud detection, loan default
prediction, or natural language processing. Handling classification uncertainty is a
crucial challenge for supporting efficient and ethical systems. For instance, providing
understandable uncertainty assessments to stakeholders is necessary for conducting
responsible data science, i.e., for controlling accuracy and fairness, and achieving
transparency1.

This thesis addresses uncertainty issues that pertain to estimating class sizes.
We focus on the perspective of end-users with little or no expertise in machine
learning, who are interested in numbers of objects per class, i.e., class sizes. Such
users may analyse the patterns in class sizes, but may not seek to retrieve individual
objects of particular classes. We aim at enabling end-users of classification systems
to conduct uncertainty-aware and scientifically-valid analysis of class sizes.

Our research is motivated by a practical use case of computer vision for monitor-
ing fish populations, implemented within the Fish4Knowledge project2. Monitoring
animals in their natural habitats allows scientists to study population sizes and be-
haviors, and phenomena such as reproduction or migration. It also provides evidence
on how environmental conditions and human activities impact animal populations,
whether in positive or negative ways. In our era facing major environmental chal-
lenges, monitoring wild animal populations provides key information to assess the
needs for protecting natural habitats.

1Dutch initiative for Responsible Data Science: www.responsibledatascience.org (van der Aalst et al.
2017)

2Website of the Fish4Knowledge project: www.fish4knowledge.eu

1



2 Chapter 1

Deploying human observers to study animals in their natural environment in-
volves significant costs that limit the extent of such studies. Human observers may
also disturb animals and interfere with their natural behaviors, so that observations
can be biased (e.g., animals may avoid areas where observers are present). In con-
trast, deploying cameras instead of human observers offers opportunities to reduce
such costs and biases.

Computer vision systems can classify animals’ species or behaviors, and the class
sizes provide a means to monitor the sizes of animal populations. However, such
application requires rigorous assessments of the uncertainty issues that impact the
classification results. Without assessing the uncertainty, no scientific conclusions can
be drawn on the animal populations. This is a challenge we aim to address in this
thesis.

Hence we investigate how to support end-users’ understanding of class size
uncertainty, in the context of in-situ video monitoring of animal populations. From
the specific use case within the Fish4Knowledge project, we derive generalizable
methods for:

• Assessing the uncertainty factors and the uncertainty propagation that result
in high-level errors and biases in class size estimates.

• Visualizing classification uncertainty when evaluating classification systems,
and interpreting class size estimates.

• Estimating the magnitude of classification errors in class size estimates.

1.1 The Fish4Knowledge project

The Fish4Knowledge project3 delivered computer vision tools for studying fish pop-
ulations (Figure 1.1). The project used 9 fixed underwater cameras (Figures 1.2
and 1.3) to continuously monitor Taiwanese coral reef ecosystems during 3 years.
It produced 87 thousand hours of video, in which 1.4 billion fish were detected.
Observations were collected over continuous periods of time (e.g., observing popu-
lations over complete days, seasons and years) and with limited disturbance from
the data collection devices. The resulting dataset is highly valuable for studying fish
populations in their natural environment.

The project delivered computer vision software able to differentiate fish and non-
fish objects in individual video frames (Figure 1.4), track individual fish across video
frames, and recognize up to 23 fish species (Figures 1.5 and 1.6). Our research con-
tributed to developing visualization tools for exploring the computer vision results
and their uncertainties. Our results provided tools and methods for conducting
uncertainty-aware analyses of the fish populations.

3 Book: R. B. Fisher et. al, Fish4Knowledge: Collecting and Analyzing Massive Coral Reef Fish Video
Data. Springer (2016). Teaser: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFV-FiKUFyI (Boom et al. 2012).
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Figure 1.1: Example fish species monitored within the Fish4Knowledge project.

Figure 1.2: Locations of the Fish4Knowledge cameras in southern Taiwan.

The Fish4Knowledge project was funded by the European Union Seventh Frame-
work Programme FP7 (grant 257024) and lasted 3 years from 2012 to 2015. It included
research teams from Edinburgh University (United Kingdoms), Catania University
(Italy), National Centre for High Performance Computing (Taiwan), Academia Sinica
(Taiwan), and CWI (the Netherlands).

1.2 Interpreting computer vision results

Computer vision technologies contrast with traditional practices, such as experimen-
tal fishing or diving observations, as the information collected and the uncertainty
issues are different. Computer vision is based on visual information, such as contour,
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contrast, colour histograms or textures, while ecology research is based on biological
characteristics, such as species, size, age or behavior. It is challenging to derive the
biological information from the visual information: the high-level information needs
of ecologists may not be fully addressed, or may not be addressed with the required
reliability.

Figure 1.3: Views from the cameras deployed within the Fish4Knowledge project.

Figure 1.4: Classification of fish and non-fish objects.

Figure 1.5: Description of the visual features (e.g., contour, orientation, body parts)
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Figure 1.6: Classification of fish species (e.g., into classes C1, C7, or C9) using all images
along fish trajectories.

The classification of objects appearing in the videos is inherently imperfect. Many
underlying factors can impact the magnitude of classification errors. For example,
video images of poor quality yield more errors than high-quality images (Figure 1.7).
Computer vision systems typically use pipelines of classifiers, and uncertainty can
propagate from one classifier to another. For example, if fish are not detected
in all video frames, their trajectories are misidentified (Figure 1.8 and 1.9). If fish
trajectories are discontinued, individual fish are counted as two separate fish and the
resulting class sizes are over-estimated. If fish trajectories contain non-fish objects
misclassified as fish, the classification of such fish into species has increased chances
of errors. Ultimately, the classification errors impact the high-level information
provided to ecologists. For example, the population sizes can be over- or under-
estimated (e.g., if fish are not detected, if non-fish objects are classified as fish, or if
fish species are misclassified).

It is crucial to communicate the uncertainties that computer vision results can
carry. As scientists, ecologists are required to investigate and disclose the potential
sources of uncertainty and, where possible, to estimate the resulting errors and biases.
These are prerequisites for drawing scientifically valid interpretations of computer
vision and classification data. Hence the perspective of ecologists is particularly
relevant for researching the means to assess and communicate class size uncertainty,
and to enable accountable classification systems.

1.3 Analysing class sizes

Our use case concerns users of classification systems who study population sizes
estimated as class sizes. The users have no technical expertise in classification tech-
nologies, yet need to assess the uncertainty issues. They need to assess whether the
class sizes are representative of the actual populations. Within the Fish4Knowledge
project, for instance, ecologists use computer vision to classify fish into species.
They need to draw scientific conclusions on the class sizes, yet have no expertise in
the biases that classification and computer vision entail. From this particular use
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case, this thesis develops generalizable methods and tools for supporting end-user
understanding of computer vision and classification uncertainty, and enabling
uncertainty-aware and scientifically-valid analyses of class sizes.

Analysing class sizes is a common task in domains other than ecology. For exam-
ple, geologists can analyse land coverage from satellite images, e.g., by classifying
image pixels into forest, sand, urban areas or other types of land. In this case, the
numbers of pixels per class, i.e., the class sizes, evaluate areas of types of land. In
the medical domain, when classifying the pixels of images of cancerous tissues, class
sizes estimate the sizes of tumors.

Analysing class sizes is also common with technologies other than computer
vision. For instance, when classifying the topics of texts, class sizes measure the
frequency at which topics are discussed. Within the financial sector, when classifying
borrowers’ potential defaults, class sizes estimate the risks associated with loan
portfolios.

Hence, our generic use case concerns the analysis of class sizes and their uncer-
tainties. For this use case, the high-level uncertainty concerns how class sizes drawn
from classification systems may differ from the actual class sizes in the real world.

1.4 Research questions

We first explore the specific topic of monitoring animal populations using computer
vision, before addressing the more generic topic of assessing class size uncertainty.

Question 1: What high-level information needs and uncertainty requirements in
marine ecology research can be addressed with computer vision systems?

As computer vision technologies are relatively new in marine ecology, we need to
establish which high-level tasks and information needs can or cannot be addressed,
and which types of uncertainty are acceptable. This is the topic of our first research
question, addressed in Chapter 2 - User Information Requirements.

Figure 1.7: Example of low quality images collected within the Fish4Knowledge project.
From left to right: encoding error, murky water, dirt on the lens.
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Figure 1.8: Example of objects that are difficult to classify into fish or non-fish objects.

Figure 1.9: Uncertainty propagation yielding tracking error. One fish was not detected in a
video frame. This fish trajectory was misinterpreted (green line). The missing fish image was
replaced with one from the nearby fish.

Question 2: What information on classification errors is required for end-users to
establish informed trust in classification results?

Providing information on classification errors may improve users’ trust and ac-
ceptance of classification systems. Without sufficient information on classification
errors, users’ trust or mistrust of classification results may be uninformed. We need
to establish the information that support user understanding of uncertainty issues,
and informed decision when interpreting classification results. This is the topic of
our second research question, addressed in Chapter 3 - Establishing Informed Trust.

Question 3: When applying computer vision systems for population monitoring,
what uncertainty factors can arise from computer vision systems, and from the
environment in which systems are deployed?
Question 4: How uncertainty assessment methods address the combined effect of
uncertainty factors?

With the insights from our initial research questions, we can develop a comprehen-
sive overview of the underlying factors that contribute to the high-level uncertainty
when estimating population sizes. To enable transparent and accountable computer
vision systems for population monitoring, we must consider how uncertainty prop-
agates within the pipeline of classification algorithms. We must also consider the
uncertainty that arises from the conditions under which the computer vision system
is deployed. This is the topics of our third and fourth research question, addressed
in Chapter 4 - Uncertainty Factors and Assessment Methods.
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Question 5: How can we estimate the magnitudes of classification errors in end-
results?

Key uncertainty factors are not fully addressed by existing assessment methods.
In particular, we identify missing methods for estimating the magnitudes of clas-
sification errors that can be expected in classification results. Test sets are used to
measure the rates of classification errors. Such error rates intend to represent the
classification errors to expect in future applications. However, end-users are not
provided with formal methods to estimate the magnitude of errors in classification
results, using error rates measured with test sets. This is the topic of our fifth research
question, addressed in Chapter 5 - Estimating Classification Errors.

Question 6: How can visualization support non-expert users in understanding
classification errors?

It is not trivial to understand how the magnitudes of classification errors can
bias class size estimates. The end-users who must assess such classification errors
may have no expertise in classification. Without understanding the implications of
classification errors, end-users cannot perform uncertainty-aware interpretations of
class sizes. Hence we focus on the means to support non-experts’ understanding
of classification errors. We investigate simplified visualization designs that enable
non-experts to choose classifiers, use simple tuning parameters, and understand the
magnitude of errors to expect in future classification results. This is the topic of our
sixth research question, addressed in Chapter 6 - Visualization of Classification Errors.

Question 7: How can interactive visualization tools support the exploration of
computer vision results and their multifactorial uncertainties?

Conducting uncertainty-aware class size analyses does not only involve classifi-
cation errors. Other uncertainty factors must be considered, such as those identified
through our research question 3. Hence we investigates comprehensive user in-
terfaces that provide complete information on computer vision results and their
uncertainties. This is the topic of our last research question, addressed in Chapter 7 -
Visualization for Monitoring Uncertain Population Sizes.

With these research questions, we address the needs of scientists dealing with
the multiple uncertainty factors of computer vision systems for population moni-
tor. Beyond this specific use case, our research questions investigate fundamental
visualization and statistical methods for tackling classification uncertainty.

1.5 Scope

The computer vision technologies included in our scope are those developed within
the Fish4Knowledge project. These technologies did not include measurements
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of fish body size, or other numerical data such as speed. The Fish4Knowledge
system provides classification data (i.e., categorical data) that describe the types
and sizes of fish populations. Hence, our scope concerns uncertainty issues related
to classification problems, such as estimating the misclassifications that can occur
between each class. Uncertainty issues inherent to computer vision are considered
from the perspective of their impact on classification results provided to end-users.

Our research does not concern the development or improvement of computer
vision or classification technologies. We do not aim at reducing the uncertainty in
computer vision or classification results. Instead we aim at enabling end-users to
understand the uncertainty, to account for the uncertainty when analysing computer
vision and classification data, and to draw uncertainty-aware conclusions.

Our scope does not concern uncertainty related to sampling methods, e.g., re-
lated to the number and locations of the video samples, and cameras deployed
in the ecosystem. Handling such uncertainty is highly dependent on the specific
studies conducted by ecologists, who have the domain knowledge to elicit the ap-
propriate methods for handling issues with sampling the ecosystem. However, our
scope includes sampling issues that are related to computer vision and classifica-
tion technologies, i.e., regarding the sampling of groundtruth sets used to train and
test classifiers and computer vision algorithms. As we do not aim at improving
the computer vision and classification technologies, we do not investigate methods
for sampling or selecting the groundtruth training sets (used to train classifiers and
computer vision algorithms).

However, we are concerned with the groundtruth test sets that are used to estimate
the classification errors. Test sets intend to represent the errors to expect in future
applications, and are crucial for assessing classification uncertainty. Thus we consider
sampling issues such as representativity, scarcity and error rate variance.

1.6 Thesis overview

Our preliminary user studies elicit the user information needs (Chapter 2) with a
particular focus on information needs w.r.t. classification uncertainty (Chapter 3).
From these studies, we derive the uncertainty issues of concern to end-users, and the
related uncertainty assessment methods (Chapter 4). We then introduce new meth-
ods for estimating the numbers of errors in classification results, and for correcting
the ensuing biases in class size estimates (Chapter 5). Finally, we investigate new
visualization tools for assessing classification errors (Chapter 6) and for analysing
population sizes and their uncertainties (Chapter 7). We conclude by discussing the
implications of our results (Chapter 8).

Chapter 2 - User Information Requirements

We establish the scope of high-level information that can be provided by computer
vision systems for the scientific study of animal populations. We study the applica-
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tion domain by interviewing marine ecologists. Typical data collection techniques
are compared to derive generic information needs. After interviewing computer vi-
sion experts, we identify the information needs that can or cannot be addressed by
video monitoring techniques. Finally, the uncertainty issues inherent to each data
collection technique are discussed, and high-level requirements for uncertainty
assessment are identified.

Chapter 3 - Establishing Informed Trust

We investigate the information on uncertainty issues that support end-users in de-
veloping informed uncertainty assessments. Our second user study explores how
information about classification errors impacts users’ understanding, trust and ac-
ceptance of the computer vision system. We collect users’ feedback on uncertainty
factors other than classification errors, and discuss the relationships between user
(mis)understanding of uncertainty, trust and acceptance of the system. Our conclu-
sions highlight unfulfilled information needs requiring additional uncertainty as-
sessments, and high-level user-oriented information that uncertainty assessments
must provide.

Chapter 4 - Uncertainty Factors

We identify key uncertainty factors that must be considered for enabling scientifi-
cally valid analyses of computer vision results. We focus on in-situ video monitoring
technologies such as those implemented within the Fish4Knowledge system, which
provides counts of individuals per class of species, and uses fixed underwater cam-
eras without stereoscopic vision. Our scope includes uncertainty factors beyond the
computer vision system, arising from the in-situ environment in which the system
is deployed (e.g., camera placement and fields of view). After specifying the typi-
cal computer vision system and deployment conditions, the uncertainty factors are
elicited from interviews of marine ecologists and computer experts. We then identify
the interactions between uncertainty factors, and how uncertainties propagates to
high-level information. Finally, we identify the uncertainty assessment methods
that are applicable or that are missing.

Chapter 5 - Estimating Classification Errors

We identify methods for estimating the numbers of errors in classification results,
using error measurements performed with test sets. These methods can provide
unbiased estimates of class sizes and do not primarily aim at identifying which spe-
cific items are misclassified. Class sizes can be corrected to account for the potential
False Positives and False Negatives in each class. We review existing bias correc-
tion methods from statistics and epidemiology, and investigate their applicability for
computer vision classifiers. We then extend the bias correction methods to estimating
the number of errors between specific classes. We identify the unaddressed case of
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disjoint test and target sets, which impacts the variance of bias correction and error
estimation results. We introduce 3 new methods:

• The Sample-to-Sample method estimates the variance of bias correction and
error estimation results for disjoint test and target sets.

• The Ratio-to-TP method uses atypical error rates that have properties of
interest for estimating the variance of error estimation results.

• The Maximum Determinant method uses the determinant of error rates,
encoded as a confusion matrix, as a predictor of the variance of error estimation
results, prior to applying the classifier to target sets.

Chapter 6 - Visualization of Classification Errors

We introduce a simplified design for visualizing classification errors, i.e., the errors
measured on a groundtruth test set and typically encoded in confusion matrices. We
avoid the display of error rates which can be misinterpreted. Our design rationales
select raw numbers of errors as a basic yet complete metric, and simple barcharts
where several visual features distinguish the actual and assigned classes. We
present a user study that compares our simplified visualization to well-established
visualizations (ROC curve and confusion matrix with heatmap). We identify the
main difficulties that users encountered with the visualizations and with under-
standing classification errors, depending on user’s background knowledge.

Chapter 7 - Visualization Tool for Exploring Uncertain Class Sizes

We introduce a comprehensive visualization tool that enables end-users to monitor
population sizes, and to investigate uncertainties in specific subsets of the data.
We introduce an interaction design for exploring population sizes, as well as the
underlying uncertainty factors (e.g., quality of video footage, classification errors of
computer vision algorithms). We present a user study that investigates the interface
design, and how it supports user awareness of uncertainty. We highlight the factors
that facilitated or complicated the exploration of the data and its uncertainties,
and in particular, how users may be unaware of important uncertainty factors. We
conclude with recommendations for improving the design of such interfaces.

1.7 Thesis contributions

Our research results contribute to enabling the scientific study of animal populations
based on computer vision. Our results contribute to a broader range of applications
dealing with uncertain computer vision and classification data. They inform the
design of comprehensive uncertainty assessment methods and tools.
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Empirical contributions

Ü Domain analysis of computer vision for video monitoring animal popula-
tions (Chapter 2).
q Typical use cases are synthesized (Section 2.2), establishing key high-level
information needs (Section 2.3), data collection methods (Section 2.4) and un-
certainty concerns (Section 2.5).
q The synthesis highlights high-level information needs that can be addressed
with computer vision (Table 2.5) and uncertainty issues they entail (Table 2.6).

Ü User behaviors towards trust, acceptance, information needs, and under-
standing of uncertainty (Chapter 3).
q Mechanisms underlying the development of informed trust and acceptance
of classification systems are reported (Section 3.4).
q Information needs about uncertainty issues are identified (Section 3.5).

Ü Applicability of methods for estimating classification errors and biases in
class size estimates (Chapter 5).
q Error estimation methods from statistics and epidemiology domains are suc-
cessfully applied to the domain of machine learning classification (Section 5.2).
q Issues with existing error estimation methods are demonstrated (Section 5.2.4):
sensitivity to stable or varying class proportions, and limited sample sizes (e.g.,
small datasets yield high error rate variance).
q Applicability to estimating the error composition in class size estimates is
demonstrated, i.e., detailing the numbers of errors between all possible combi-
nation of classes (Section 5.3).

Ü Applicability of methods for estimating the variance of classification error
estimates (Chapter 5).
q The variance estimation solution provided by our Sample-to-Sample method
is empirically validated.
Its compatibility with error estimation methods, and applicability to disjoint test
and target sets are demonstrated (Section 5.4).
q Existing methods for estimating the variance of error estimation results are
shown to be inapplicable if test and target sets are disjoint (Section 5.4.5). Such
case is common in machine learning, but did not concern the initial application
domains of error estimation methods.

Ü Factors impacting user understanding of classification errors and their visu-
alization (Chapter 6).
q Users’ issues when interpreting classification errors using visualization sup-
ports are reported. The influence of users’ prior knowledge is considered
(Section 6.7).
q The report establishes issues with the complexity of technical concepts and
terminology, and how visualization features address or aggravate them.
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Ü Factors impacting user understanding of uncertainty issues when exploring
computer vision results with interactive visualization (Chapter 7).
q Usability issues with the Fish4Knowledge user interface are reported (Sec-
tion 7.3.1).
q Issues with visual features and dataset features are distinguished, e.g., choice
of metrics to display, and style of display (Section 7.3.2).
q Recommendations are elicited for improving the interface’s support of user-
awareness of uncertainty (Section 7.3.3).

Theoretical contributions

Ü Model of uncertainty factors pertaining to computer vision for monitoring
animal populations (Chapter 4).
q The model comprehends uncertainty factors arising from computer vision
and classification systems, or from the environment in which systems are de-
ployed (Section 4.1).
q Uncertainty issues are synthesized as a combination of uncertainty factors
(Section 4.2).
q The interactions between uncertainty factors are described (Section 4.3).

Ü Sample-to-Sample variance estimation (Chapter 5).
q The distribution of rate estimators is specified for the case of disjoint datasets,
i.e., for rates measured in one dataset and used as estimators of rates in disjoint
datasets. Datasets are disjoint but sampled from the same population. For
instance, such estimators can represent rates of classification errors in target
sets using error rates measured in disjoint test sets (Section 5.4.1).

Ü Maximum Determinant variance prediction (Chapter 5).
q The hypothesis that the determinants of error rate matrices are predictors of
classification errors’ variance is conjectured. (Section 5.5).
q The type of error rate (e.g., FP Rate or Ratio-to-TP) and numbers of classes
are shown to influence the predictive power (Table 5.3).
q Future work is required for establishing theory and validating the prediction
method (Section 5.6).

Methodological contributions

Ü Guidelines for comprehensive and user-oriented uncertainty assessments
(Chapter 2).
q Methodological steps are proposed for establishing the uncertainty fac-
tors and uncertainty assessment methods that address end-users’ needs (Sec-
tion 2.7).

Ü Methods for estimating classification errors in end-results (Chapter 5).
q Error estimation method are established for binary problems, combining the
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Misclassification method, Sample-to-Sample method, and Fieller’s theorem
(Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4).

Ü Metric for estimating classification errors in end-results, and for normalizing
the visualization of classification errors (Chapters 5 and 6).
q Ratio-to-TP error rates (FN/TP) support alternative methods for estimating and
predicting classification errors in end-results (i.e., in target sets). Prediction
methods require future work for establishing theory (Section 5.3.1).
q Ratio-to-TP error rates supports normalized visualization of classification
errors. Such normalization is of interest for illustrating the impact of varying
class proportions, and for facilitating the comparisons of False Positives and
False Negatives (Section 6.4, Figure 6.8).

Artifact contributions

Ü Visualization of classification errors for non-expert end-users (Chapter 6).
q The visualization of confusion matrices is simplified with Classee barcharts,
designed to facilitate non-experts’ understanding of classification error (Sec-
tion 6.4).
q The design is applicable to binary and multiclass problems.
q The design provides alternative to ROC and Precision/Recall curves, and
includes additional information of interest to end-users (Section 6.2, Table 6.2).
q Open source visualization components and web interface are delivered
(http://classee.project.cwi.nl).

Ü User interface for exploring computer vision results and their uncertainties
(Chapter 7).
q The Fish4Knowledge user interface is delivered to ecologists and the general
public. It provides access to the computer vision results collected within the
Fish4Knowledge project (Section 7.2).
q The interface supports the exploration of fish population sizes and key un-
certainty factors (Table 7.1).
q The interface design is applicable to multidimensional data exploration, and
multifactorial uncertainty assessment. Reuse has been experimented with the
SightCorp emotion recognition system (Section 7.4, Figure 7.28).
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Chapter 2
User Information Requirements

To inform the design of computer vision systems for population monitoring, we
must investigate the domain of application. We must establish the high-level tasks
that ecologists seek to perform, and the high-level information required to perform
these tasks. Then, we can identify which high-level information can be provided by
computer vision systems, and which high-level tasks can be addressed.

Our investigations of the application domain include users’ concerns with un-
certainty issues. We aim at developing comprehensive information requirements,
concerning not only the types of information needed to perform end-users’ tasks, but
also the types of uncertainty that are acceptable. This chapter, which addresses our
first research question: What high-level information needs and uncertainty requirements
in marine ecology research can be addressed with computer vision systems? (Section 1.4).

To elicit the user requirements that computer vision can address, we need to ac-
count for constraints from both the technology and the application domain. Hence
we interviewed both computer vision experts and domain experts (Section 2.1). From
interviews with marine ecologists, we draw an overview of the domain of application,
including typical use cases(Section 2.2), high-level tasks and information needs (Sec-
tion 2.3), data collection techniques(Section 2.4), and uncertainty issues (Section 2.5).
Supplemented with feedback from computer vision experts, our domain analysis
highlights the tasks and information needs that computer vision can address, and
key uncertainty issues of concern. From these findings, we discuss the applicability
of computer vision systems such as the Fish4Knowledge system (Section 2.6) and
elicit guidelines for developing comprehensive uncertainty assessment methods that
address end-user needs (Section 2.7).

17
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2.1 Interviews with stakeholders

We investigated the domain of application, and the potential use cases for computer
vision systems, through series of interviews with marine ecologists and computer
vision experts. This iterative process us allowed to develop a comprehensive un-
derstanding of user needs and technical issues. Conducting the interviews itera-
tively allow unforeseen information requirements and uncertainty issues to emerge.
Including feedback from computer vision experts was crucial to complement the
interviews of marine ecology experts. Ecologists were not acquainted with the tech-
nical constraints of computer vision, and therefore could not envision all potential
limitations and uncertainty issues. Computer vision experts were able to indicate
uncertainties related to specific high-level information needs, and low-level technical
features of computer vision technologies. To help ecologists familiarize themselves
with computer vision technologies, we used user interface and visualization proto-
types that provided tangible examples of the computer vision capabilities.

Marine ecology experts were recruited from universities and research centres
within research teams studying fish populations in their natural environment. Ecol-
ogists were interviewed in three studies. Our first study consisted of semi-structured
interviews exploring existing practices in marine ecology research. The questionnaire
(Table 2.1) was followed with additional free-form questions collecting additional in-
sights on the working environment, existing data analysis practices, uncertainty
issues, and interest in video monitoring systems. The results are reported in this
chapter. Our second and third studies included visualization and interface proto-
types, and are reported in Chapters 3 and 7.

We first recruited 3 senior marine ecologists who answered the first-step ques-
tionnaire during phone calls lasting 45 minutes to 1 hour1. The interview details are
available in the Fish4Knowledge Deliverable 2.12.

To explore user needs in more detail, we recruited 9 additional ecologists who
answered the first-step questionnaire in face-to-face interviews3. These interviews
lasted 45 minutes to 1 hour, and were conducted under the presence of two user
interface experts4.

Computer vision experts’ feedback was collected at the Fish4Knowledge project
meetings, twice a year during 3 years. The general setup consisted of presenting the
high-level ecologists’ needs drawn from our user studies, and then discussing the
means to address them and the potential uncertainty issues. Marine ecology experts
were also present at most of the meetings, for a complete feedback loop mediated by
the team in charge of the Fish4Knowledge user interface5. The group of computer

1These participants included 2 professors from Academica Sinica (Taiwan) and Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki (Greece), and 1 senior researcher from Oxford University (UK).

2http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/f4k/DELIVERABLES/Del21.pdf
3These participants included 8 senior researchers and 1 master student from Wageningen University

(The Netherlands).
4The interviewers are myself and a 9-month PdEng intern expert in user experience.
5The user interface team included 1 professor, 1 associate professor, 1 postdoctoral researcher, 1 PhD

student (myself) and 1 PdEng intern from CWI (The Netherlands).
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vision experts included 9 researchers from Catania University (Italy) and Edinburgh
University (UK)6. The marine ecology experts attending the meetings included at
least one Professor from Academia Sinica in Taiwan, with decades of experience in
researching the marine ecosystem targeted by the Fish4Knowledge project.

The Fish4Knowledge project description:
This project aims at realizing a video analysis tool dedicated to the study of undersea ecosystems. Fixed
underwater cameras continuously record videos that are automatically analysed to detect fish species
and behaviours.
1. Briefly, what are your scientific research goals and topics of interest?
(if relevant, please name biological patterns, processes or models implied)
2. What information, data or measures do you need to fulfil your goals?
3. How do you collect relevant data (manual methods as well as automated)? What trust or reliability
issues do you encounter?
4. What tools do you use to process and analyse those data? What issues do you encounter while
using those tools?
5. What would be the 20 most important questions you would ask the Fish4Knowledge tool?

Table 2.1: Questions of the semi-structured interview of marine ecology experts (Section 2.1).

2.2 Population monitoring use cases

From the interviews with ecologists, we identify typical use cases of data collection
practices for fish population monitoring, and the uncertainty issues they entail (Ta-
ble 2.2). The use cases are drawn from 11 out of the 12 interviews we conducted, as 1
interview did not provide sufficient information about the data collection practices of
the participant. The use cases are synthesized by grouping together ecologists who
share the same high-level topics of study and data collection methods. The use cases
summarize ecologists’ usual practices, uncertainty issues, and potential applications
of computer vision systems, as mentioned during the interviews.

-Case 1 - Video at single point (1 participant). The team based in The Nether-
lands studies Caribbean reef fish, e.g., the distribution of specific species and their
variations over time (e.g., population dynamics and migrations). They use baited
stereoscopic cameras to count fish, identify their species and evaluate their size. They
use vessels to collect video samples at single-point locations that cover the areas and
periods of interest. They manually identify single fish, without duplicates, by ana-
lyzing only one frame per video sample. They select the frame with the most fish.
The uncertainties caused by occlusions are resolved by browsing other video frames.
Their existing method is satisfactory, but the manual image analysis is time-consum-
ing. They would potentially use video analysis tools for automatically counting fish

6The computer vision experts included 1 professor, 1 associate professor, 2 senior researchers and 5
PhD students.
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and identifying species, with the same sampling method using the most dense frame.
The uncertainty issues introduced by video analysis are easily accepted because the
cost reduction is important.

Case 2 - Video in transects (3 participants). The team based in The Netherlands
studies North Sea deep-water corals and seabed ecosystems, e.g., the distribution of
species in the various deep sea habitats, and the related trophic systems (i.e., food
chain). They use cameras held by a line just above the seabed, and moved in transects
(lines) within the areas of interest. A laser measures the exact distance between the
camera and the seabed. It serves to calibrate the measurement of fish size. They
manually identify each organism and habitat features (e.g., rocks), and measure their
size. The organisms are very sparse and noticeable on the empty seabed surface, but
they encounter uncertainties with respect to species identification and cryptic (hid-
den or camouflaged) organisms. A video browsing tool allows them to manually
extract object size by using the size measured in pixels and the camera to seabed
distance. The observations and measures are manually collected in spreadsheet files.
Their existing method is satisfactory, but the manual image analysis is extremely
time-consuming and the vessel is very expensive. They would potentially use a
video analysis tool for automatically identifying objects in their video collection, or
for designing cheaper data collection techniques.

Case 3 - Diving along transects (1 participant). The team based in The Nether-
lands focuses on commercial fisheries. They study the abundance, distribution, and
trophic systems of the Philippines’ coral reef fish, and their vulnerability to fishing.
They collect diving observations along transects at varying depth. Video cameras are
used for backup purposes and occasional refinements of the live observations. The
analysis of the diving notes and videos is entirely manual. They encounter uncer-
tainty issues with the missed detection, since many organisms occur simultaneously.
They usually approximate the number of fish in dense fish groups with many over-
laps. The observable species are different depending on the depth, and it requires
an extensive taxonomic knowledge and sample collection to cover their diversity.
The data collection technique is satisfactory but costly and time-consuming, which
limits the quantity of samples. They would potentially use video analysis tools for
browsing the video collection, or for designing new data collection techniques.

Case 4 - Experimental fishery (1 participant). The team based in Greece studies
population dynamics, trophic systems, reproduction and physiology of pelagic fish
living in the Aegan Sea. They sample and dissect fish from experimental fisheries, as
commonly practiced in the marine biology domain. They collect fish at single-point
locations or following a stratified sampling method. Fish dissection provides precise
identification of look-alike species, and precise measurements of age, fertility and
feeding habits. They encounter uncertainty regarding the replicability of fish catch.
Fish catches performed under the same conditions (e.g., one after the other, releasing
and re-catching fish) provide highly variable results. This issue is difficult overcome,
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and may require collecting large numbers of samples. This data collection technique
is costly but satisfactory. Their acceptance of our tool is low because: i) video analysis
cannot supply all the data they need, ii) they need a different sampling of the areas
of interest, and iii) video analysis introduces uncertainties they can avoid with their
existing method.

Case 5 - Commercial fishery (2 participants). Their separate teams, based in
The Netherlands, conduct similar studies of population dynamics in the North Sea.
They collect fish counts from commercial fisheries, as practiced for decades in the
marine biology domain. The large amount of available data supports the study of
population dynamics, migration and reproduction. Commercial fisheries target only
specific species, and onboard fisherman may not report the bycatches of not commer-
cialized fish species and often misidentify unusual species. Thus uncertainty issues
arise due to the uneven or biased sampling of species, areas, depths and environ-
mental conditions. However, the large amount of collected data allows statistical
methods to overcome the uncertainty issues. This data collection technique is sat-
isfactory, but could be complemented by video analysis tools for compensating the
sampling biases.

Case 6 - Diving at single points and transects (2 participants). Their separate teams,
based in Taiwan and The Netherlands, conduct similar studies of coral reef ecosys-
tems. They study population dynamics, interactions between species (trophic sys-
tems, reproduction), migration patterns, and vulnerability to environmental changes.
They collect fish counts, species identification and approximate fish size from diving
observations. They collect data at single-point locations or in transects. They en-
counter uncertainty issues regarding missed detections, multiple detection of single
fish, species misidentification, and some species are likely to avoid divers, thus bias-
ing the collected data. These issues are tackled by statistical methods (e.g., ANOVA)
and by comparing data from different sources. They would potentially use video
analysis tools to reduce data collection costs, and for collecting larger numbers of
samples.

Case 7 - Video and commercial fishery (1 participant). The team based in The
Netherlands studies population dynamics and the vulnerability of the Wadden Sea
fish to fisheries. They collect data from industrial waste of commercial fisheries. This
data collection technique is its early stage of development. It uses common CCTV
cameras to record individuals falling out of the nets, or being discarded during in-
dustrial fish sorting. They manually count fish and identify species, while they are
developing video analysis software to address this task. With their video analysis
tool, they encounter uncertainty issues regarding the misidentification of species and
non-fish objects. This is due to the speed at which fish pass by the camera during
industrial processes.
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Data Collection Technique Sampling
Method

Uncertainty Issues Interest in
Computer Vision

Case 1 Video Images: baited stereo-
scopic camera, manual image
analysis

Single-point
locations

Avoid detecting the same fish mul-
tiple times. Few overlaps in fish
groups.

To avoid manual image
analysis.

Case 2 Video Images: lighted camera
held close to deep sea floor, at
a constant calibrated distance
from seabed, and manual im-
age analysis

Transects (i.e.,
along a virtual
line)

Rare misidentification of species.
Cryptic organisms may remain
undetected.

To avoid manual image
analysis. To reduce ex-
pensive use of scientific
vessels.

Case 3 Diving Observations with
handheld camera for backup
purposes

Transects (at
varying depths)

Species misidentification. Some
species hide from divers. Over-
laps in fish groups.

To analyze existing
videos. To avoid diving.

Case 4 Experimental Fishery with
fish dissection

Single-point
locations or
transects

Variability of fish catch albeit iden-
tical experimental conditions.

Excluded, due to un-
supported measurements
and uncertainty issues

Case 5 Commercial Fishery: data
from the North-Sea fish
market

Dependent on
commercial
fisheries

Variability of fish catch. Tar-
gets only commercial species.
Misidentifies uncommon species.

To compensate the biases
in the market-dependent
sampling conditions

Case 6 Diving Observations Single-point
locations or
transects

Species misidentification. Some
species are hiding from divers.
Overlaps in fish groups.

To avoid diving.

Case 7 Video Images & Commercial
Fishery: onboard video moni-
toring of fish discarded during
fish processing

Dependent on
equipment
available
onboard

Misidentification of species and
non-fish objects.

Experimented in 2013,
needs improvement.

Table 2.2: Summary of 7 typical use cases of fish population monitoring for ecology research.

Research Topic Information Need
Population
Dynamics

Migration Reproduction Trophic
Systems

Fish
Count

Species
Recognition

Body
Size

Other

Case 1 x x x x x
Case 2 x x x x x Other organisms
Case 3 x x x x x
Case 4 x x x x x x x Weight, Bone size,

Stomach content,
Chemicals

Case 5 x x x x x x Weight
Case 6 x x x x x x Behavior
Case 7 x x x

Table 2.3: High-level information needs drawn from the use cases in Section 2.2 and Table 2.2.

2.3 High-level information needs

We aim at identifying widespread information needs that concern a broad range of
research topics in marine ecology. Identifying the most essential user needs informs
the design of computer vision systems that address a broad range of applications
within marine ecology. Thus we report the information needs and research topics
that are most common amongst the ecologists we interviewed. We analyze the 7 use
cases introduced in Section 2.2 (Table 2.3) and examples of information seeking tasks
collected from ecologists (Table 2.4). We identify 4 key research topics (population
dynamics, migration, reproduction, trophic systems) and 4 key information needs
(fish counts, species recognition, behavior recognition, body size).
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fish
count

species
recog.

behavior
recog.

body
size

1 How many species appear and their abundance and body size in day and night
including sunrise and sunset period.

x x x

2 How many species appear and their abundance and body size in certain period
of time (day, week, month, season or year). Species composition [set of species and
relative population sizes] change within one period.

x x x

3 Give the rank of above species, i.e., list them according to their abundance or
dominance. How many percent are dominant (abundant), common, occasional and
rare species.

x x

4 Fish colour pattern change and fish behaviour in the night for diurnal fish and in
daytime for nocturnal fishes.

x x x

5 Fish activity within one day (24 hours). x x x
6 Feeding, predator-prey, territorial, reproduction (mating, spawning or nursing) or

other social or interaction behavior of various species.
x x x

7 Growth rate of certain species for a certain colony or group of observed fish. x x x
8 Population size change for certain species within a single period of time. x x
9 The relationship of above population size change or species composition change

with environmental factors, such as turbidity, current velocity, water temperature,
salinity, typhoon, surge or wave, pollution or other human impact or disturbance.

x x

10 Immigration or emigration rate of one group of fish inside one monitoring station
or one coral head.

x x

11 Solitary, pairing or schooling behavior of fishes. [these behavior have different meanings
depending on species]

x x x

12 Settle down time or recruitment season [when species stop migrating and start repro-
ducing], body size and abundance for various fish.

x x x

13 In certain area or geographical region, how many species could be identified
or recognized easily and how many species are difficult. The most important
diagnostic characteristics to distinguish some similar or sibling species [species
which look-alike].

x

14 Association [co-occurrence] among different fish species or fish-invertebrates. x x
15 Short term, mid-term or long term fish assemblage [co-occurrence] fluctuation at

one monitoring station or comparison between experimental and control stations in
MAP. [MPA: Marine Protected Area]

x x

16 Comparison of the different study result between using diving observation or
underwater real time video monitoring techniques. Or the advantage and disad-
vantage of using this new technique.

x x x x

17 The difference of using different camera lens and different angle width. x x x x
18 Is it possible to do the same monitoring in the evening time. x x x x
19 How to clean the lens and solve the biofouling problem.
20 Hardware and information technique problem and the possible improvement

based on current technology development and how much cost they are.
21 What is the average body size for species X? How many percent of fish are small,

normal or big?
x x x

22 What is the number of fish in area X for indicative species related to pollution? [for
species which absence is likely due to pollution]

x x

23 What is the distribution and number of fish for indicative species of factor X? [for
species which presence or absence is likely due to the factor of interest (e.g., water acidity)]

x x

24 What is the analysis of factor X impact, using pattern of indicative data Y? [Indicative
data include fish counts and behavior observations for indicative species, i.e., species that are
known to react to factor X]

x x x

25 What are the areas and periods of time of species X migrations? x x
26 What are the areas and periods of time of species X SPAGS? [SPAGS:Spawning

Agregation Sites, where fish gather to reproduce]
x x x

27 What are the SPAGS periods in area Y? x x x x

Table 2.4: Information seeking tasks that ecologists would perform with the Fish4Knowledge
system. The tasks are reported using participants’ own words, in the order they were mentioned, when answering
question 5 in Table 2.1. The texts in [...] explain the concepts from the marine ecology domain. The tasks in
bold refer to uncertainty or technical issues. The last 4 columns identify high-level information needs (discussed in
Section 2.3). The tasks were collected from one participant of Case 6 (tasks 1-20) and from the participant who was
not included in the use cases (tasks 21-27).
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All the use cases and information seeking tasks require information on fish counts
and species recognition (e.g., fish count per species) except tasks 13, 19 and 20
which concern uncertainty issues (Table 2.4). With this information, ecologists can
investigate how many fish occur in specific time periods and locations (i.e., fish
abundance), what are their species, what is the species distribution and density over
areas, what is the proportion of each species in the overall population (i.e., species
composition), or what is the total number of species (i.e., species richness).

Ecologists are also interested in information on fish body size and behavior
recognition (9 and 10 tasks in Table 2.4, respectively). From fish body size, ecolo-
gists derive fish age and maturity, as well as reproductive cycles (e.g., presence of
offspring). From fish behavior (e.g., mating, feeding, nursing, aggression), ecolo-
gists derive fish maturity and reproductive cycles too, but also seasonal cycles and
trophic systems. Few mentions of behavior recognition occurred when ecologists
were asked to describe their current data collection practices, and behaviors cannot
be directly observed from fishery data (Cases 4, 5 and 7). Ecologists’ interest in be-
haviors emerged when asked what would be the most important tasks they would
perform with the Fish4Knowledge system (Table 2.4). Such computer vision system
was deemed promising for observing behaviors without disturbance from divers.

From information on fish counts, species, behaviors and body size, ecologists can
study population dynamics, i.e., how species distributions evolve over time, loca-
tions or environmental conditions. For instance, monitoring population dynamics
can support the study of ecosystems’ typology (e.g., types of habitat, distributions
of animal and plant species, food chains and predator/prey relationships), the study
of differences between ecosystem (e.g., before and after seasonal changes, or events
such as typhoons, pollutions or construction works), or the study of species life cycles
(e.g., daily routines, reproduction, migration and maturity phases). With informa-
tion on fish counts, species, behaviors and body size, ecologists can also study three
main phenomena influencing population dynamics: migration, reproduction, and
trophic systems (i.e., food chains describing which species feed on which species).

Each topic of study requires specific information (Tables 2.3 and 2.5) but all require
at least information on fish counts per species. For instance, population dynamics
concerns the relative sizes of species populations over time periods and locations
(i.e., species distributions). Migrations, reproduction and trophic systems require
the recognition of fish species, as these phenomena are species-dependent (e.g., each
species has specific time periods or locations for migrations, reproductions or feeding
behaviors).

Additional information is of interest for studying underlying phenomenom that
impact migrations. For example, information on fish age (estimated from body
size, or otolith bone size) supports investigations of relationships between migration
and reproduction. Chemicals in fish bodies or surrounding waters, or other envi-
ronmental information such as temperature or pressure, support investigations of
relationships between migration and environmental conditions.

The topic of reproduction can be studied using only fish counts and species
identification, given that ecologists can rely on prior knowledge of the typical repro-
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duction sites and periods. For example, changes in fish population sizes occurring at
these known sites and locations can be assumed to be related to reproduction. How-
ever, information on fish body size and behavior provides more reliable evidence of
reproduction cycles (e.g., time period and locations) and more information on the
demographic characteristics of fish populations.

The topic of trophic systems is more difficult to study using only fish counts and
species identification. Provided with the species composition, i.e., the distribution of
fish per species, ecologists can infer the potential food chains. However, such infer-
ence must rely on prior knowledge of typical feeding behaviors of each fish species,
and of other available nutrients (e.g., sea weed or plankton species). Information on
fish behaviors and on stomach contents are of particular interest for providing evi-
dence of the food chains in the ecosystems. While observing fish behaviors informs
ecologists on predator-prey and foraging mechanisms, analysing stomach contents
informs ecologists on actual diets resulting from these behaviors.

Fish Count Species
Recognition

Behavior
Recognition

Body Size

Research Topic
Population Dynamics mandatory mandatory optional important
Migration mandatory mandatory optional optional
Reproduction mandatory mandatory important important
Trophic Systems mandatory mandatory important important

Data Collection Technique

Experimental Fishery (Case 4) + +/++1 - +
Commercial Fishery (Cases 5, 7) + + - +
Diving Observation (Cases 3, 6) + + ++ +

Manual Image Analysis (Cases 1, 2, 3, 7) + + + -/+ 2

Computer Vision + + -/+3 -/+ 2

The signs indicate whether data collection techniques: - cannot supply the information, + can supply the information,
++ can supply the most precise information.
1 Fish dissection, sometimes performed after experimental fishing, is the most accurate technique for differentiating
fish species that are visually similar.
2 Information supplied if stereoscopic vision or calibrated distance camera-background are available.
3 The state-of-the-art does not fully address the wide scope of fish behavior variety.

Table 2.5: Information required for the main topics of study, and ability of data collection
techniques to provide this information.

2.4 Data collection techniques

From the 7 use cases of ecology research on fish populations (Section 2.2), we identify
4 well-established data collection techniques: experimental fishery (i.e., sampling
fish stock), commercial fishery data, diving observations, and manual image analysis
(Section 2.4.1, Table 2.5). To provide reliable information, data collection techniques
must be applied with appropriate sampling methods. We outline sampling methods
that are usually applied by ecologists (Section 2.4.2) and discuss sampling strategies
for video data collection (Section 2.4.3). Finally, we outline ecologists’ rationales for
selecting appropriate data collection and sampling methods (Section 2.4.4).
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2.4.1 Well-established data collection methods

Experimental fishery - Scientific vessels are used to catch fish at specific sampling
locations and time periods, with calibrated nets or fish traps (Case 4). Ecologists
can then perform measurements (e.g., from fish dissection) that include information
unavailable with other data collection techniques, such as fish weight, bone size (e.g.,
otolith precisely indicating fish age), stomach content (e.g., to study trophic systems),
traces of chemicals (e.g., from pollution), or the presence of fish eggs (e.g., to study
reproduction cycles).

Commercial fishery - Data can be collected onboard commercial vessels, by ecologists
(Case 7) or by non-scientific personnels of fishery companies (Case 5). The latter
involves trust issues and potential biases due to the person in charge of collecting the
data, e.g., lack of expertise with rare species, inconsistent practices between observers
(Kraan et al. 2013). Commercial fishery data have the advantage of offering large
coverage of marine areas, but at the disadvantage of targeting only commercial
species.

Diving observation - Divers can collect information on fish counts and species recog-
nition, and can observe a variety of fish behaviors (Cases 3 and 6). Data can be
collected by individual divers, or in teams who compare their observations to limit
human biases. Observations are collected within fixed areas (e.g., delimited with
frames or ropes) or along transects (i.e., predetermined path on the sea floor covering
a representative part of the ecosystem). Cryptic and benthic species (camouflaged or
living on the seabed) are better sampled as they are unlikely to be caught in fishing
nets. However, diving observations carries uncertainty as human observers disturb
natural fish behaviors and can make mistakes, e.g., depending on their diving ex-
perience, or difficulties with the fish species or ecosystems (e.g., fast or small fish,
overlaps in fish groups, fish fleeing divers, inaccessible locations). Such human bi-
ases are difficult to quantify. To address them, ecologists collect data repeatedly and
use well-specified consistent protocols.

Manual image analysis - Images are widely used as a means of observation. Cameras
can be used at fixed or moving locations, with or without baits attracting fish (Case 1).
They can be oriented toward the open sea, or toward the sea floor for observing
benthic ecosystems. For the latter, calibrating a fixed distance between cameras and
sea floor allows the measurement of fish body size (Cases 2 and 7). Stereoscopic
vision (i.e., the use of pairs of cameras) is another technique for estimating fish
body size. Body size is derived by classifying image pixels as inside or outside
a fish contour (a classification task called segmentation). Divers also use handheld
cameras, at fixed locations or moved along transects (Case 3). Otherwise, cameras can
be dragged by boats or embarked on remote controlled vehicles (e.g., BRUV, Baited
Remote Underwater Video systems). Image analysis is mainly performed manually,
as automatic image analysis with computer vision are not supported with well-
established methods for handling uncertainty and technological issues. However,
computer vision has raised interest as a promising cost-effective technique (Harvey
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et al. 2001, Cappo et al. 2004, Hetrick et al. 2004, Langlois et al. 2006, Lowry et al.
2012, Shafait et al. 2016).

2.4.2 Sampling methods

Sampling error is a crucial source of uncertainty. Only subsets of ecosystems are
actually observed, and conclusions drawn on overall ecosystems based on limited
sets of samples are inherently uncertain. In the case of computer vision system,
collecting video samples caries specific uncertainty and may require specific sampling
methods. To inform the design of sampling methods applicable to computer vision
systems, we discuss the methods usually applied by the ecologists we interviewed.

Sampling methods are designed to target specific conditions: ecosystems, habi-
tats, environmental conditions, time periods, locations, species or behaviors of inter-
est. The choice of sampling methods depends on the topic of study and the scientific
requirements of the research. For instance, to study migration it can be necessary to
collect samples over large areas and time periods (e.g., multiple years).

Samples are collected within subsets of the locations and time periods of interests.
In the marine ecology domain, the observable populations can greatly vary depend-
ing on the time periods and locations. To remain representative of the ecosystem of
interest, the sampling methods must account for natural cycles and habitat topolo-
gies. For instance, the sampled time periods need to account for the hours of the
day (e.g., some species appear in morning, evening or at night, for feeding) and the
seasons of the year (e.g., some species migrate or reproduce in spring). The sampled
locations can be fixed points (i.e., single-point locations in Table 2.2) or predetermined
path covering a representative part of the ecosystem (i.e., transects in Table 2.2). The
sampled locations must represent ecosystems’ components, e.g., the types of habitats
and their proportional land coverage. Samples are often collected in each part of the
ecosystems, proportionally to their geographical coverage, and aggregated using the
stratified sampling method (Cochran 2007).

Sampling methods provide repeated measurements to account for their variance.
Estimating sample variance (i.e., the variance between measurements collected in each
sample) contributes to the interpretation of the patterns observed in the collected
data. Well-founded statistical methods (e.g., ANOVA) account for sample variance
to compute the probability that the patterns observed in the data occurred by chance,
and may not be representative of the actual fish populations. For example, popu-
lation sizes can differ between two time periods or two species, but the difference
may not be significant due to high sample variance. Such statistical methods are
essential for ecology research, as they support the scientific validity of conclusions
drawn on fish populations. Statistical methods can also be applied to estimate the
overall population sizes in the overall ecosystem, and the variance of such estimate.
However, the relative trends in fish populations often provide sufficient information
for assessing population dynamics, without needing to estimate overall population
sizes for specific areas.
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2.4.3 Impact of video technologies on sampling methods

Special attention must be paid to the spatio-temporal coverage of video samples. The
spatial coverage depends on the placement and orientation of cameras, on the type
lens, and on the image resolution. The placement and orientation of cameras target
specific habitats, and impact the species that are likely to be observed. The type of lens
and the image resolution impact the depth and width of fields of view. These modify
the areas and volumes within which fish populations can be observed, as well as the
quality of observations (e.g., small fish in the background can be unrecognizable).

Estimating the spatial coverage of video samples is essential to the design of
sampling methods, and to the analysis of the collected data (e.g., to study fish density).
But estimating the spatial coverage of a camera is a difficult task. For instance, it
requires controlling the distance within which information collection is possible, or is
reliable enough (e.g., for detecting small fish). The information quality depends not
only on the depth of field of view (i.e., on camera lens) but also on other environmental
factors (e.g., lighting, water turbidity) and on the capabilities of the computer vision
software (e.g., how the software performs with low image quality). Finally, when
baits are used, estimating the area covered by cameras is more subtle. The strength
and direction of currents modify the areas in which animals can sense the bait, and
thus the spatial coverage of video samples (Taylor et al. 2013).

Regarding the temporal coverage of video samples, the use of fixed cameras
that continuously monitor fish populations is an important paradigm shift. It con-
trasts with common data collection techniques that perform measurements during
limited time periods. Their temporal coverage concerns a small set of preselected
time periods, and the measurements performed within a time period are intended
to represent of all the species living in the environment. With video monitoring
systems such as Fish4Knowledge, the temporal coverage is very large, covering all
time periods when there is sunlight. Ecologists do not need to extrapolate the fish
populations that would occur in time periods for which no sample is available. In-
stead, the can assume that the fish populations occur in the videos samples at their
natural frequency.

2.4.4 Choice of data collection and sampling method

Each data collection technique has its own advantages and disadvantages, and no sin-
gle method fits all types of ecology research. The most important information needs
are addressed by a choice of data collection techniques, as summarized in Table 2.5.
The requirements for selecting a data collection technique comprise constraints on
the types of ecosystem to access, the time periods for performing the study, the hu-
man and material resources available, the funding for acquiring and maintaining
equipments, the information that needs to be collected, the measurements’ potential
errors and biases, and on the uncertainties that are acceptable. Uncertainty issues
are crucial for choosing a data collection technique. Given alternative methods that
can collect the information of interest, analysing uncertainty issues allow stakehold-
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ers to understand the tradeoffs of each data collection technique. For example, a
method may be faster or cheaper but entails unacceptable uncertainty. In other cases,
a method may limit uncertainty but entails additional costs that are not worthwhile
compared to alternatives.

Experimental
Fishery

Commercial
Fishery

Diving
Observation

Manual Image
Analysis

Computer .
Vision

Benthic species -1 -1 = = =

Sedentary species -1 -1 = =/+2 =/+2

Schooling species = = -/+ -/+ -/+2

Small fish -/=3 -/=3 -/=4 -/=4 -/=4

Shy species - - -/=5 -/=6 -/=6

Cryptic species - - = - -
Look-alike species = = -/+ -/+ -/+
Rare species = - = = -/=7

Herbivorous or
carnivorous species

-/=8 = = -/=8 -/=8

The signs indicate whether parts of ecosystems are likely to be + over-represented, = neither under- nor
over-represented, - under-represented.
1 Considering that the destructive use of trawl nets is not an option.
2 Species living in coral heads often swim in and out of the camera field of view, which may yield over-estimated fish counts.
3 Large granularity of nets’ and fish traps’ mesh can let small fish slip through.
4 Small fish may not be visually detectable from a large distance.
5 Cloaking procedures can allow the observation of shy fish.
6 With handheld cameras, some species flee from divers.
7 The recognition of all rare species may not be possible due to lack of ground-truth images.
8 Baits, if used, can attract either herbivorous or carnivorous species.

Table 2.6: Main biases with species that are potentially under- or over-estimated by data
collection techniques.

2.5 Biases of data collection techniques

All data collection techniques carry uncertainty issues and can yield errors and
biases in the collected data, e.g., some species are potentially over- and under-
represented. For example, cryptic species camouflaged amongst corals are typically
under-represented because they are more difficult to detect. Data collection tech-
niques are thus always selective, i.e., specific parts of ecosystems and specific species
can entail a different magnitude of errors than the the rest of the data, while other
parts are measured with lower and consistent levels of errors.

From comparative studies of data collection techniques (Trevor et al. 2000, Harvey
et al. 2001, Cappo et al. 2004, Lowry et al. 2012)) and from our interviews with
ecologists, we identified nine types of fish species that are particularly susceptible to
biases depending on the data collection technique. Table 2.6 summarizes the potential
biases entailed by the common data collection techniques discussed in Section 2.4.
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Benthic species - Organisms living on the seafloor are under-estimated in experi-
mental or commercial fishery data. Fish nets are usually cast in the open sea (i.e.,
pelagic zone) where the species usually living in the seafloor (i.e., the benthic zone)
are rarely found. Trawl nets dragging the seafloor can collect samples of benthic
species, but this fishing technique dramatically destroys benthic ecosystems and
thus is usually excluded for scientific purposes.

Sedentary species - Sedentary species living in the same rocks or coral heads, rather
than circulating across larger areas, are less likely to swim in the open sea and thus to
be sampled through fishery. Computer vision potentially over-estimates sedentary
species because they are likely to repeatedly swim in and out of the camera field
of view. Hence single individuals may be repeatedly counted. For instance, with
the Fish4Knowledge system, we observed over-estimation of the sedentary species
Dascyllus reticulatus.

Schooling species - Species living in groups can be under- or over-estimated through
diving observation, manual image analysis and computer vision. Fish in a school
(i.e., school) occlude each other, and individual fish are likely to swim in and out
of cameras’ field of view. With computer vision, the number of fish in a school
can be either under-estimated due to occlusion, or over-estimated due to repeated
occurrences of the same individuals. With diving observations and manual image
analysis, humans need to interpret the overall size of the school and can subjectively
over- or under-estimate the number of fish.

Note: To overcome biases with sedentary and schooling species, the ecologists from
the Case 1 of our first user study (Section 2.2) count the fish appearing in only one
frame of the video footage. However, this method is likely to further under-estimate
rare species, since the chance they appear in one single frame is lower than the
chance they appear in the complete set of frames. Further, this method disables
the analysis of visual features over several frames (e.g., fish trajectories) which can
be necessary for recognizing fish behavior, and for identifying species for which
swimming behavior is more discriminative than visual appearance.

Small fish - Detecting small species or offspring is difficult for all data collection
techniques in Table 2.5. Small fish are difficult to detect and recognize if they are
too far away from divers or cameras (e.g., depending on visual acuity and fish body
sizes). In the case of diving observations, manual image analysis and computer
vision, this type of bias is limited if observations are performed within small depths
of field of view. With large depths of field of view (e.g., observing the open sea),
ecologists need to consider that small fish are sampled only in a limited range around
cameras or divers.

Shy species - Some species flee boats and divers as they detect their sounds, move-
ments (especially that of bubbles from divers), and sometimes their chemicals (sens-
ing underwater chemicals is comparable to sensing smells). Ecologists overcome with
cloaking procedures, such as using no-bubble diving equipment (e.g., rebreather) and
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allowing time for shy species to come back after divers settled in. Cameras are non-
intrusive and are well-suited for observing shy species, unless divers or boats are too
nearby.

Cryptic species - Cryptic species (e.g., camouflaged) are difficult to detect for both
computer vision software and human observers. Cryptic species are very likely to be
under-estimated, and ecologists need to apply specific methods for studying them.
For instance, divers carefully scrutinize sea floors or coral heads, or use of toxicants
forcing the fish to leave their camouflaged position. Data collection based on imagery
is not suitable for their study. Cryptic species are often benthic species, and are thus
likely to be under-estimated by commercial and experimental fisheries.

Look-alike species - Species that look-alike are difficult to detect for both computer
vision software and human observers. Ecologists may rely on specific expertise to
differentiate look-alike species. For instance, the species behaviors or body sizes may
differ.

Rare species - Ecologists are trained to target and recognize rare species, so they
can collect unbiased measurements from experimental fisheries, diving observations
and manual image analysis. Commercial fishery and computer vision potentially
under-estimate rare species. Computer vision software may not recognize species
for which there are insufficient image samples to train the recognition algorithm.
Uncommon species may not be recognized and recorded in commercial fishery data.
But these uncommon species may be frequent enough for collecting sufficient image
samples to train computer vision algorithms to recognize them.

Herbivorous or carnivorous species - Baits attract only the species that feed on the
materials used as baits. Thus specific types of bait attract specific species, which
may be over-estimated while other species are under-estimated. Baits may, however,
be of particular interest for sampling species that would otherwise remain largely
unobserved (e.g., rare, shy or crptic species), or for limiting the duration, thus the
costs, of data collection.

2.6 Implications for the Fish4Knowledge system

Computer vision systems can address essential user information needs with two
basic functionalities: detecting fish in video images, and classifying their species.
Such information supports the study of four key topics in ecology research: pop-
ulation dynamics, migration, reproduction and trophic systems (Section 2.3). The
Fish4Knowledge system was able to provide information on fish counts and species.
Other information needs (e.g., behavior recognition, body size) could not be ad-
dressed due to technical limitations (e.g., no stereoscopic vision, or ground-truth
collection issues) and were excluded from the scope of our research. The lack of
information on fish behavior particularly impacts the study of trophic systems. Clas-
sification software can be developed to recognize fish behaviors (Spampinato et al.
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2014). However, it is challenging to differentiate the large variety of fish behaviors,
and collect sufficient groundtruth data for each behavior of interest.

Computer vision systems entail uncertainty issues due software components (e.g.,
errors from the classification software), hardware components (e.g., camera settings),
and ecosystems in which computer vision systems are deployed (e.g., light condi-
tions, visibility). End-users require that these uncertainty issues are assessed (e.g.,
information seeking tasks in bold in Table 2.4, Section 2.2). Furthermore, biases can
arise due the characteristics of fish species (Section 2.5). The Fish4Knowledge system
uses cameras without bait, at fixed positions, not held by divers, and that can be po-
sitioned to observe benthic zones and coral heads. These settings can limit potential
biases with benthic, sedentary, shy, herbivorous and carnivorous species. Yet, biases
are still at stake with sedentary, schooling, cryptic, look-alike and rare species, as
well as small fish.

2.7 Requirements for accountable classification systems

Our study of the marine ecology domain provide insights on the uncertainty issues
pertaining to computer vision systems for monitoring animal populations. Further
investigations are required to elicit comprehensive scopes of uncertainty factors (e.g.,
depending on specific system features and application conditions) and to identify
the high-level impacts of uncertainty. Such uncertainty assessments must eventually
provide end-users with practical information on the uncertainty that pertains to the
specific datasets they are using. This section draws guidelines for conducting such
uncertainty assessment that specifically address end-users needs (e.g., rather than
the needs of technology experts who seek to improve computer vision systems).

The Fish4Knowledge computer vision system delivers classification data where
class sizes represents population sizes, e.g., from specific species or behaviors. Hence
we focus on classification systems, beyond the domains of computer vision and ecol-
ogy. We thus draw high-level user requirements for supporting uncertainty-aware
analysis of class sizes. We do not intend to provide fully exhaustive requirements,
however, we aim at providing essential guidelines for enabling accountable classifi-
cation systems for monitoring class sizes.

2.7.1 Identify the application conditions

Uncertainty arises from the interactions between the classification system and its
application conditions, e.g., how the system is deployed and in which ecosystem. To
identify the uncertainty issues pertaining to specific applications, it is necessary to
first specify the internal characteristics of the classification system, and the external
characteristics of the environment in which the system is deployed.

Requirement 1-a - Specify the components underlying classification system: The
pipeline of interoperating components within the classification system must be specified.
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For describing the pipeline of components (e.g., classification software), the spec-
ifications must include i) the execution sequence of the components; ii) the data
inputted and outputted by each component, describing how uncertainty can propa-
gate along the pipeline of components.

Requirement 1-b - Specify the application conditions: The external environment in
which the system is deployed, and the material characteristics of the system implementation
must be specified.

In the case of computer vision systems, the specifications must include i) the cam-
eras and their technical features (e.g., lens, frame rate, resolution); ii) the real-world
environment observed through the cameras, including the kind of events that are ex-
pected to occur, whether desirable (e.g., fish populations of interest) or undesirable
(e.g., dirt on the lens or occlusions by floating object). The Human-Computer system
that enables end-users to process the classification data must also be specified, as
supporting uncertainty-aware data analyses cannot be achieved if end-users have
no access to complete and understandable information on uncertainty. The specifi-
cations must include i) the end-users prior knowledge and skills, their goals, their
high-level information needs, and the data analysis tasks they intend to perform; ii)
the working environment of end-users, the interface used to access the classification
data, and other information sources used to perform the high-level tasks, including
human collaborators or other information systems.

These requirements are consistent with prior work considering that uncertainty
arises from three information processing steps (Pang et al. 1997): data collection (e.g.,
the conditions in which systems are deployed to collect data, requirement 1-b), data
processing (e.g., the pipeline of software components, requirement 1-a), and data
interpretation (e.g., the Human-Computer system, requirement 1-b).

We address these requirements in Chapter 4 for population monitoring systems
such as the Fish4Knowledge system. The application conditions at the data interpreta-
tion level, i.e., regarding the Human-Computer system, are investigated in Chapters 3,
6 and 7.

2.7.2 Identify the uncertainty factors

A large variety of issues can arise depending on systems’ technical features and
application conditions. Uncertainty can arise from low-level factors (e.g., image
features and quality) but needs to be described in terms of the high-level impacts
on the data analysed by end-users. To identify the relevant lower-level factors of
uncertainty, it is necessary to relate the low-level factors to the higher-level impacts
on user tasks.

Requirement 2-a - Identify the high-level impacts: The misinterpretations that can
occur if uncertainty is not considered when interpreting classification data must be identified.
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In the case of population monitoring, the misinterpretations include, e.g., consid-
ering that the class sizes are representative of the true population sizes, while the
class sizes can under- or over-estimate the actual populations (e.g., due to random
or systematic classification errors); or considering that the trends observed in class
sizes (e.g., over time periods or locations) are representative of the actual trends in
population sizes, while the observed and actual trends can differ (e.g., due to biases
arising from varying image quality).

Requirement 2-b - Identify the uncertainty factors: The chain of phenomenon that can
yield discrepancies between facts and information provided to end-users must be identified.

The factors of uncertainty arise from technical issues within the classification sys-
tem, and from the environment in which the system is deployed. Thus addressing
requirement 2-b must rely on the specifications provided by requirements 1-a and
1-b. In the case of fish population monitoring, the uncertainty factors from the classi-
fication system include, e.g., errors in detecting fish and non-fish objects, or errors in
recognizing species and behaviour. The uncertainty factors from the in-situ deploy-
ment conditions include, e.g., lens biofouling, water turbidity or low light, which
increase the chances of errors from the classification system. The uncertainty prop-
agation, i.e., the uncertainty accumulated though interactions between uncertainty
factors, must also be specified. For example, fish detection errors are propagated to
species recognition algorithms, and increase the chances that species are misclassi-
fied. Finally, uncertainty factors also arise from the way information is provided to
end-users, e.g., if key information are difficult to access or understand.

We address these requirements in Chapter 4 for population monitoring systems
such as the Fish4Knowledge system. The uncertainty factors at the end-user level,
i.e., when end-users interpret the classification data, are investigated in Chapters 3,
6 and 7.

2.7.3 Identify the uncertainty measurements

Given the scope of uncertainty factors (Requirement 2-a), end-users need to es-
timate the resulting uncertainty in high-level information (Requirement 2-b). The
characteristics of uncertainty factors can be measured for each factor separately.
However, end-users are particularly concerned with measuring their combined im-
pact resulting from uncertainty propagation. To deal with the high-level impacts of
multiple uncertainty factors, it is necessary to identify i) how each uncertainty factor
can impact other uncertainty factors; ii) the metrics and methods that can specify
each component’s uncertainty; and iii) the methods that can estimate the combined
uncertainty resulting from the interactions between uncertainty factors.

Requirement 3-a - Identify factor-specific measurements: The characteristics of each
uncertainty factor’s impact on high-level information or on other uncertainty factors, and the
means to measure these characteristics, must be identified.
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Factor-specific measurements aim, for example, at describing the characteristics of
image quality that impact the classification errors. Image features that do not impact
the classification uncertainty or the end-results are of no concern.

Requirement 3-b - Identify uncertainty propagation measurements: The means to
estimate the combined uncertainty in high-level information, resulting from interactions
between uncertainty factors, must be identified.

Uncertainty propagation measurements aim, for example, at describing the mag-
nitude of classification errors as a function of image quality features. In the case of
population monitoring, uncertainty propagation measurements eventually describe
the potential noise and bias in class sizes (i.e., random or systematic discrepancies
between class sizes and true population sizes). Uncertain propagation measurements
must match the high-level information that users are analysing. For example, if users
are analysing trends in class sizes, e.g. populations’ growth rates, then the uncer-
tainty propagation measurements must express uncertainty in terms of growth rates
(e.g., providing confidence intervals for growth rates rather than population sizes).

We address these requirements in Chapter 4 where we identify existing and
missing uncertainty assessment methods for computer vision systems such as the
Fish4Knowledge system, and in Chapter 5 where we introduce factor-specific mea-
surements addressing classification uncertainty.

2.7.4 Estimate uncertainty in end-results

End-users need to interpret the uncertainty in the specific datasets they are analysing.
Each dataset has specific characteristics which can vary across datasets and impact
the uncertainty. For instance, datasets can be drawn from videos with different image
quality. To estimate the uncertainty in specific datasets in particular, it is necessary
to i) identify the datasets’ characteristics that can impact the uncertainty factors; ii)
measure uncertainty in controlled conditions, with datasets whose characteristics
are representative of the potential end-usage datasets; and ii) estimate uncertainty in
specific data subsets by accounting for their specific characteristics.

Requirement 4-a - Identify the typical characteristics of end-usage datasets: The
possible characteristics of end-usage datasets, e.g., the range of feature values, must be
identified.

The uncertainty measurements must cover the potential conditions that can be
encountered in practice when applying the classification system. Thus the possible
values of datasets characteristics must be identified. For instance, the range of image
quality features must be identified. The datasets characteristics to consider are those
impacting the uncertainty factors, identified by requirements 3-a.

Requirement 4-b - Measure uncertainty in controlled conditions: Uncertainty mea-
surements must be performed for the most typical characteristics of uncertainty factors.
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Given the uncertainty measurement methods identified through requirements 3-a
and 3-b, uncertainty measurement must be performed in controlled conditions that
represent the potential end-usage conditions identified through requirement 4-a. For
example, classification errors must be measured for the typical characteristics of
image quality, e.g., for the potential values of contrast and luminosity.

Requirement 4-c - Assess uncertainty in specific datasets: Uncertainty in specific sets
of classification data must be estimated using the uncertainty measurements in controlled
conditions, and the specific characteristics of the dataset.

Uncertainty in specific sets of end-results must be estimated using the uncertainty
measurements performed in controlled conditions, provided by requirement 4-a. For
example, classification errors can be estimated using groundtruth evaluations per-
formed on test sets. However, the uncertainty measurements in controlled conditions
may not exactly match those of other datasets. For instance, the rates of classification
errors can randomly vary across datasets. Hence, estimating uncertainty in end-
results using test set samples also carries uncertainty, e.g., due to sample variance,
which must also be estimated. For instance, error rate variance must be estimated.

Requirement 4-d - Communicate uncertainty to end-users: The uncertainty in clas-
sification results must be communicated to end-users, in an comprehensive, understandable
and accessible manner.

Uncertainty assessment can only be achieved if end-users are provided with rel-
evant and understandable information, that enable end-users to comprehend the
impact of uncertainty factors on their data analysis task. "Data science can only be
effective if people trust the results and are able to correctly interpret the outcomes." (van der
Aalst et al. 2017). End-users who are not experts in classification or computer vision
may require specific visualization and user interface support.

In this thesis, we do not address requirements 4-a to 4-b as we do not aim at describ-
ing the particular characteristics of a single classification system. Requirement 4-c is
address in Chapter 5, which methods for estimating numbers of classification errors
in specific end-usage datasets. Requirement 4-d is addressed in:

• Chapter 3 where we investigating the uncertainty information of interest to
end-users, and its impact on users’ trust,

• Chapter 6 where we investigate visualizations that communicate classification
errors,

• Chapter 7 where we investigate the Fish4Knowledge interface design that con-
veys comprehensive information on multifactorial uncertainty.
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2.8 Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview of the domain of population monitoring for
marine ecology research. Our analysis outlines the potential applications of computer
vision for this domain, and answers our first research question: What high-level
information needs and uncertainty requirements in marine ecology research can be addressed
with computer vision systems?

Key high-level information needs are identified: fish counts, species recognition,
behavior recognition, fish body size. They address four main topics of research:
population dynamics, migration, reproduction and trophic systems. The most es-
sential information needs are fish counts and species recognitions. This information
supports all four topics of study (Table 2.5). Information on fish behaviors and body
sizes are important for studying reproduction and trophic systems. Fish body size is
also of interest for describing the age groups underlying population dynamics.

Information on fish count and species recognition can be provided by computer vi-
sion systems that integrate classification software, e.g., for detecting fish and non-fish
objects (binary classification) and recognizing fish species (multiclass classification).
Computer vision systems can estimate fish body size if appropriate hardware is im-
plemented, e.g., stereoscopic vision, or calibrated fields of view. Recognizing fish
behaviors does not required specific hardware, as classification software can address
this problem. However, it is challenging to address the variety of fish behaviors: their
characteristics differ depending on each species, and collecting groundtruth datasets
for each behavior of interest is tedious and costly.

We outline uncertainty issues that are inherent to marine ecology research, and
that computer vision systems compound. Uncertainty issues include sampling errors
(Section 2.4.3) and biases arising from the characteristics of fish species (Table 2.5).
Further investigations are required for establishing more comprehensive uncertainty
assessments and related user information needs. We thus proposed a set of high-
level requirements that provide guidelines for addressing the information needs
of end-users dealing with the multiple uncertainty issues of computer vision and
classification systems (Section 2.7). These requirements provided directions for the
remainder of the research presented in this thesis.

The user needs and domain requirements we present in this chapter inform the
design of computer vision systems for a broad range of applications within marine
ecology research. We provide insights for eliciting functionalities that address impor-
tant user requirements, depending on the topics of research and the characteristics
of ecosystems and species of interest. These findings informed the design of the
Fish4Knowledge system and its user interface.





Chapter 3
Establishing Informed Trust

To support informed trust and acceptance of classification systems, end-users must
be provided with sufficient information on the classification errors that such systems
entail. End-users must be aware of the types of errors (e.g., False Positives and False
Negatives), their magnitudes, and their impact on classification results. Without
such information, end-users may mistrust or misinterpret classification results.

This chapter investigates users’ understanding of classification errors, and its
impact on users’ trust and acceptance of classification systems. We highlight mech-
anisms that underlie informed or uninformed trust and acceptance. Our findings
inform the design of methods and tools for supporting user awareness of classifi-
cation uncertainty, and answer our second research question: What information on
classification errors is required for end-users to establish informed trust in classification
results? (Section 1.4).

Our investigations are conducted within the context of the Fish4Knowledge
project, where classification techniques are used to detect fish and recognize their
species. We investigate how information about classification errors (Section 3.1) de-
livered with different levels of detail (Section 3.2) can impact users’ understanding,
trust and acceptance of classification systems (Section 3.3). We also investigate which
information needs about classification uncertainty remain unfulfilled.

We observe that users’ trust and acceptance can remain relatively high regardless
of the information delivered on classification errors, or the actual understanding of
this information (Section 3.4). Detailing the types and magnitudes of classification
errors can increase users’ trust and acceptance, unless users’ skepticism increase
together with their understanding of the classification errors. User information needs
on classification uncertainty are broader and additional uncertainty assessments are
required, regarding classification errors and other uncertainty factors (Section 3.5).

39
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3.1 Errors in binary classification

Our study introduced users to a basic classification algorithm: the Fish Detection
algorithm that identifies fish occurring in video images. Fish detection is an inter-
esting classification task for our investigations because it is in-between lower- and
higher-level tasks of the computer vision system:

• It is impacted by lower-level uncertainty factors (e.g., image quality, segmen-
tation errors) which users may also wish to investigate.

• It serves as the basis for higher-level computer vision algorithms (e.g., the
Species Recognition algorithm that classifies fish into species). Thus understand-
ing Fish Detection uncertainty is required for understanding how uncertainty
propagates to higher-level information.

• It is simpler to evaluate for users with no technical expertise because it deals
with only two classes (i.e., binary classification of fish or non-fish objects) while
other classification algorithms may involve numerous classes (e.g., 23 classes
for the Species Recognition algorithm of the Fish4Knowledge project).

3.2 Experimental setup

We recruited 15 marine ecology experts as described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.1 p.18).
Six participants, who also completed our first study, performed the experiment at
their workplace while monitored by two user interface experts (Elvira Arslanova and
myself). The other 9 participants performed the same experiment remotely through
an online interface, without being observed by the experimenters. The experimental
interface was the same for all participants.

The interface presented short tutorials that gradually explained the Fish Detection
algorithm and the method used to measure its classification errors (i.e., groundtruth
evaluation with test sets). The tutorials were organized in three tabs:

• The introduction tab described the video collection and the groundtruth test
set and training set (Fig. 3.1).

• The video analysis tab presented an evaluation of the Fish Detection algorithm
(Fig. 3.2 left).

• The application tab presented an example of the Fish Detection results, using
synthetic data representing fish counts and seasonal trends over one full year
(Fig. 3.2 right).

The technical concepts were gradually introduced in 3 steps, with dedicated
tutorials. At each step, the video analysis and application tabs introduced additional
information and technical concepts, while the introduction tab remained identical.
The tutorials provided examples of Fish Detection results and errors which were all
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drawn from simulated data. Using simulated data allowed us to control the error
magnitudes, which were relatively high in order to expose participants to significant
levels of uncertainty. The technical concepts were explained as follows:

• Explanations at Step 1 - Errors in fish counts: The Fish Detection algorithm
learns the fish appearance using a groundtruth training set, i.e., a set of videos
in which fish are manually detected. The number of fish detected by the Fish
Detection algorithm may not match the actual number of fish appearing in the
videos, i.e., fish counts can be over- or under-estimated. The difference between
actual and automatic fish counts can be measured using a groundtruth test set
distinct from the training set.
The video analysis tab compared fish counts from Fish Detection software and test
set. The application tab presented an example of Fish Detection results, showing
fish counts and seasonal trends over one full year. It provided an extrapolation
of the errors to expect, assuming the magnitude of errors remains as in the test
set.

• Explanations at Step 2 - Types of errors: There are two types of errors. False
Negatives are fish that were not detected, and False Positives are non-fish objects
that were detected as fish.
The video analysis tab detailed the comparison of actual fish counts and Fish
Detection results by showing the numbers of False Positives, True Positives and
False Negatives. The application tab extended the extrapolation of errors in the
data example by adding estimates for the False Positives.

• Explanations at Step 3 - Balancing the types of errors: The tradeoff between
False Negatives and False Positives can be controlled using a threshold parameter,
e.g., increasing the threshold decreases the False Positives but increases the
False Negatives.
The video analysis tab showed the numbers of False Positives, True Positives and
False Negatives for 4 different values of the threshold parameter. The application
tab extended the simulated example of the Fish Detection results by showing
the different fish counts that would be obtained if using the threshold values
presented in the video analysis tab.

At each step, a questionnaire evaluated the impact of the information that was
introduced (Table 3.1). At each question, participants could provide feedback in
free form text. The questionnaire investigated which information needs regarding
uncertainty remained unfulfilled, and measured user understanding of the infor-
mation presented in the tutorial, user trust in the computer vision system, and user
acceptance of the system and its uncertainty.

With this experimental setup, we observed how the technical information, and
its understanding by users, impacted the trust and acceptance of the fish detection
algorithm, and the fulfilment of information needs. In the next Section 3.3, we specify
the concepts of trust, acceptance, understanding and information needs, and the method
used to measure them with our questionnaire.
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Figure 3.1: Interface tab introducing the Fish Detection software (Steps 1, 2, 3).
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Figure 3.2: Interface tabs showing the Fish Detection errors measured with a test set (left),
corresponding levels of errors for the complete dataset (right, top and middle), or alternative
results obtained using different parameter settings (bottom right).
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Step 1 - Information on Uncertainty: Errors in fish counts
Q1 What is this trend? How likely is it to be the same in reality? [asked 4 times with 4 different trends, Appendix A,

Figure A.3 p.190]
T

Q2 Can this explain the difference between manual and automatic counts:
i) The automatic fish count is likely to contain non-fish objects (e.g., rocks) that are incorrectly considered as
being a fish.
ii) When one single fish swims in and out of the camera’s field of view, it is counted several times by the video
analysis software. It is also counted several times by the experts that manually count the fish.
iii) The automatic fish count is likely to miss some fish that are not detected at all.

U

Q3 i) Some videos may be missing due to errors during the recording of the video.
ii) Some videos may be of very poor quality due to video encoding errors.
iii) Some videos may be of very poor quality due to dirt or algae on the camera lens.
iv) Some videos may not be analyzed at all due to video processing errors.
v) The camera’s field of view may have changed (e.g., due to strong current).
vi) For the large collection of videos for the year 2011, some fish counts may include more non-fish
objects, in a much greater proportion than for the videos used for evaluation.
vii) For the large collection of videos for 2011 some fish counts may miss more non-detected fish,
in a much greater proportion than for the videos used for evaluation.

Can we en-
counter these
errors?

U

Do you want
to evaluate
the impor-
tance of these
errors?

I

Q4 Which is the most accurate version of the software? [asked twice with different datasets, Appendix A, Fig. A.1 p.189] U
Q5 Which fish count would you choose to use for studying the variations of fish counts over time? [with or without

extrapolation of classification errors]
I

Q6
A-i) This software is suitable for counting fish.
A-ii) The automatic fish counts produced by the software are as good as the fish counts that marine biology
experts could produce.
A-iii) The accuracy of the software is good enough to be used for the scientific study of trends in fish abundance.
A-iv) I would like to use the video analysis software to count fish.

A

T-i) The software uses an appropriate method for analyzing the videos and counting fish.
T-ii) The system correctly handles the errors it produces.
T-iii) The automatic fish counts are trustworthy.

T

U-i) I fully understood the explanations given about the video analysis software.
U-ii) I fully understand how the video analysis software works.
U-iii) I know how the errors produced by the video analysis software can influence the results of my scientific
study of fish counts.
U-iv) I understand how to handle the errors that were produced by the video analysis software and minimize
their influence on my scientific research.

U

I-i) The software is transparent about its possible errors.
I-ii) The given explanations contained enough information for understanding how the video analysis software
works.
I-iii) I would need more explanations about how the software works.
I-iv) It is easy to understand how the video analysis software works.
I-v) I was interested in the explanations given about how the video analysis software works.

I

Step 2 - Information on Uncertainty: Types of Errors (FP, FN)
Q2 Does it influence the number of False Positives (FP), True Positives (TP), and/or False Negatives (FN):

i) Some versions of the software are more likely to detect non-fish objects (e.g., seaweed) as being a fish.
ii) Some versions of the software are more likely to correctly detect the fish in the videos.
iii) Some versions of the software are more likely to miss the detection of some fish in the videos.

U

Is it possible that A>B, A=B and/or A<B:
iv) We compare A) the number of False Positives (FP); and B) the number of False Negatives (FN).
v) We compare A) the manual fish count; and B) the sum of True Positives (TP) and False Negatives (FN).
vi) We compare A) the manual fish count; and B) the automatic fish count.

U

Q1 and Q4-5: Same as Step 1, Q4 asked thrice (Appendix A, Figure A.2 p.189)
Step 3 - Information on Uncertainty: Balancing the Types of Errors (FP, FN)
Q2 Does it influence the number of False Positives (FP), True Positives (TP), and/or False Negatives (FN):

i) Some thresholds are more likely to discard non-fish objects (e.g., seaweed) that were detected as being a fish.
ii) Some thresholds are more likely to include non-fish objects in the fish counts.
iii) Some thresholds are more likely to incorrectly discard fish that were correctly detected.

U

Is it possible that A>B, A=B and/or A<B:
iv) We compare the number of True Positives (TP) for A) a threshold = 0.2; and B) a threshold = 0.6.
v) We compare the number of False Positives (FP) for A) a threshold = 0.2; and B) a threshold = 0.6.
vi) We compare the number of False Negatives (FN) for A) a threshold = 0.2; and B) a threshold = 0.6.

U

Q1 and Q6: Same as Step 1

Table 3.1: Questionnaire investigating the relationships between user Trust (T, last column)
in the video system, Acceptance (A) of the system and its uncertainty, Understanding (U) of
the technical features and sources of uncertainty, and the satisfaction of Information Needs
(I) on uncertainty issues.
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3.3 Trust, acceptance, understanding & information needs

We investigate user information needs w.r.t. uncertainty issues in order to support
informed trust and acceptance of classification systems such as the Fish4Knowledge
system. This section provides definitions for the concepts of Trust, Acceptance, Un-
derstanding and Information Needs, and introduces the means we used to measure
them.

The definition of trust from (Madsen and Gregor 2000) and (McAllister 1995,
p.25) can be adapted to our context as: "The extent to which a user is confident in, and
willing to [use] the [video analysis system]". We define Trust as the confidence in the
video analysis system, and Acceptance as the willingness to use the video analysis
system.

Both (Madsen and Gregor 2000) and (McAllister 1995) consider that trust is based
on affect-based and cognition-based components. Understanding is a cognition-based
component defined as "the [user] can form a mental model and predict future system behav-
ior" (Madsen and Gregor 2000, p.11) with a focus on the perceived user understanding
(i.e., users self-appraisal of their understanding). We retain this approach and also
consider the actual user understanding (i.e., the correct understanding of the techni-
cal concepts).

User understanding may be correct but incomplete, as crucial information may
be unknown (e.g., information on classification errors or other uncertainty issues).
Fulfilling the Information Needs on uncertainty issues is necessary to assess the
system’s Reliability (e.g., "the system [may not] provide the advice required to make [a]
decision") and Technical Competence (e.g., "the advice the system produces [may not be]
as good as that which a highly competent person could produce") which are the two other
cognition-based components of trust.

Affect-based components of trust (Faith and Personal Attachment) are excluded
from this study because classification and computer vision systems are new to our
target users. Such systems are not part of our users’ practices, thus these users could
not develop Personal Attachment to the system nor rely on Faith when using it.

A number of models and scales are used to measure trust in different compu-
tational systems (Artz and Gil 2007). However, they concern decision aid systems
rather than computer vision systems. Hence we designed a questionnaire (Table 3.1)
that addressed our context, and included 5 questions adapted from (Madsen and
Gregor 2000) (Q6-A-ii and -iv, Q6-T-iii, Q6-I-vii and -viii).

Some questions were identical at each step of the experiment and others were
specific to each step. The step-specific questions (Q2-4) evaluated the Actual Under-
standing of the tutorials. Quantitative measurements were derived from the numbers
of correct and incorrect answers. The step-invariant questions (Q1, Q6) evaluated
users’ Acceptance, Trust, Perceived Understanding and Information Needs. Quantitative
measurements were derived from participants’ agreement to statements about the
system. The levels of agreement were indicated using Likert-scales with gradual
values, where the neutral answer "Neither agree or disagree" scored 0.
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Questions Q3 and Q5 collected qualitative feedback and did not contribute to the
quantitative measurements. Participants’ oral and written feedback complemented
our interpretation of the quantitative measurements. For instance, the feedback
showed that some participants had a generally good understanding of the uncertainty
issues, but gave wrong answers to questions which concepts or terminology were
misinterpreted. The detailed participants’ answers are given in Appendix A.

3.4 Impact of introducing classification error assessments

We analyse the evolution of users’ Trust and Acceptance over the steps of the ex-
periment (Section 3.4.1) and how it relate to users’ Understanding of the system and
unfulfilled Information Needs (Section 3.4.2).

3.4.1 Trust and Acceptance

At the first step of the experiment, 9 participants had Trust in the system, i.e., above
neutral (Fig. 3.3 top). Other participants remained rather neutral, e.g., neither trusting
or distrusting the system. Participants’ Acceptance of the system did not necessarily
match their Trust. Of the 9 trusting participants, 3 expressed neutral or negative
Acceptance of the system. Of the 6 more skeptical participants, 2 expressed rather
positive Acceptance of the system.

Low Acceptance was related to participants’ need for further information on the
uncertainty factors1 and on the variability of classification errors2 before the system
may be deemed suitable for scientific research. High Acceptance despite limited
Trust was related to users’ acknowledgement that uncertainty is unavoidable with
any data collection technique3 and that computer vision has high potential (e.g., to
lower the costs of data collection).

Along the next steps of the experiment, participants’ Acceptance of the system
remained relatively unchanged for most participants, increasing for 2 participants
and decreasing for 1 participant. It indicates that Acceptance may rely on factors
other than the information provided on classification errors (e.g., on other unful-
filled Information Needs4). However, providing details on the classification errors
improved some participants’ Trust and Acceptance, especially when detailing the
errors to expect in the classifier’s output 5. Although all participants were willing to

1 Participant P4, Step 1, Question Q5: "I think I will be to understand why we lost 27% [of the fish to detect,
due to classification errors]".

2 Participant P5, Step 1, Question Q4: "Maybe data on several runs and standard deviation of those runs will
help to really see which [classifier] is better", "The important is to see how good are the methods giving consistent
counts".

3 Participant P3, Step 1, Question Q4: "Experts might have missed fish too".
4 Participant P5, Step 2, Question Q1: "The new information don’t really solve the doubts expressed before".
5 Participant P12, Step 1, Question Q1: I’m very convinced about the new line added to the graph with the

fish count with estimated non-fish object".
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Figure 3.3: Measurements collected for participants P1 to P15. Measurements are expressed as
the sum of Likert-scale values for all questions related to the same concepts (Trust, Acceptance, Actual
Understanding, Perceived Understanding, Information Needs). Dashed lines indicate the highest and
lowest possible scores. Actual Understanding was measured from different numbers of questions at each
step. To support comparisons, the scores were normalized to range from -5 to 5.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of measurements for participants P1 to P15 at step S1 to S3. Measure-
ments are expressed as the sum of Likert-scale values for all questions related to the same concepts (Trust,
Acceptance, Actual Understanding, Perceived Understanding, Information Needs) and normalized to
range from -5 to 5 (to support comparisons).

use such estimations of errors in classification end-results, they expressed concerns
regarding the variability of the underlying error rates6.

The evolution of participants’ Trust was consistent with the evolution of their
Acceptance, except for participant P4. For most participants, the trends followed the
same direction (i.e., gradual increase or decrease, or relative stability). However some
participants’ Trust has first decreased then increased, especially participant P4. This
pattern can be explained by analysing participants’ Understanding and Information
Needs.

3.4.2 Understanding and Information Needs

Participants’ Trust and Acceptance decreased due to either good or poor under-
standing of the information provided on the classification errors. With a good un-
derstanding, participants gained awareness of the uncertainty issues, and were thus
more skeptical about using or trusting the system. On the contrary, with a poor
understanding, participants struggled to comprehend the classification errors, or the

6 Participant P5, Step 2, Question Q4: "The error seems constant all over the trend. But that may not be the
case and I want to know when that happens". Participant P7, Step 2, Question Q4: "It is always better to have
an estimate of possible error margins".
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breadth of other issues, and were less confident in the system. However, after de-
veloping an understanding of the uncertainty issues and their impact on their data
analysis goals, some participants envisioned methods to further address these is-
sues. Their Acceptance increased accordingly, despite their initial skepticism, as they
were willing to use the system to conduct more experiments on methods to handle
uncertainty.

Participants’ Perceived Understanding did not necessarily match their Actual Un-
derstanding. Participants were not always aware that they misunderstood some of the
technical concepts about classification errors. For example, participants often misun-
derstood the test set as being drawn from diving observation (instead of the manual
analysis of video footage). In many cases, participants’ Perceived Understanding
remained low because their Information Needs were largely unfulfilled. Participants
needed more information on the classification algorithm, and the impact of other
uncertainty factors (e.g., image quality, small or occluded objects, fish camouflage).
Without such information, some participants considered that their understanding of
the system and its classification errors was critically incomplete.

For 8 participants, the levels Actual Understanding did not match those of other
measures. Their Actual Understanding decreased while their Trust, Acceptance and
Perceived Understanding increased or remained relatively unchanged. It indicates
that participants’ assessment of the system can rely on factors other than the infor-
mation provided on the classification errors.

Despite the misunderstandings of the information provided on classification er-
rors, participants’ written feedback show that they seek to build informed Trust and
Acceptance, and that they developed an understanding of other uncertainty factors.

We conclude that further Information Needs regarding uncertainty must be
fulfilled for users to build informed Trust in the system. High Acceptance of the
system may not entail that users Understand the uncertainty issues, nor that the
Information Needs about uncertainty are fulfilled. Users can be willing to use the
system despite its uncertainty as:

• Dealing with uncertainty is at the core of users’ common practices.
• The system’s potential benefits is worth developing the necessary uncertainty

assessment methods.
• Using the system is necessary to experiment with the uncertainty assessment

methods.

3.5 Unadressed information needs

This section describes participants’ unaddressed information needs w.r.t. uncer-
tainty issues. These information needs were derived from users’ written feedback
(Appendix A, Tables A.5 to A.7). They concern classification errors (Section 3.5.1)
and other uncertainty factors (Section 3.5.2). The information needs we identified
are synthesized in Table 3.2.
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15

Classification errors
Explanation of Terminology x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Causes of Errors x x x
Errors for Each Species x x x x x x
Human Errors & Groundtruth Quality x x x x x
Error Rate Variability x x x x x
Classification Errors in End-Results x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Other uncertainty factors
Domain Knowledge x x x x x
Duplicated Individuals x x x x
Image Quality x x x
Missing Videos x x x x x x x
Field of View & Sampling Validity x x x x x x x x

Table 3.2: Information needs on uncertainty, derived from ecologists’ feedback.

3.5.1 Information on classification errors

—-Explanation of terminology: Classification errors must be explained carefully.
The technical concepts are likely to be overwhelming and misunderstood by users
who have no prior knowledge of classification. Further, the classification terminol-
ogy may conflict with the terminology in the domain of application. For example,
the terms accuracy and precision have different definitions in the classification and
ecology domains (Fig. 3.5).
—-We assumed that the terms groundtruth test set, True Positive, False Positive and
False Negative are confusing for non-experts. Hence our questions often replaced the
technical terms with common terms (e.g., "missed fish" instead of False Negatives).
However, such simplified terminology did not ensure that answers were correct (e.g.,
answers to questions Q2-i to -iii were mostly incorrect). For example, the term "man-
ual fish count", used instead of "fish count from the test set", was often misunderstood
as fish counts from diving observations instead of counts from the manual analysis
of video footage (e.g., question Q2-ii at Step 1, which answers were thus excluded).
—-The terminology issues may limit user understanding of the classification uncer-
tainty. At Step 1, only 5 participants correctly answered all the questions evaluating
the Actual Understanding of the tutorials (Q2-3). However, all participants under-
stood the visualization of classification errors (Fig. 3.2) and correctly answered all the
questions where the information was visualized (Q3). At Step 2, only 1 participant
correctly answered all the questions measuring the Actual Understanding, but 10
participants correctly answered all the questions where the information was visual-
ized. Hence visualization may facilitate user understanding of classification errors
and help overcoming the terminology issues.
—-We conclude that terminology issues must not be overlooked. Replacing technical
terms by common terms does not ensure a solution to terminology issues. How-
ever, visualization is a promising solution to support user understanding, which is
investigated further in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.5: Meaning of the terms Accuracy and Precision for marine ecologists. These differ from
their meaning in the classification domain where Accuracy = TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN and Precision = TP
TP+FP .

Illustration from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration website, http://www.noaa.gov.

—-Causes of errors: Several participants sought to understand what causes the
system to misclassify the fish and non-fish objects. Participants needed to understand
which application conditions (e.g., kinds of fish, camera settings) can yield high
uncertainty7. Hence explaining the causes of errors should include explanations of
the ecosystem’s characteristics that can interfere with the classification algorithms
(e.g., lens biofouling, occlusions due to rocks or dense groups of fish).

—-Errors for each species: Several participants required that classification errors are
measured at the species level, i.e., for the species recognition classifier. Participants
also required that fish detection errors are estimated for each species separately,
in order to assess whether some species yield more errors than others8 and how
fish detection errors may vary as species composition vary (i.e., the relative species
population sizes). Without such information, the fish detection errors were of limited
interest. However, most participants were interested in the classification errors at
the fish detection level. Some participants were even willing to balance the False
Positives and False Negatives using the tuning parameter introduced at Step 39.
—-We conclude that assessing uncertainty propagation is a key information need.
Users need to assess what variations of objects’ features (e.g., their species) affect
the classification errors, and how errors from one classifier can impact the errors of
another classifier (e.g., how Fish Detection error impact Species Recognition errors).

—-Human errors & groundtruth quality: Several participants mentioned that hu-
mans too make errors when classifying fish, and may produce different manual fish
counts10. It impacts the quality of the groundtruth which is produced by different
humans. Some participants requested that the human errors in the groundtruth be

7 Participant P4, Step 1, Question Q5: "Why we lost 27% [of the fish to detect]". Participant P11,
Step 1, Question Q6: "You don’t explain how the software is counting the fish. Does it react on movement?".
Participant P3, Step 1, Question Q3: "Video blocked by an object". Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q2:
"Some fishes if they swim too far away from the camera and could not be detected by software especially when the
water visibility is not good [...] especially when camera lens has biofouling problem".

8 Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q2: "Smaller body size fish or cryptic fish may not be detected". Partici-
pant P2, Step 1, Question Q3: "Benthic fish can be missed".

9 Participant P10, Step 2, Question Q4: "Rather have the non-fish selections removed from my data-set [less
FP] then have more fish in my count [less FN]" .

10 Participant P4, Step 1, Question Q2: "Different experts’ count will be different". Participant P13, Step 1,
Question Q3: "Inter-observer differences". Participant P3, Step 1, Question Q4: "Experts might have missed
fish too". Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q2: "Certainly different divers may have different results. That is a
bias by different observers".
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evaluated11 or that the magnitudes of classification errors be compared with the vari-
ability of human observations12.
—-We conclude that users need information on i) the human errors and disagree-
ments when producing the groundtruth; and ii) the impact that such groundtruth
uncertainty can have on classification errors and their measurement.

—-Image quality: Questions Q3-ii and -iii investigated the issue of poor image qual-
ity due to dirt accumulating on camera lenses (Q3-ii) and encoding errors that can
erase sections of the images (Q3-ii). These image quality issue may increase the
number of classification errors. Almost all participants acknowledged this issue, but
only 3 participants requested more information about it. Participants may consider
that low image quality occurs randomly or rarely and are thus negligible. However,
lens fouling may consistently lower image quality for long periods of time (i.e., until
lenses are cleaned) and encoding errors can significantly increase the classification er-
rors (e.g., we observed extreme peaks of False Positives). Other image quality issues
may systematically modify the error rates (e.g., water turbidity due to environmental
events such as typhoon, low light at dawn and dusk, colour bias due to algae bloom).
—-We conclude that users need explanations to understand the importance image
quality. For example, users need to know which image quality issues can impact the
error rates, the magnitudes at which error rate may differ, and how frequently, ran-
domly or systematically the image quality issues can occur. Further, when analysing
classification results, users should be provided with information on the quality of the
images from which the results were drawn.

—-Error rate variability: Questions Q3-vi and -vii investigated users’ concerns for
error rate variability: the rates of False Positives (Q3-vi) or False Negatives (Q3-vii)
may vary across datasets, thus the error rates measured from the test set may differ
from the error rates in other datasets. Almost all participants acknowledged this
issue but only one participant requested more information about it. However, in the
text feedback 4 other participants requested information on error rate variability but
using a different terminology (e.g., "standard deviation", "error margin")13.
—-We conclude that providing estimates of error rate variability is a relevant infor-
mation need to address. This issue is investigated in Chapter 5.

—-Classification errors in end-results: Question Q5 at Step 1 and 2 investigated
users’ need for estimating the number of classification errors in the end-results. Such
estimation can be performed using the error rates measured for the groundtruth test

11 Participant P10, Step 1, Question Q4: "We have to take human as well as computer errors into account".
12 Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q3: "We should have both data, one from software count and another from

divers count, and then make a comparison study".
13 Participant P5, Step 1, Question Q4: "Maybe data on several runs and standard deviation of those runs

will help to really see which [classifier] is better". Participant P5, Step 2, Question Q5: "The error seems
constant all over the trend. But that may not be the case and I want to know when that happens". Participant P7,
Step 2, Question Q5: "It is always better to have an estimate of possible error margins". Participant P4, Step 1,
Question Q4: "Because of interference [there] may not [be] much difference [between the classifiers’ results]",
"interference" concerned the variability of error rates (e.g., random variations due to sample variance, and
systematic variations due to biasing factors such as species composition or image quality).
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set, assuming they are representative of the error rates in the end-results. Such es-
timation is particularly relevant for assessing the trends in population sizess14. For
example, a class size may increase due to an increase of classification errors, while
in reality this class size is not increasing. All participants but one required such esti-
mation of errors in end-results, sometimes with a focus on either False Negatives or
False Positives15. The remaining participant was skeptical because the extrapolation
method must be verified, e.g., to account for the error rate variability 16.
—-We conclude that estimating the classification errors in end-results is a key in-
formation needs that must be addressed for providing accountable classification
systems. This information need is related to the need for estimating error rate vari-
ability. The error estimation relies on the assumption that error rates in the test sets
are similar to error rates in the end-results. If error rates differ, the error estimation
is inaccurate. This problem is investigated in Chapter 5.

3.5.2 Information on other uncertainty factors

—-Domain knowledge: Several participants stated that their trust in the system’s
results needs to be rooted in prior knowledge of the ecosystem, its species, and the
usual trends in fish populations17. Participants also needed to compare the classifi-
cation results with results obtained from a well-accepted and trusted technique, such
as diving observations18. The need for prior knowledge requires information beyond
the scope of what classification and computer vision systems can provide. Thus we
did not include this information need in the scope of user needs we address in this
thesis.

—-Duplicated individuals: Question Q2-ii at Step 1 investigated the issue of indi-
vidual fish that swim in and out of the field of view, and are thus detected several
times by the classification system. The text feedback showed that ecologists usu-
ally try to identify unique individuals, and avoid counting them several times19.
Further feedback from ecologists indicated that the chances of repeatedly counting
individuals depend on the species’ swimming behaviors. For example, the chances

14 Participant P4, Step 2, Questions Q4-5: "The trend is the focus, not the numbers".
15 Participant P10, Step 1, Question Q5: "It’s relevant to know how much errors in the estimates you have,

especially if you want to use the data for further analysis!". Participant P12, Step 2, Question Q1: "I’m very
convince about the new line [...] with estimated non-fish objects".

16 Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q5: "First of all, I should know how you estimate the missing fish and
whether it is reasonable or not" . Participant P11, Step 2, Question Q5: "We should do some evaluation on the
accuracy [Fig. 3.5] of video analysis" .

17 Participant P5, Step 1, Question Q1: "Can I say that this likely to be what is happening there? No I can’t
without background information on location, species composition, etc.".

18 Participant P11, Step 1, Question Q3: "We should have both data, one from software count and another from
divers count, and then make a comparison".

19 Participant P4, Step 1, Question Q2: "The expert will not repeat count for the same fish". Participant P11,
Step 1, Question Q2: "Diver can judge whether the fish swim out and in the camera field is the same or different
individual". Participant P12, Step 1, Question Q2: "When doing the fish count manually it is more likely that
the same fish has not been recorded several times".
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of individuals swimming in and out of the field of view are higher for schooling
species and sedentary species living in coral heads.
—-We conclude that estimating the chances of duplicates for each species is a key
information need. This information allow users to assess potential biases in the clas-
sification results. For example, sedentary species may have the largest population
size in the classification results, while in reality they represent a small number of
individuals that live in the coral heads in front of the camera.

—-Missing videos: Questions Q3-i and -iv investigated the issue of video footages
that are missing or unusable due to issues when encoding or processing the videos.
Missing videos reduce the number of video samples used to monitor which fish
populations, and thus reduce the external validity of the conclusion drawn from
computer vision data. It also impacts the comparisons of fish counts drawn from
different sets of videos: the more videos the more fish, and the more representative
the trends. Almost all participants acknowledged this issue, but only half of them
requested further information about it. Participants may consider that missing videos
occurs randomly or rarely, and are thus negligible. However, technical incidents may
interrupt the monitoring of significant time periods or locations.
—-We conclude that the number of available videos needs to be provided to end-
users, with information on their location and time periods. This information allow
users to estimate the sample size, and the uncertainty that may result from small or
unequal samples.

—-Field of view and sampling validity: Questions Q3-v investigated issues with
static cameras’ field of view that can shift over time, e.g., due to strong current
or lens cleaning operations. Almost all participants acknowledged this issue, and
7 participants requested more information about it. The feedback also mentioned
further issues with the fields of view, e.g., accidental occlusions, parts of the ecosystem
that are over- or under-represented, or the size of the areas within the field of view20.
We conclude that the cameras’ field of view is a key uncertainty issue, as it strongly
impacts the validity and consistency of the sampling method. Users need information
on the parts of ecosystems that are observed or not. Users also need information of
how the fields of view of static cameras have shifted over time. These shifts can be
inspected manually, by browsing the video footages. The shifts can also be detected
automatically by developing dedicated computer vision algorithms.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter reports mechanisms underlying the development of informed trust and
acceptance of classification systems. We identify information needs that support the
development informed trust and acceptance of classification systems, and answer

20 Participant P12, :"The range of view.. especially if you want to compare the videos. For instance, when coral
is blocking the view of the cameras. Also, the position of the cameras, because you can miss certain reef associated
fish species when the cameras are pointing a bit upwards".
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our second research question: What information on classification errors is required for
end-users to establish informed trust in classification results?.

Users’ trust and acceptance of classification systems may not be supported by
their actual understanding of classification errors. Users may not be aware that they
do not fully understand the types of classification errors, or their impact on end-
results (i.e., users’ perceived and actual understanding may not match). To support
user understanding, particular attention must be paid to the technical terminology
used to describe the classification errors. The visualizations used in our experiment
offered promising support for improving user understanding of classification errors.
This finding motivates the development of simplified visualizations that address the
needs of non-expert end-users, presented in Chapter 6.

Users may accept classification systems without trusting them nor understanding
their errors. This behavior arises from users’ interest in the opportunities that such
systems provide, e.g., for collecting information that would otherwise be unavail-
able or costly. Users may also accept uncertain classification systems for experimental
purposes, e.g. to develop uncertainty assessment methods that fit their requirements.
In contrast, users may correctly understand the classification errors, deem their mag-
nitudes acceptable, and yet not trust or accept classification systems. This behavior
is due to information needs on uncertainty issues that remain largely unfulfilled.

Several uncertainty factors must be considered to develop informed trust and
acceptance of classification systems (Table 3.2). Providing measurements of classi-
fication errors drawn from test sets does not address all these uncertainty factors.
For instance, underlying factors can impact the magnitudes of classification errors,
e.g., the image quality. Test sets can contain human errors and misrepresent the
applications conditions, e.g., the image quality. Error rates may systematically or
randomly vary between datasets, e.g., depending on image quality or sample vari-
ance. Hence error measurements drawn from test sets may not represent the errors
in end-usage datasets. However, end-users require such estimation of classification
errors in end-results. Thus statistical methods are required to assess the reliabil-
ity of such classification errors estimates, e.g., accounting for error rates’ variability
between test sets and end-usage datasets.

These findings inform our model of uncertainty factors pertaining to computer
vision systems for population monitoring, presented in Chapter 4. They also motivate
the development of methods for estimating the classification errors in end-results,
presented in Chapter 5.





Chapter 4
Uncertainty Factors and
Assessment Methods

In Chapters 2 and 3 we identified ecologists’ concerns for uncertainty issues aris-
ing from the computer vision system and its deployment conditions. From these
insights, this chapter synthesizes key uncertainty factors of concerns to end-users of
computer vision systems for population monitoring. A model of interactions among
uncertainty factors, and ensuing uncertainty propagation, is derived. The model
provides guidelines for reviewing how uncertainty assessment methods address the
uncertainty factors and uncertainty propagation of concern to end-users.

Uncertainty factors are identified from the perspective of a core task in ecology
research, identified in Chapter 2: the analysis of population sizes, e.g. populations
from specific species or exhibiting specific behaviors. For instance, analysing pop-
ulation sizes over time periods and locations supports the study of migration or
reproduction (Section 2.3).

We consider computer vision systems that classify individuals occurring in video
footage into classes representing the populations of interest, e.g., a class can represent
a species or a behavior. Ecologists can then analyze the numbers of individuals per
class, i.e., the class sizes. For instance, within the Fish4Knowledge system, class sizes
represent population sizes of different fish species.

To assess the validity of video-based estimations of population sizes, we must
consider how uncertainty propagates through the computer vision system and its
components (e.g., the pipeline of classification components). We must also consider
the uncertainty that arises from the application conditions (e.g., from the environment
in which the system is deployed). These requirements are identified in Chapter 2
(requirements 1-a and 1-b, Section 2.7.1, p.32).
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We first specify the typical computer vision system and application conditions
we consider (Section 4.1). We then describe the uncertainty factors arising from the
computer vision system, the deployment conditions, or both (Section 4.2). Finally,
we analyse the interactions between uncertainty factors and how uncertainty prop-
agates into high-level information (Section 4.3). This model of uncertainty factors
addresses requirements 2-a and 2-b in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.2, p.33) and our third
research question: When applying computer vision systems for population monitoring,
what uncertainty factors can arise from computer vision systems, and from the environment
in which systems are deployed?

We conclude our analysis of uncertainty factors by discussing the applicable
uncertainty assessment methods (Section 4.4) and discuss uncertainty factors unad-
dressed in the literature (highlighted in Figure 4.2, p.65). This overview of uncertainty
assessment methods addresses requirements 3-a and 3-b in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7.3,
p.34) and partially addresses our fourth research question: How uncertainty assessment
methods address the combined effect of uncertainty factors?

Our model of uncertainty factors, and overview of uncertainty assessment meth-
ods, synthesize the insights we collected in Chapters 2 and 3. These insights are
drawn from interviews with marine ecology experts and computer vision experts
(introduced in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, p.18). Involving experts from both system and
application domains limited the issue of "framing problems such that the context fits the
tacit values of the experts and/or fits the tools, which experts can use to provide a solution to
the problem" (Walker et al. 2003) as the locations of uncertainty may lie beyond those
considered by a single domain of expertise (i.e., computer vision or marine ecology).

4.1 Sources of uncertainty

Uncertainty arises from the interactions of different factors, depending on the tech-
nologies employed by the system and the conditions in which the system is deployed.
"Different forms of uncertainty are introduced into the pipeline as data are acquired, trans-
formed, and visualized" (Pang et al. 1997) and "uncertainty gets transformed as data moves
through the analytics process" (Correa et al. 2009). We thus consider sources of un-
certainty from both 1) the computer vision system, i.e., arising at the data processing
step and 2) the deployment conditions, i.e., arising at the data collection step (Pang
et al. 1997). The context of the system (e.g., the deployment conditions) is of partic-
ular concern since "external driving forces [can] have an influence on the system and its
performance" (Walker et al. 2003).

Hence this section describes the main elements of the computer vision system
(Section 4.1.1) and its deployment conditions (Section 4.1.2). Defining such "logical
structure of a generic system model within which it is possible to pinpoint the various sources
of uncertainty" is essential for identifying the locations of uncertainty (Walker et al.
2003). For instance, uncertainty can be located in each component of the computer
vision system.
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4.1.1 Computer vision system

We consider a computer vision system that uses classification algorithms to monitor
the sizes of different classes of animal populations. The classes can represent animal
species (e.g., fish species in the Fish4Knowledge project) or behaviors (e.g., prey-
ing, mating). Our scope does not include other measurements such as body sizes,
requiring other technologies than those used in the Fish4Knowledge project.

Computer vision systems may apply different kinds of algorithm (e.g., SVM,
Bayes, GMM) and low-level feature extraction methods (e.g., Fourier descriptor, Ga-
bor filter, Histogram of Oriented Gradients, Moment Invariants). Regardless of the
kind of algorithms and feature descriptors, the computer vision systems we consider
perform 3 main high-level tasks: binary classification (e.g., detect individuals), track-
ing (e.g., follow individuals across video frames), and multiclass classification (e.g.,
recognize species or behaviors). We focus on a typical pipeline of algorithms that
performs such classification and tracking tasks (Figure 4.1). This pipeline was, for
example, deployed within the Fish4Knowledge project (Fisher et al. 2016, Beauxis-
Aussalet et al. 2013).
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Figure 4.1: Typical pipeline of computer vision components, each introducing potential un-
certainty (BPMN notation).

Our scope of algorithms excludes low-level sub-processing algorithms that are not
directly related to the end-user’s task of analysing class sizes. For instance, algorithms
which Detect Individuals use lower-level segmentation algorithms that classify each
pixel as being within or outside an object contour. Imperfect segmentation influences
the uncertainty of higher-level algorithms, but measuring segmentation errors does
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not directly contribute to assessing the errors in the class size estimates. However,
other use cases may require the estimation of such segmentation errors (e.g., land
coverage estimated from satellite images, where segmentation detects types of lands,
and class sizes represent area sizes).

The use cases captured by the computer vision system in Figure 4.1 may have
chosen alternative implementation strategies. For instance, Recognize Species may
be performed before Track Individuals, as species labels can be used by the tracking
algorithm. This would impact how uncertainty propagates in the system. The
key uncertainty factors would remain unchanged, but their interactions and related
uncertainty propagation would differ.

Our pipeline of algorithms relies on two important conditions that, if inapplicable,
can introduce additional uncertainty factors.

1. The system processes continuous video streams that are sequenced in video
clips of equal duration, called video samples. For instance in the Fish4knowledge
project, the video streams are split into 10-minute samples. Considering video
samples of equal duration simplifies the uncertainty assessment.

2. Image quality is assessed for each video sample, and classified into several cate-
gories. The next classification algorithms use this information to apply different
parameters depending on the image quality (e.g., correcting exaggerated green
colors in case of algae bloom, or low contrasts at dawn and dusk). Image quality
could be measured with continuous values (e.g., blur score) or within parts of
each image (segmentation). Opportunities of such approaches are worth being
investigated in future work.

In the system we consider, after classifying the image quality of video samples,
individuals are detected in each video frame (binary classification). Object features
(e.g., contour, texture) are extracted, normalized depending on image quality, and
made available to other algorithms. The tracking algorithm identifies the trajectory
of individuals over each video frame. The species recognition algorithm classifies
each individual into a species (multiclass classification) considering all images along
the individual’s trajectory. Finally, the trajectory, species and features of individuals
are used to classify their behaviors (multiclass classification, although multi-label
approaches are relevant but not considered here).

4.1.2 In-situ system deployment

In-situ video monitoring involves dispatching cameras in the ecosystem of interest,
as well as setting servers to host the computer vision system and process the videos.
The computations executed on the servers may fail, resulting in missing data or
video samples. The ecosystems’ environment is subject to changes of light (e.g., low
contrast and skewed colors at dawn and dusk) or weather conditions (e.g., storms
yielding murky waters). These can impact the image quality and degrade the camera
setup (e.g., dirt on the lens, camera breakdown, camera displacement).
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The cameras’ features (e.g., frame rates, resolution, lenses) also impact the image
quality, as well as the breadth and depth of the field of view. Their placement in
the ecosystem, and the coverage of their field of view, can also impact the image
quality. For instance, cameras with large depths of view can observe distant thus
fuzzy objects.

The geographical or topological locations of the cameras are crucial for imple-
menting a correct sampling of ecosystems and populations of interest: the monitored
ecosystems’ components (e.g., habitats, sources of food or shelter) greatly impact the
species and behaviors that can be observed. The monitored time periods are also
crucial: seasonal and daily cycles greatly impact the species and behaviors that can
occur at specific locations (e.g., nocturnal species, seasonal behaviors like mating).

Depending on the sampling strategy, and the types of species or behaviors of
interest, end-users can choose between static or moving cameras (e.g., handheld by
divers, or trawled by boats), operating a different depth, altitudes or habitats, with
distinct or overlapping fields of view (e.g., stereoscopic vision), oriented towards an
open view or a specific ecosystem element (e.g., rocks or coral heads), with or without
devices designed to attract or repel individuals of interests (e.g., bait, light, noise).
The cameras can also be deployed in artificial, experimental environment (e.g., fish
tanks, zoos).

Amongst the variety of potential application setups, we focus on setups that
consist of static cameras, with fixed and distinct fields of views (e.g., no stereoscopic
vision) that continuously record videos in long-term time periods (e.g., several years),
and that are deployed in natural habitats without any device to attract or repel specific
populations (e.g., no bait). The types of camera may vary (e.g., lenses, frame rates)
and we consider their impacts in terms of fields of view and image quality.

4.2 Uncertainty factors

This section describes key uncertainty factors that arise from i) the computer vision
system (Section 4.2.1); ii) the system’s deployment conditions (Section 4.2.2); and
iii) both the computer vision system and its deployment conditions (Section 4.2.3).
Overall, 12 key uncertainty factors are identified, as summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2.1 Uncertainty factors from the computer vision system

Within the computer vision domain, uncertainty factors are often investigated from
the perspective of the underlying algorithms, focusing on uncertainties specific to
particular machine learning techniques (Csurka et al. 1997, Zhu and Wu 2004, Spamp-
inato et al. 2012, Senge et al. 2014). Here we consider the algorithms as black boxes
and focus on higher-level uncertainty, i.e., the uncertainty in the class sizes provided
to end-users.
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The computer vision system may produce 4 types of high-level errors:

• Object Detection Errors concern the erroneous detections of individuals in each
video frame, i.e., undetected individuals (False Negatives) and other objects
identified as individuals of interest (False Positives).

• Tracking Errors concern the misidentification of individuals’ trajectories across
multiple frames, i.e., splitting, merging or intertwining trajectories of different
individuals (Spampinato et al. 2012).

• Species Recognition Errors concern individuals that are classified into a species
they do not actually belong to.

• Behavior Recognition Errors concern individuals that are classified into a be-
havior they are not actually exhibiting.

The image quality of video samples impacts the appearance of objects, and thus
the visual features extracted by computer vision algorithms and used to recognize
animals, species and behaviors. Hence Image Quality has a direct impact on the 4
types of computer vision errors we consider.

Computer vision algorithms use groundtruth training sets to learn to detect in-
dividuals, species or behaviors, but also to track individuals and to detect image
quality. Groundtruth is typically manually annotated by experts, but is often crowd-
sourced by non-experts (He et al. 2013). Hence Groundtruth Quality is essential
to control the errors in computer vision results. Scarcity, unrepresentative views of
objects, unrepresentative image quality, or labelling errors in groundtruth may yield
error-prone computer vision software.

4.2.2 Uncertainty factors from the in-situ system deployment

This source of uncertainty is usually not in the scope of evaluations performed in
the computer vision and classification domains. Evaluations of computer vision
and classification algorithms are intended to be valid for most applications, and are
abstracted from case-specific application conditions. However, errors and biases in
the algorithms’ results can be significantly influenced by several uncertainty factors
arising from the application conditions.

Time-varying environmental conditions (e.g., lighting, turbidity, biofouling) or
camera features (e.g., lens, resolution) can lower the Image Quality. The placement
of cameras and their Field of View can target specific habitats. Thus the Fields of
View can under-represent species living in other habitats, or over-represent animal
behaviors occurring in these habitats. The Fields of view can also modify the chances
of Duplicated Individuals (e.g., targeting a feeding zone may increase the number
of individuals moving back and forth, thus in and out the field of view), and the
chances of obtaining low Image Quality (e.g., in shade- or turbidity-prone locations).
The numbers of cameras may not provide sufficient Sampling Coverage. Finally,
computational issues with the servers executing the computer vision algorithms can
yield Fragmentary Processing (e.g., missing videos).
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Factor Description
Uncertainty factors due to computer vision system (Section 4.2.1)
Groundtruth
Quality

Groundtruth items may be scarce, represent the wrong animals,
odd animal appearances (i.e., odd feature distributions).

Object Detec-
tion Errors

Some individuals may be undetected, and other objects may be
erroneously detected as individuals of interest.

Tracking Errors Trajectories of individuals tracked over video frames may be split,
merged or intertwined.

Species Recog-
nition Errors

Some species may not be recognized, or confused with another.

Behavior Recog-
nition Errors

Some behaviors may not be recognized, or confused with another.

Uncertainty factors due to in-situ system deployment (Section 4.2.2)
Field of View Cameras may observe heterogeneous ecosystems, and over- or

under-represent species, behaviors or objects features. Fields of
view may be partially or totally occluded, cover heterogeneous
area sizes, and shift from their intended position.

Fragmentary
Processing

Some videos may be yet unprocessed, missing, or unusable (e.g.,
encoding errors).

Duplicated
Individuals

Individuals moving back and forth are repeatedly recorded. Rates
of duplication vary among species behaviors and Fields of view.

Sampling
Coverage

The numbers of video samples may not suffice for end-results to be
statistically representative.

Uncertainty factor due to both system and in-situ system deployment (Section 4.2.3)
Image Quality Lighting, water turbidity, contrast, resolution or fuzziness may

impact the magnitude of computer vision errors.
Noise & Bias Computer vision errors may be random (noise) or systematic (bias).

Biases may emerge from a combination of factors (Image Quality,
Field of View, Duplicated Individuals, Object Detection Errors, Species &
Behavior Recognition Errors). Additional biases arise from Duplicated
Individuals and heterogeneous Fields of View.

Uncertainty in
Specific
Datasets

Uncertainty in specific sets of computer vision results depend on
the specific characteristics of the datasets (e.g., distribution of image
quality) which impact the magnitude of Noise and Bias.

Table 4.1: Key uncertainty factors in computer vision systems for population monitoring.

4.2.3 Uncertainty factors from both system and in-situ deployment
Image Quality is a factor of uncertainty that impacts the computer vision algorithms,
and that is impacted by the in-situ deployment conditions. Beside image quality, we
identified two other uncertainty factors arising from both the computer vision system
and the deployment conditions. Assessing these high-level uncertainty factors is
necessary for conveying the uncertainty propagation to end-users.
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When analysing class sizes, ecologists are concerned with differentiating stochas-
tic errors (noise) from systematic errors (bias). Such Noise and Bias arise from a
combination of factors that may yield class size estimates that are lower or higher
than their true values. Errors from the computer vision algorithms (Object Detection,
Tacking, Species Recognition and Behavior Recognition Errors) may yield class sizes that
over- or under-estimate specific populations. For example, two similar species can
be often confused for one another. Species appearing at dawn and dusk, where dim
natural light degrades the image quality, have higher chances of being misclassified.
Such under- or over-estimation of class sizes may be random (yielding noise) or
systematic (yielding biases).

The levels of Noise and Bias may differ depending on the specific subsets of com-
puter vision data. The chances of computer vision errors may vary, e.g., depending
on the image quality or the object features in the data subset. The placement of
cameras may create additional biases. The Fields of View, Duplicated Individuals and
Sampling Coverage modify the chances that specific species or behaviors appear on
the videos. For example, Fields of View observing the open sea, with no foreground
coral head, are not likely to collect samples of species or behaviors that usually occur
on specific coral heads. Hence the specific cameras from which the data subset is
collect impact the chances of over- or under-estimating the population sizes.

Thus for deriving the Uncertainty in Specific Datasets, end-users must account
for the specific characteristics of each dataset. They need to assess:
• The proportion of Image Quality in the dataset, e.g., to infer the magnitude of

computer vision errors given the errors measured with groundtruth test sets
from each image quality.

• How the Fields of View impact the chances of Duplicated Individuals and the
completeness of Sampling Coverage, as these potentially under- or over-estimate
some species or behaviors.

• How Fragmentary Processing of the video samples impact the Sampling Coverage.

4.3 Uncertainty propagation

The uncertainty factors interact with each other, yielding a complex scheme of un-
certainty propagation (Figure 4.2). We describe these interactions (Section 4.3.1)
and discuss their impact on the high-level information provided to end-users (Sec-
tion 4.3.2).

4.3.1 Interactions between uncertainty factors

Each computer vision algorithm is impacted by the errors of the algorithms pre-
viously applied. In systems such as the Fish4Knowledge system (Figure 4.1) Ob-
ject Detection Errors impact Tracking Errors as missing individuals (False Negatives)
and other objects (False Positives) can yield erroneous interpretations of trajectories.
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Species Recognition Errors are impacted by both Object Detection and Tracking Errors,
as False Positives (e.g., non-fish objects) may be attributed a species, and species
recognition suffers from intertwined trajectories merging individuals from different
species. Behavior Recognition Errors are impacted by Species Recognition Errors as be-
havior features are species-specific (e.g., one speed indicates predator/prey behaviors
for one species, but is a neutral movement for another).

The Fields of View impact the kind of ecosystems observed by each camera. It
also impacts the chances of Duplicated Individuals, e.g., observing coral heads is more
likely to yield overestimation of sedentary species than observing the open sea. The
depth of Field of View impacts the size of the monitored areas, hence the Sampling
Coverage. The initial Sampling Coverage of the set of cameras can be reduced by the
Fragmentary Processing of the videos, i.e., due to unprocessed or missing videos.

The depth of Field of View further impacts the Image Quality as resolution and
fuzziness are poorer for distant backgrounds than foregrounds. Image Quality is
further impacted by the Field of View as some cameras may be placed in area where
low light, turbidity or bio-fouling are more likely to occur. Different types of Image
Quality can yield different levels of Object Detection Errors, Species Recognition Errors
and Behavior Recognition Errors, and thus potential Noise and Biases. Hence the Fields
of View can under- or over-represent species, behaviors and ranges of image quality,
thus influencing the potential Noise and Biases.
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Figure 4.2: Interactions among the uncertainty factors in Table 4.1
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The Groundtruth Quality depends on how image samples are representative of
the possible Image Quality. The groundtruth needs to contain samples of the pos-
sible object appearances (e.g., different angles), but also samples that represent the
variations of object appearances depending on image quality and low-level image
features (e.g., variability of shapes or colors).

4.3.2 High-level impact

The interactions between uncertainty factors propagates uncertainty to the high-
level information provided to end-users, i.e., the class size estimates. The class size
estimates may not be representative of the actual population sizes in the ecosystem.
We discuss how the sampling method (Section A) or the computer vision errors
(Section B) can both yield unrepresentative class sizes.

A. Sampling validity

Inappropriate sampling methods can yield class sizes that are not representative of
the ecosystem of interest, even if the computer vision system makes no error. For
example, ecologists might seek to study the relative species distribution (e.g., which
species are dominant or rare) while the cameras observe habitats where some species
are not likely to occur. Further, the videos may be sampled in time periods where
some species or behaviors are likely to occur, and others are not (e.g., depending
on daily cycles of species behaviors). Such inappropriate spatio-temporal coverage
can under- or over-estimate specific populations. Additionally, individuals from
sedentary species may be repeatedly observed as they swim in and out of the fields
of view (i.e., over-estimation). Finally, too few video samples impact the statistical
validity of the observed class sizes, e.g., the findings on population sizes may not be
generalizable.

B. Computer vision errors

Computer vision errors can yield class size estimates that differ from the actual con-
tent of the videos. Species and behaviors can be over- or under-estimated, randomly
or systematically, as the propagation of computer vision errors result in Noise and
Bias in class size estimates.

For example, for a particular class, the magnitude of computer vision errors can
be random, yielding noisy class sizes misestimated by +/- 10% with average number
of errors close to 0. For another class, the magnitude of of computer vision errors can
be systematic, yielding biased class sizes over-estimated by +10% on average.

The magnitude of biases depends on the classes of objects that co-occur in the
videos (e.g., class A is over-estimated when class B also occurs, as class B objects are
often misclassified as class A) and on the quality of images and object appearances
(e.g., class sizes are under-estimated due to unrecognised blurry or occluded objects).
Hence uncertainty due to the Fields of View and Duplicated Individuals propagates to
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higher-level Noise and Bias in class sizes, as they modify the chances of observing
specific species, behaviors, image quality, and object viewpoints such as occluded
objects.

Finally, the Noise and Biases due to computer vision errors propagates to the
Uncertainty in Specific Datasets. The magnitudes of noise and bias is specific to each
set of video samples, as it depends on the species, behaviors and and image quality
occurring in the videos.

4.4 Uncertainty assessment methods

We investigate how to assess the combined impact of uncertainty factors on the
high-level population sizes estimated by computer vision systems. We review how
uncertainty assessment methods address the uncertainty factors and uncertainty
propagation of concern to end-users. This review, synthesized in Figure 4.2, allows
to identify uncertainty issues unaddressed in the literature and requiring future re-
search. For instance, uncertainty assessment methods may address system engineers’
concerns rather than end-users’ concerns, e.g., by assessing individual system com-
ponents in isolation, thus not addressing the uncertainty propagating to and from
the components.

We focus on uncertainty related to the information processing techniques of com-
puter vision systems. Uncertainty related to sampling techniques is excluded because
it depends on the specificity of ecosystems (e.g., the 3-dimensional land topology)
and on the related sampling strategies (e.g., stratification may be required). We dis-
cuss how to measure computer vision errors (Section 4.4.1) and how to measure the
impact of in-situ deployment conditions, i.e., how camera setup modifies the chances
of computer vision errors (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 Measuring computer vision errors

We review uncertainty assessment methods that can assess the computer vision er-
rors in end-results. We highlight that assessment methods do not directly address
the uncertainty propagation in pipelines of classification components, nor the impact
of groundtruth uncertainty.

Tacking errors - The computer vision algorithms we consider are primarily clas-
sification algorithms except for tracking algorithms that identify single individuals
across several video frames. Tracking algorithms have specific error metrics, such as
rates of correct tracking from one frame to another, or rates of incorrect individuals
within single trajectories (Spampinato et al. 2012). These metrics are excluded from
our scope because the user task of analysing class sizes does not directly concern
analysing trajectories. The impact of tracking errors on class sizes must be consid-
ered, but in terms of classification errors and numbers of errors in class sizes, rather
than numbers of errors within individual trajectories.
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Groundtruth quality - Classification errors are typically measured by using
groundtruth test sets, e.g., sets of items that are manually classified. Manual and
automatic classifications are compared, typically by using confusion matrices. Each
classifier is usually evaluated separately, using a specific test set independent of other
classifiers’ test sets.

This well-established approach relies on the assumption that groundtruth test sets
do not contain any errors. However, in practice groundtruth datasets are manually
classified and humans can make errors, ambiguous objects may not be identifiable
with full certainty (e.g., in fuzzy images). Existing assessment methods, such as
Cohen’s kappa, can measure the agreement between the humans that produced the
groundtruth (e.g., agreement occur when humans classify the same item in the same
class). The lower the agreement, the higher the chances of error in the groundtruth.
Such approach assesses the Groundtruth Quality, however, it does not estimate the
number of errors in the groundtruth.

Future work is needed to estimate the number of errors in groundtruth datasets,
e.g., using the agreement measures. Such error estimation is required to refine the mea-
surements of classification errors, and account for the potential errors in groundtruth
test sets. For example, an object classification may be correct but evaluated as an
error because the groundtruth test set contains an error, and assigns the wrong class
to that object.

Uncertainty propagation - Class sizes obtained through a pipeline of classification
algorithms are impacted by the combined errors of each classifier. For measuring
the classification errors that propagate in the pipeline of classifiers into the class size
estimates, the test sets used to evaluate each classifier must be must be representative
of the potential errors of the previous classifiers. For example, Object Detection
Errors can be measured after tracking is performed, rather than before. Errors can
be measured for each object trajectory, rather than for each object occurrence in
individual video frames. Such Object Detection Errors should be measured with
test sets that consists of the results of the previous algorithms that segment, detect
and track individuals in each video frame. The test sets should include examples
of segmentation and tracking errors. However, some object trajectories may be
ambiguous, e.g., if half of trajectory’s images are fish and the other half are non-
fish. Such example of tracking errors should be included in the test set, but they are
difficult to label as error or not. Ideally such ambiguous trajectories must remain
very rare in the tracking results.

To continue assessing uncertainty propagation with a consistent test set, the
Species Recognition Errors should be measured with a test set that is representative of
the Object Detection Errors. For example, such test set should include examples of
False Positives objects (e.g., trajectories of non-fish objects detected as fish), trajecto-
ries containing False Positives, and trajectories containing individuals from different
species.

Test sets that represent the errors of previous classifiers can be difficult to col-
lect. Examples of computer vision errors can be difficult to label, e.g., low-quality
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images are also difficult for human to recognize, and trajectories containing many
tracking errors may warrant no clear species label. Furthermore, measuring the
errors that propagate from the previous algorithms’ errors can require additional
classes that represent the errors from previous algorithms.

For example, estimating Species Recognition Errors would require only one addi-
tional class to represent the False Positives from Object Detection Errors (e.g., non-fish
objects). This additional class allows to measures the Species Recognition Errors arising
from the False Positives in Object Detection Errors. Estimating Behavior Recognition
Errors would require many additional classes: one class for each possible species
misclassifications (e.g., items can be from Species A and misclassified as Species B,
thus increasing the chances of misclassifying the behaviours).

On top of representing the combined classification errors, the test sets should also
represent the potential Image Quality. It is difficult to collect examples of all possible
combinations of classification errors and image quality, and the resulting confusion
matrices can be difficult to analyse by end-users.

Classification noise and bias - Confusion matrices do not easily convey the
uncertainty in specific class size estimates. Confusion matrices can have many cells
(i.e., n2 cells for classifications into n classes). End-users need to analysis all cells, and
associate them row-wise and column-wise, which can be tedious and error-prone.
For example, to derive the errors in a class size, end-users need to read the n cells
within the same row or column, and sum them to derive the total number of errors.
It is thus complex to estimate the Noise and Bias due to classification errors, e.g., to
assess how class sizes are over- or under-estimated. Simplified visualization tools for
assessing the potential Noise and Biases due to classification errors are thus addressed
in Chapter 6.

Resulting class size uncertainty - It is complex to derive the Uncertainty in Specific
Datasets, i.e., the classification errors in specific class size estimates. For instance, the
uncertainty in specific class size estimates is not directly conveyed by confusion
matrices.

The errors measured in test sets can differ from the errors in specific end-usage
datasets, called target sets. For instance, the class distribution, i.e., the relative class
sizes, can differ between test and target sets. This impacts the magnitude of clas-
sification biases. For example, if Species A is more prevalent in the target set, it
yields more misclassifications between Species A and other species, thus different
magnitudes of biases. Methods for assessing Errors in Specific Datasets, arising from
Noise and Biases due to classification errors, are addressed in Chapter 5.

4.4.2 Measuring the impact of deployment conditions

The literature does not offer well-established methods for assessing the impact of
uncertainty arising from the conditions in which computer vision systems are de-
ployed. Computer vision research usually focuses on generic uncertainty assessment
abstracted from specific application conditions. We highlight that methods for assess-
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ing the biases arising from Duplicated Individuals and heterogeneous Fields of View are
largely unaddressed. However, we identify methods for dealing with Fragmentary
Processing.

Duplicated individuals - Future work is needed to develop methods for measur-
ing Duplicated Individuals, e.g., depending on species, behaviors and Fields of View.
Such measurements are required for assessing over-estimations of species that often
move in and out certain fields of view. Such measurements should also account for
schooling behaviors (i.e., swimming in group) where individuals can be duplicated
as well as occluded.

It can be difficult to collect groundtruth data to assess Duplicated Individuals. It
is difficult for humans to identify single individuals swimming in and out of the
fields of view, and to estimate the total number of individuals in a group. Diving
observations on cameras’ site may provide groundtruth data, as the total sizes of
fish groups can be estimated by experienced divers. However, divers can make
mistake, and they interfere with the natural environment thus observing different
fish behaviors.

Fields of view - Uncertainty assessment methods are also missing for issues with
shifting Fields of View. For systems using fixed cameras, the fields of view may
gradually vary over time, e.g., due to typhoons, strong currents, or maintenance
operations such as lens cleaning. Detecting and measuring the shifts of fields of view
is not sufficient to estimate the resulting uncertainty: the changes in the Sampling
Coverage must also be measured (e.g., the sizes and types of areas within the fields of
view).

Fragmentary processing - Assessments methods for handling uncertainty due
to Fragmentary Processing (e.g., missing videos) are easier to establish given that
video samples are of equal duration. Such assessment methods can rely on counting
the numbers of video samples, and estimating the class sizes per video sample.
We recommend using video samples of equal duration, and of duration that is long
enough to avoid too many split trajectories at the beginnings and ends of the samples
(e.g., 10 minutes for the Fish4Knowledge project). Otherwise, handling Fragmentary
Processing is more complicated.

Class sizes can be drawn from different numbers of video samples, making com-
parisons difficult (e.g., increasing class sizes can be due to increasing numbers of
samples, or to actual increases of population sizes). To compare class sizes drawn
from different numbers of video samples, we first consider the case of video samples
collected from the same camera. We propose to use mean class sizes per video sample
estimated with equation (4.1). Mean class sizes can be compared, e.g., over time pe-
riods, even if drawn from different numbers of video samples. However, mean class
sizes drawn from scarce samples are less representative of actual population sizes.
Such uncertainty with the temporal Sampling Coverage can be assessed by computing
the variance of mean class sizes with equation (4.2).
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Ck =
Ck

Nk

Ck : Mean class size per video sample for class c observed from camera k
Ck : Number of individuals classified in class c (class size)

observed from camera k
Nk : Number of video samples collected from camera k (4.1)

V
(

Ck

)
=

Vk∑
i=1

(
Ck − Ckt

)2

Nk

V
(

Ck

)
: Variance of mean class size Ck (4.1) for class c

observed from camera k.
Nk : Number of video samples collected from camera k
Ckt : Number of individuals classified in class c

observed from camera k in a single video sample t
(i.e., representing time unit t)

(4.2)

To analyse class sizes drawn from different cameras, mean class sizes per video
sample must be estimated with equation (4.3). It would be incorret to divide the
class sizes by the total number of video samples for all cameras, i.e.,

∑
k Ck/∑k Nk. For

example, with 2 video samples recorded simultaneously from different cameras, and
observing 100 and 50 fish, the total number of fish that occurred during this time
period is 150, not 150/2. This approach assumes that cameras have no overlapping
fields of view, and are placed sufficiently far away from each others, so that the same
individuals are not recorded several times by different cameras. If these assumptions
are violated, a different approach must be considered.

C =
∑

k

Ck
C : Mean class size per video sample for class c observed from all cameras

Ck : Mean class size per video sample (4.1) for class c
observed from camera k (4.3)

Estimating the variance of mean class sizes over several cameras (4.3) can be
difficult. As sums of random variables, their variance is given by equations (4.4).
It requires estimating the covariance between mean class sizes Ck (4.2) drawn from
different cameras k. We consider that mean class sizes Ck and Ck′ covary along
individual time units t, and specify their covariances in equation (4.5).

V
(

C
)

=
∑

k V
(

Ck

)
+

∑
k
∑

k′,k Cov
(

Ck ,Ck′
)

V
(
C
)

: Variance of mean class size C (4.3)
for class c observed from all cameras

V
(

Ck

)
: Variance of mean class size Ck (4.2)

for class c observed from camera k
Cov

(
Ck ,Ck′

)
: Covariance of mean class sizes Ck, Ck

for class c observed from cameras k, k′

(4.4)
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Cov
(

Ck ,Ck′
)

=
∑

t

(
Ck − Ckt

)(
Ck′ − Ck′t

)
Nt

Ck : Mean class size (4.2) for camera k
Ck′ : Mean class size (4.2) for camera k′

Ckt : Class size for camera k and time unit t
Ck′t : Class size for camera k′ and time unit t

(i.e., from the video sample correspon-
ding to time unit t)

Nt : Number of time units t from which
class sizes are drawn

(4.5)

Such approach assumes that all video samples are recorded simultaneously over
time units t of equal duration, and available for all cameras k and all time units t.
For example, the Fish4Knowledge system uses 10-minute time units, and all video
samples are recorded over the same time units. For instance, video samples are all
recorded from 08:00 to 08:10, then 08:10 to 08:20, and so on. No video sample is
recorded from 08:05 to 08:15. If one cameras provides a video sample for a time unit t
(e.g., 08:00 to 08:10 on Jan. 1st 2012) then all cameras must provide a video sample
for that time unit. Otherwise, equation (4.5) cannot be computed.

Such issues with missing video samples can be addressed with imputation meth-
ods. Alternative methods exist and must be chosen depending on the application
requirements (Little and Rubin 2014). However, these methods do not address het-
erogeneous time units, i.e., video samples having differemt beginning and end times
(e.g., some videos are recorded from 08:00 to 08:10, and others from 08:05 to 08:15).

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter synthesized uncertainty issues of concerns to end-users, which we iden-
tified in Chapters 2 and 3. The remainder of this thesis addresses uncertainty factors
that are introduced in this chapter: methods to estimates numbers of classification
errors in specific datasets (Uncertainty in Specific Datasets, Chapter 5), simplified visu-
alizations for communicating classification errors and biases to non-expert end-users
(classification Noise and Bias, Chapter 6), and user interface for assessing the multiple
uncertainty factors (Chapter 7).

We conclude this chapter by highlighting how uncertainty factors impact end-
users’ tasks (Section 4.5.1) and the uncertainty assessment methods of interest to
end-users (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Impacts of uncertainty factors

We introduced a model of key uncertainty factors pertaining to computer vision sys-
tem for population monitoring. The model provides foundations for assessing class
size uncertainty from the perspective of end-users, and answers our third research
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question: When applying computer vision systems for population monitoring, what uncer-
tainty factors can arise from computer vision systems, and from the environment in which
systems are deployed?

Uncertainty factors arising from the computer vision system result in classi-
fication errors that can be random (yielding noise) or systematic (yielding biases).
Classification bias threatens the validity of the resulting estimations of population
sizes, and trends in population sizes. Classification biases may misrepresent the pro-
portions of the different populations (e.g., species composition) and yield deceptive
increases or decreases of population sizes.

Image quality (e.g., blurry images yield more errors) and groundtruth quality
(e.g., unrepresentative groundtruth yield more errors) are also of concern. For in-
stance, within the Fish4Knowledge project, the low contrast of images recorded at
dusk can increase the number of Species Recognition Errors as fish colors are not distin-
guishable while being an important discrimination factor between species of similar
body shapes.

Uncertainty factors arising from the deployment conditions can have significant
impacts on the population estimates. Besides impacting the sampling validity, and
the statistical validity of class size estimates, the deployment conditions can signifi-
cantly impact the noise and biases in class size estimates. For instance, the cameras’
fields of view modify the chances that class sizes are over- or under-estimated. The
fields of view impact the image quality, thus the magnitudes of computer vision
errors. The fields of view also impact the chances to repeatedly detect the same
individuals, thus the over-estimation of specific species (e.g., living or feeding within
the fields of view).

4.5.2 User-oriented assessment methods

End-users require assessments of the uncertainty that results from the multiple uncer-
tainty factors. This chapter briefly reviewed the applicable assessment methods, and
partially answered our fourth research question: How uncertainty assessment methods
address the combined effect of uncertainty factors?

Unaddressed factors - Three key uncertainty factors are not addressed in the
literature: the heterogeneity and shifts of camera’s fields of view (e.g., impacting the
sampling validity), the impact of duplicates (e.g., individuals that are repeatedly de-
tected can greatly over-estimate specific populations depending on their behaviors),
and the errors in groundtruth datasets. Methods to assess groundtruth quality are
available but do assess the uncertainty propagating to the classification results, e.g.,
to the class size estimates.

Existing methods - Classification errors can be assessed with well-establish as-
sessment methods. However, these methods do not assess the uncertainty that prop-
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agates along pipelines of classifiers. Nor do they estimate the errors in classification
end-results, but in test sets only. Methods to infer the numbers of classification errors
in end-results are developed in Chapter 5. To assess uncertainty propagation along
pipelines of classifiers, we propose to use test sets that represent the errors of the pre-
vious classifiers, and include additional classes to represent the propagated errors.
However such an approach can be challenging in practice, as extensive groundtruth
and many additional classes may be needed.

Finally, assessing the impact of varying numbers of video samples (e.g., frag-
mentary processing) can rely on computing averages and variances of population
sizes, as in equations (4.1)-(4.5). This approach is compatible with the methods in-
troduced in Chapter 5, which can refine the population sizes that are averaged in
equations (4.1)-(4.5).



Chapter 5
Estimating Classification Errors

Classification errors can yield biased class sizes, and threaten the validity of class
size estimates. For instance, class size estimates can be systematically over- or under-
estimated due to systematic confusions of specific classes (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3,
p.63). Well-established methods can assess classification errors by using groundtruth
test sets, and measuring error rates such as Precision, TP Rate, Accuracy, or F-
measures. These methods do not estimate classification errors in end-results but in
test sets only (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1, p.69). However, end-users require estimations
of classification errors in end-results, as estimating potential classification errors and
biases is required to establish informed interpretation of classification data (Chapter 3,
Section 3.5.1, p.52).

This chapter investigates methods for estimating classification errors in end-
results by using error measurements from test sets. Our results address require-
ment 4-c in Chapter 2 (Assess uncertainty in specific datasets, p.36) and answer our
fifth research question: How can we estimate the magnitudes of classification errors in
end-results?

After introducing the problems we address (Section 5.2), we review existing
methods for estimating unbiased class sizes (Section 5.2). We then provide additional
methods for:
• Estimating the number of errors between specific classes (Section 5.3)
• Estimating the variance of error estimation results (Section 5.4)
• Predicting the variance of error estimation results, i.e., before classifiers are

applied (Section 5.5)
We discuss the applicability of these error estimation methods (Section 5.6) and
research directions to refine them (Section 5.7). Finally, we underline higher-level
implications of our findings (Section 5.8). For instance, variance and bias issues in
error estimation problems also concern classifier assessment problems. If estimating
classification errors is uncertain, so is assessing classifiers’ suitability for end-users’
task.

75
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5.1 Introduction

The statistics and epidemiology domains devised bias correction methods that can es-
timate classification biases in specific sets of end-results (Tenenbein 1972, Grassia and
Sundberg 1982, Shieh 2009, Buonaccorsi 2010). Given estimates of the classification
errors, i.e., drawn from test sets, unbiased class sizes can be derived. This approach
does not identify which individual items are misclassified.

These bias correction methods are applicable to machine learning classifiers, but
are seldom considered except for land coverage estimation (Card 1982, Hay 1988,
van Deusen 1996, Foody 2002). However, bias correction methods are of interest
for a large range of use cases, e.g., for analysing class sizes, class probabilities and
class distributions. Without estimating potential classification biases, e.g., with bias
correction methods, no scientific conclusion can be drawn from classification data.

We investigate the application of existing bias correction methods to classification
problems with machine learning software (i.e., to assess the Uncertainty in Specific
Datasets, Chapter 4, p.69). We show that these methods can reduce biases in class
size estimates. However, we highlight cases where the bias correction methods can
yield high result variance or increased biases (Section 5.2).

We extend the application of bias correction methods to estimating numbers
of errors in classification results, i.e., detailing the error composition, for instance,
within the items misclassified as class y how many truly belong to class x. Estimating
the error composition describes the quality of classification data beyond accuracy or
precision. We introduce an alternative method for estimating the error composition,
called Ratio-to-TP method. It provides exactly the same result as one extended bias
correction method, but has properties of interest (Section 5.3).

We show that the variance of error estimation results can be critical and is crucial
to estimate. For instance, with small datasets the variance magnitude can exceed
the bias magnitude, thus applying error estimation methods may worsen the initial
biases.

Variance estimation methods exist for uses cases where test sets are randomly sam-
pled within classification end-results (Tenenbein 1972). However, machine learning
classifiers are usually evaluated using test sets that are distinct from the end-usage
datasets to which classifiers are applied, called target sets. For instance, all poten-
tial target sets may not be known when classifiers are evaluated. For disjoint test
and target sets, existing variance estimation methods describe the overall population
from which test and target sets are sampled (Grassia and Sundberg 1982, Shieh 2009,
Buonaccorsi 2010, van Deusen 1996). If applied to describing the target set itself, they
provide biased estimates.

We thus introduce the Sample-to-Sample method that addresses the case of
disjoint test and target sets, and estimates the variance of error estimation results that
pertain to specific target sets. The Sample-to-Sample method estimates the variance
at the level of the error rate estimator, which must account for the class sizes in both
test and target sets. From error rates’ variance estimates, we derive well-bounded
confidence intervals for the error estimation results in binary problems. Multiclass
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problems are more complex to formalize algebraically, but may be addressed with
bootstrapping or simulation (Section 5.4).

End-users may prefer classifiers that minimize the variance of error estimation
results. However, predicting the variance of error estimation results is difficult
when the characteristics of potential target sets are unknown (e.g., the class sizes). To
address this case, we postulate that the determinant of error rate matrices can predict
the variance of error estimation results. We derive the Maximum Determinant
method for predicting which classifier yields the least variance when applying error
estimation methods, without knowledge of the potential target sets. Initial results
are promising but future research is needed to establish theory, e.g., to specify the
effects of class sizes and proportions, number of classes, and error rate magnitudes
(Section 5.5).

The methods presented in this chapter rely on the assumption that error rates
do not vary systematically between test and target sets, but may vary randomly. If
feature distributions (e.g., class models) differ between test and target sets, bias
ensues. We illustrate this domain adaption problem and its critical impact on error
estimation results. However, domain adaptation problems that concern shifts in
class prior probability can be addressed with the methods presented in this chapter
(Section 5.6).

The methods presented in this chapter are demonstrated empirically, with real
and synthetic data. We discuss the need for establishing theory and guidelines for
choosing the methods to apply depending on the characteristics of test and target
sets (Section 5.8).

5.2 Existing bias correction methods

As introduced in Section , the statistics and epidemiology domains devised bias cor-
rection methods that can estimate unbiased class sizes (Tenenbein 1972, Grassia and
Sundberg 1982, Shieh 2009, Buonaccorsi 2010). Unbiased class sizes, or class propor-
tions1, can be estimated without identifying which individual items are misclassified.
These bias correction methods address end-users’ need for assessing the Uncertainty
in specific datasets due to classification Noise and Bias (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1, p.69).

Bias correction methods are based on error rates measured in test sets, i.e., sets of
items whose actual class is known (also called groundtruth, gold standard, validation
or calibration set). The error rates are assumed to be the same in target sets, i.e., for the
datasets to which classifiers are applied in practice (also called unlabelled, real-life
or end-usage data).

Two bias correction methods exist:

• The Reclassification method (Buonaccorsi 2010), also called inverse calibration
(Katila 2006), ratio method (Hay 1988) or double sampling (Tenenbein 1972). It
requires equal class proportions in test and target sets (Section 5.2.1).

1Class size divided by total number of items to classify, also considered as class probability.
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• The Misclassification method (Buonaccorsi 2010), also called classical calibra-
tion (Katila 2006), matrix inversion method (Hay 1989), or PERLE (Beauxis-
Aussalet and Hardman 2015)2. It is robust to varying class proportions (Sec-
tion 5.2.2).

The Misclassification method yields a larger results variance than the Reclassifi-
cation method, as noted by Shieh (2009) and shown in Figure 5.1 (p.81). Thus, when
possible, it is preferable to use the Reclassification method, using test sets which class
proportions are similar to the target set. However, this is often impossible in machine
learning problems, as class proportions may vary over target sets or are unknown
when test sets are collected.

We specify the two error estimation methods using the notation in Table 5.1 and
the following variables:
nxy : Number of items that actually belong to class x and are classified as class y
nx. : Actual class size for class x (i.e., number of items that actually belong to class x)
n.x : Output class size for class x (i.e., class size estimated by the classifier)
n.. : Total number of items in the dataset

Actual Class Estimated
Class Sizeclass 1 class 2 ... class x

Output
Class

class 1 n11 n21 ... nx1 n.1
class 2 n12 n22 ... nx2 n.2

... ... ... ... ... ...
class x n1x n2x ... nxx n.x

Actual Class Size n1. n2. ... nx. Total n..

Table 5.1: Confusion matrix and notation.

The variables for the target set are denoted with the prime symbol, to distinguish
them from the variable related to the test set. With prime symbol, n′ concerns the
target set. Without prime, n concerns the test set. For example, n1. is the actual size
of class1 in the test set, and n′1. the actual class size in the target set.

The existing error estimation methods estimate actual class sizes n′x. in target sets,
given the known output class sizes n′.x and numbers of error nxy measured in the
test set. We present the error estimation methods in terms of class size estimates n′x.
rather than class proportions n′x./n′.. as in the literature, the latter being easily derived
from the former.

5.2.1 Reclassification method

The Reclassification method is based on error rates that use output class sizes n.y as
denominators, e.g., precision in binary problems. Assuming equal error rates in test

2We introduced the PERLE method in this former publication, at a time we had without prior knowledge
of similar prior work. Hence the PERLE method was incorrectly introduced as a new method.
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and target sets (i.e., ê′xy = exy), actual class sizes are estimated with equation (5.1).
This assumption is violated, and the method is not applicable, if class proportions
differ between test and target sets (Section 5.2.4).

exy =
nxy

n.y
n̂′xy = exyn′.y n̂′x. =

∑
y

exyn′.y (5.1)

Variance estimates V
(
n̂′x.

)
are provided by Tenenbein (1972) for test sets randomly

sampled within target sets, using a weighted sum to account for the sample size of
both test and target sets.

5.2.2 Misclassification method

The Misclassification method is based on error rates that use actual class size nx. as
denominator, e.g., recall in binary problems (5.2). Assuming equal error rates in test
and target sets (i.e., θ̂′xy = θxy), actual class sizes are estimated with equation (5.2),
i.e., solving a system of linear equations (Beauxis-Aussalet and Hardman 2015).

θxy =
nxy

nx.



n̂′1.

n̂′2.
...

n̂′x.


=


θ11 θ21 . . . θx1

θ12 θ22 . . . θx2
...

...
. . .

...
θ1x θ2x . . . θxx



−1 
n′.1

n′.2
...

n′.x


(5.2)

Variance estimates V
(
n̂′x.

)
are provided by Grassia and Sundberg (1982) for test

sets that are randomly sampled within target sets, and with similar class proportions
nx./n..'n′x./n′... The case of disjoint test and target sets with different class proportions
is addressed by Shieh (2009) and Buonaccorsi (2010) for estimating the characteristics
of the overall populations from which both test and target sets are sampled.

5.2.3 Application

We demonstrate the applicability of bias correction methods to classification problems
in the machine learning domain. We apply Reclassification and Misclassification
methods to open-source datasets from the UCI repository. To demonstrate issues
with results variance (Shieh 2009), we select datasets with smaller to larger class
sizes. To demonstrate issues with class proportions Buonaccorsi (2010), we split the
datasets into test and target sets of different class proportions (Table 5.2).

We randomly sample test sets of predefined sizes (Table 5.2), and consider the
remaining items as target sets. We draw 100 random splits to show the variance and
bias in the initial classification results, and in the error estimation results (Figure 5.1).
To maximize the sizes of test and target sets, we do not select distinct training sets
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but use 10-fold cross validation. We applied a common classification technique: a
Naive Bayes classifier (from the Weka platform).

Dataset Test Set Size nx. Target Set Size n′x.
Iris n1.=25 n2.=20 n3.=30 n′1.=25 n′2.=30 n′3.=20
Ionosphere n1.=63 n0.=150 n′1.=63 n′0.=75
Segment n1.,3.,5.,7.=210 n2.,4.,6.=110 n′1.,3.,5.,7.=120 n′2.,4.,6.=220

Ohscal
n0.=471 n1.=433 n2.=124 n3.=125 n4.=275
n5.=205 n6.=738 n7.=339 n8.=490 n9.=613 n′0.-n

′

9.=400

Waveform n1.=600 n2.=900 n3.=1200 n′1.=1092 n′2.=753 n′3.=455
Chess n1.=1000 n0.=500 n′1.=669 n′0.=1027

Table 5.2: Datasets used for experiments in Figure 5.1 Source: UCI Repository
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html).

The Reclassification method yields biased results (i.e., median results differ from
actual class sizes) because class proportions differ between test and target sets. The
Misclassification method is unbiased but yields larger variance than the Reclassifica-
tion method.

5.2.4 Discussion

The Misclassification method is unaffected by changes in class proportions because
its error rates θxy involve items belonging to the same true class, unlike the error
rates exy of the Reclassification method, as shown in equations (5.3)- (5.4).

Class proportions in binary problems:
n′x.
n′..

=α
nx.

n..

n′y.
n′..

=β
ny.

n..
α, β∈R<0

Assuming proportional errors: n′xy =αnxy and n′yy =βnyy

With unequal class proportions α,β: n′.y = n′xy + n′yy = αnxy + βnyy , αn.y

θ′xy =
αnxy

αnx.
= θxy e′xy =

αnxy

αnxy + βnyy
, exy (5.3)

Class proportions in multiclass problems:
n′z.
n′..

=αz
nz.

n..
n′zy =αz nzy αz∈R<0

If ∃ classes ζx, ζz with αx,αz then: n′.y =
∑

z n′zy =
∑

z αznzy , αxn.y

θ′xy =
αxnxy

αxnx.
= θxy e′xy =

αxnxy∑
z αznzy

, exy (5.4)
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Figure 5.1: Class sizes provided by the raw classifier output (left graphs), error estimation with
the Misclassification method (middle graphs) and Reclassification method (right graphs). Box-
plots show the median, 50%, 95% quartiles for 100 randomly sampled test and target sets. Horizontal
dashed lines indicate actual class sizes, and colors indicate the related class (e.g., green boxplots with
median values on green dashed lines indicate unbiased results).
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The Misclassification method yields significantly higher variance than the Reclas-
sification method. The latter uses a simple linear sum of random variable n′.y exy while
the former uses a matrix inversion. Cramer’s rule (Kosinski 2001) shows that the
random variables θxy are involved several times in the denominator and numerator
of a fraction, hence the higher variance (e.g., as the estimator is not linear).

If the test or target sets are small, or changes in class proportions are not signifi-
cant, the variance of the Misclassification method may introduce more bias than the
Reclassification method or the initial classification results (Figure 5.1-a to -d). Com-
bining both methods does not reduce the variance (e.g., estimate n′x. with the Misclas-
sification method, subsample the test set with similar class proportions nx.=αn′x.∀x,
and apply Reclassification method using the resampled test set). Demonstration is
omitted for brevity but reproducible with code in Section 5.9.

We conclude that existing bias corrections methods are applicable to machine
learning classification problems. However, these applications must consider issues
with results variance and changes in class proportions. If class proportions differ
between test and target sets, the Misclassification method must be applied and the
Reclassification method is inappropriate. If class sizes are relatively small, and
class proportions do not differ, the Reclassification method is preferable. With the
Misclassification method, variance issues have significant impact even when class
sizes are not scarce (e.g., even with class sizes of several hundreds items, Figure 5.1-d
to -f). Future work must investigate the guidelines for choosing the bias correction
method to apply (or not) depending on test and target sizes, magnitude of changes
in class proportions, and magnitude of classification biases.

5.3 Error composition

The methods presented in Section 5.2 can refine class size estimates. However,
end-users may require more details on the errors between specific classes, e.g., in
an output of n′.y items classified as class y, how many items n′xy actually belong to
class x. Such estimates of the error composition are of interest for describing the
quality of classification results. We thus apply the methods presented in Section 5.2
to estimating the number of errors n′xy between all possible combination of classes.

The Reclassification and Misclassification methods are easily extended to estimate
n′xy as in equation (5.5), using the error rates and class size estimates specified in
equations (5.1)-(5.2).

n̂′xy = exy n′.y n̂′xy = θxyn̂′x. (5.5)

5.3.1 Ratio-to-TP method

We introduce an alternative method called Ratio-to-TP (Section 5.3.1). It provides
exactly the same estimates as the Misclassification method, and is impacted by the
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same variance magnitude3. However, it uses different error rates whose properties
of interest are discussed in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.5.

The Ratio-to-TP method is based on atypical error ratios rxy that use True Positives
nxx as denominators, as shown in equation (5.6), with rxx = 1 and assuming nxx , 0.
Assuming equal error ratios in test and target sets (i.e., r̂′xy = rxy), we can construct the
system of linear equations (5.7). The system’s solution estimates the True Positives
n′xx in the target set, from which the number of errors n′xy and true class sizes n′x. are
easily derived, as shown in equation (5.6).

rxy =
nxy

nxx



n̂′11

n̂′22
...

n̂′xx


=


1 r21 . . . rx1

r12 1 . . . rx2
...

...
. . .

...
r1x r2x . . . 1



−1 
n′.1

n′.2
...

n′.x


n̂′xy = rxy n̂′xx

n̂′x. =
∑

y n̂′xy

(5.6)

n′.y =
∑

x

n′xy =
∑

x

n′xxr′xy


n′.1 = n′11 + n′22 r′21 + ... + n′xx r′x1
n′.2 = n′11 r′12 + n′22 + ... + n′xx r′x2
... = ... + ... + ... + ...

n′.x = n′11 r′1x + n′22 r′2x + ... + n′xx


(5.7)

5.3.2 Application

We verify the applicability of the Ratio-to-TP method (5.6) and extension of Misclas-
sification methods (5.5). We applied these methods using the same experimental
setup as in Section 5.2.3. Both methods result in the same estimates4, which are
unbiased but with potentially high variance due to random differences between θxy
and θ′xy (Figure 5.2). We conclude that the potentially high variance is a challenge

for estimating both n̂′x. and n̂′xy.

5.3.3 Discussion

The error rate matrix Mr=
( 1 r2x ...

rx2 1 ...
... ... ...

)
of the Ratio-to-TP method has all diagonal values

equal to 1. It offers a simple condition to ensure its invertibility (i.e., that its determi-
nant |Mr|, 0) which is required for the Ratio-to-TP method to be applicable. Under
condition (5.8) Mᵀ

r is diagonally dominant, thus invertible, and since |Mr|= |M
ᵀ
r | then

Mr is also invertible. Setting a threshold t for all error rates rxy,x,y< t can ensure that
the condition (5.8) is satisfied. Mr is always invertible under condition (5.9) where c is
the number of classes (e.g., for 3-class problems t=0.5, 4-class t=0.33, 5-class t=0.25).
It is also possible that Mr is invertible even if the condition is not met.

3Demonstration omitted for brevity but reproducible with code in Section 5.9.
4Demonstration is omitted but reproducible with code in Section 5.9.
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Figure 5.2: Evaluation of estimated n̂′xy, showing the absolute error n′xy − n̂′xy for 104 pairs test
and target sets sampled as in Section 5.2.3.
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Mr =


1 r21 . . . rx1

r12 1 . . . rx2
...

...
. . .

...
r1x r2x . . . 1

 |Mr| , 0 if for all class x
∑
y,y,x

rxy < 1 (5.8)

Given c number classes, if all rxy,y,x <
1

c − 1
then

∑
y,y,x

rxy < (c − 1)
1

c − 1
= 1

Thus |Mr| , 0 if all rxy,y,x <
1

c − 1
(5.9)

The Misclassification method also requires its error rate matrix Mθ=
( θ11 θ21 ...
θ12 θ22 ...
... ... ...

)
to be

invertible, but the Ratio-to-TP method offers a simple threshold condition to guaran-
tee its matrix invertibility. We empirically observed that error rate matrices Mr and
Mθ drawn from the same test set were either both invertible, or both non-invertible.
Future work is needed to establish if the threshold condition (5.9) ensuring the in-
vertibility Mr also ensures the invertibility of Mθ.

We conclude that the Ratio-to-TP and Misclassification methods are applicable
to estimating the detailed number of error between specific classes. However, these
methods’ results entail potentially high variance, which challenges the estimation of
both n̂′x. and n̂′xy. Hence it is crucial to provide variance estimation methods. The
Ratio-to-TP method uses error ratios rxy that follow a Cauchy distribution, in contrast
to θxy which follows a binomial distribution. Estimating the variance V(rxy) is more
complex, as the variance of the Cauchy distribution is undefined. Hence we focus
on error rates θxy to estimate the variance of n̂′x. and n̂′xy.

5.4 Sample-to-Sample method
As mentioned in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, the Misclassification method entails poten-
tially high variance. Hence providing variance estimation is crucial to support user
awareness of the uncertainty in class size and error estimates from the Misclassi-
fication method. Existing variance estimation methods do not address the case of
disjoint test and target sets (Section 5.2). We address this case by introducing the
Sample-to-Sample method.

The Sample-to-Sample method estimates the variance of θ̂′xy, n̂′x. and n̂′xy for the
target set S′, using measurements from the disjoint test set S (i.e., S ∩ S′ = ∅). We
first approximate the variance of the θ̂′xy estimator (Section 5.4.1) and validate our
approach using known n′x. (Section 5.4.2). The method is then evaluated in practice
with unknown n′x. by using estimated n̂′x. instead (Section 5.4.3). The method performs
well for estimating the variance of n̂′x. and n̂′xy in binary problems. Multiclass problems
require future work investigating bootstrapping techniques, or simulations using
Sample-to-Sample estimates of V̂

(
θ̂′xy

)
(Section 5.4.5).
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5.4.1 Error rate estimator

We focus on the estimator θ̂′xy=θxy for the unknown target set error rate θ′xy based
on the known error rate θxy in a disjoint test set. Test and target sets are assumed to
be randomly sampled from the same population n∗x.→∞ with error rate θ∗xy. For test
and target sets sampled with nx. and n′x. items, the expected value and variance of
θxy and θ′xy are given in equation (5.10) (Cochran 2007).

E[θxy] = E[θ′xy] = θ∗xy V(θxy) =
θ∗xy(1 − θ∗xy)

nx.
V(θ′xy) =

θ∗xy(1 − θ∗xy)

n′x.
(5.10)

The estimator θ̂′xy=θxy yields the mean squared error in equation (5.11), which
notation omits the subscripts, e.g, θ=θxy.

MSE(θ̂′) = E
[(
θ−θ′

)2
]

= E
[(
θ − E[θ] + E[θ] − θ′

)2
]

= E
[(
θ − E[θ]

)2
+ 2

(
θ − E[θ]

)(
E[θ] − θ′

)
+

(
E[θ] − θ′

)2
]

= E
[(
θ−E[θ]

)2
]
−2E

[(
θ−E[θ]

)(
θ′−E[θ′]

)]
+E

[(
θ′−E[θ′]

)2
]

= V(θ) − 2Cov(θ,θ′) + V(θ′)

Cov(θ,θ′)=0 since Test Set∩Target Set=∅ and θ,θ′ i.i.d., thus:

MSE(θ̂′xy) = V(θxy) + V(θ′xy)

(5.11)

Following the results in equation (5.11), the Sample-to-Sample method considers
that the estimator θ̂′xy = θxy is approximately distributed as in equation (5.12).

θ̂′xy ∼ N
(
θxy,V(θxy) + V(θ′xy)

)
(5.12)

Including variance component from both test and target sets is consistent with
our empirical observations in Figure 5.3, where the sample size of either test or target
sets impact the variance magnitude. Comprehensive evaluations of the Sample-to-
Sample methods are presented in Sections 5.4.2 to 5.4.4.

5.4.2 Evaluation of error rate estimator

We evaluate the Sample-to-Sample estimates in equation (5.12) by simulating binary
datasets and drawing confidence intervals for θ̂′

01
. We focus on a single class 0

and ignore class 1, i.e., we simulate only n0y and n′0y. We draw 68% rather than
95% confidence level for a better verification of over-estimated intervals (e.g., one
interval’s coverage may be slightly higher than 95% but significantly higher than
68%). To estimate V(θ′

01
) we use the known n′0. and apply Sample-to-Sample (5.12)

using in equation (5.13). Further evaluations address realistic cases where n′x. is
unknown (Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4).
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Figure 5.3: Results of Misclassification method for simulated data, showing results variance
for different sample sizes of test and target sets. Score thresholds (x axis) are used to assign class 0
or 1, and simulate different magnitudes of error rate, as explained in Figure 5.4. Class sizes n̂′0. (y axis)
are estimated for 104 pairs of test and target sets randomly sampled with score probability and class
proportions in Figure 5.4, and for thresholds selected with granularity 0.01. We randomly sampled 100
test sets, and then randomly sampled 100 distinct target sets for each test set. This approach is realistic,
as in practice one test set is used for several target sets. Unbiased means n̂′0. (black line) are close to true
n′0. (red line) unless test sets are too small and error rate too close to 0 or 1 (e.g., when extreme thresholds
yield few observations with nxy ≈ a few items).
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15 23.1 35.4 45.3 63.4 64.7 66.2 68.1 64.7 62.3 65.1 65.9 68.3 64 68.1 67.7 68.4 67.9 67.3

22 26.4 42.5 48.1 61.4 61.4 68.7 72.3 66.9 72.1 64.2 64.8 65.4 65 68.7 68.1 68 67.2 68.2
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19.8 30.2 35.1 45 57.4 64.5 67.9 67.4 70.6 66.1 67.2 66.7 68 67 67.7 67 66.7 66.7 67.2

20.2 33.4 35.9 51.1 54.1 63.7 65.9 71.5 66.8 68.3 68.5 65.2 67.5 67.8 64.8 62.7 62.9 62.6 62.3

26.1 35.6 43.6 46 61.7 64.4 64.1 67.7 67.1 68.4 66.9 66.4 67 67.5 72.3 71.8 72.6 72.8 71.9

42.7 54.8 61 61.2 61.8 68.2 66.9 65.3 69.4 67.5 67.7 67 66 66.5 59.6 59 60.2 55.5 56.7

55.5 56.7 64.8 66.5 66.6 76.1 70.2 72.9 78 78.5 77.5 79.2 73.1 77.1 79.7 80.8 80.5 80.8 81.3

59 63.9 70.6 74.2 76.2 77.2 77.6 77.8 76.6 80.9 83 81.9 85.5 83.4 87.6 87.8 87.5 87.8 88.3

70.8 76.4 77.9 81.1 83.1 82.7 84 83.8 81.6 83 81.4 81 80.5 78.5 86.9 85.2 88.5 86.6 89.8

82.4 85.6 83.8 83.7 86.9 83.2 83.5 82.1 82.9 81.6 81.9 82.4 81.9 81 82.2 82.4 81.5 81.7 82.2

Figure 5.5: Evaluation of Sample-to-Sample using known n′x. to derive V(θ̂′xy) and draw 68%

confidence intervals for θ̂′xy. The cells show the percentage of intervals containing true θ′01 for
a total of 104 tests. Green cells have correct coverages ≈68%, red indicates too small coverages,
white indicates too large coverages.
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We sample 100 test sets of sizes n0.∈{20, ..., 50 000} randomly drawn from an in-
finite population with θ∗01∈{0.01, 0.5}. For each test set, we measured θ01 and use
equations (5.12-5.13) to draw confidence intervals for θ̂′01 in target sets of sizes
n′0.∈{20, ..., 50 000}. For each interval, we randomly sample 100 target sets with the
same population rate θ∗01.

V
(
θ̂′

01

)
=
θ01(1−θ01)

n0.
+
θ01(1−θ01)

n′0.
(5.13)

The graph cells in Figure 5.5 show the percentage of θ′xy contained in confidence
intervals derived using the Sample-to-Sample method. The confidence intervals
achieve the desired confidence level, except when sample sizes nx. and n′x. are too
small w.r.t. error rates θ∗xy (in bottom graph only, e.g., nxy≈1 item, same as the
biases observed in Figure 5.3), or w.r.t. each other (nx. � or � n′x., black contours).
The interval coverage varies more if nx.<n′x. (lower left triangle of graphs) but mean
coverage is correct (e.g., forθ∗xy=0.5, in lower left triangleµ=68.1% andσ=4, otherwise
µ=68.3% and σ=1.5).

5.4.3 Application to estimating class sizes

We evaluate the Sample-to-Sample method applied to estimating confidence intervals
for the target class sizes n̂′x. resulting from the Misclassification method in binary
problems. As in Section 5.4.2, we simulate 100 test sets and 100 target sets for each
test set, with sizes nx.,n′x.∈{300, 500, 1000, 2000}, drawn from populations with θ∗xy
specified in equation (5.14).θ

∗

00 θ∗10

θ∗01 θ∗11

 ∈
{ (
.9 0
.1 1

)
,

(
.9 .1
.1 .9

)
,

(
.9 .2
.1 .8

)
,

(
.8 .2
.2 .8

) }
(5.14)

Confidence intervals are estimated using Fieller’s theorem, as by Shieh (2009).
We express the results of the Misclassification method as ratios in equation (5.15),
assuming 1−θ̂′01−θ̂

′

10 , 0. Fieller’s theorem applies to ratios of correlated random
variables A/B, e.g., A=n′.0− θ̂

′

10
n′.. and B=1− θ̂′

01
− θ̂′

10
. The variance and covariance

of A and B are detailed in Section 5.9. For the estimator θ̂′xy=θxy, we use the variance
estimate in equation (5.16), derived from the Sample-to-Sample method, and using
the results of the Misclassification method n̂′x. as estimates of the unknown n′x..

n̂′0. =
n′.0 − θ̂′10 n′..

1 − θ̂′01 − θ̂′10

n̂′1. =
n′.1 − θ̂′01 n′..

1 − θ̂′01 − θ̂′10

(5.15)

V̂
(
θ̂′xy

)
=
θxy(1−θxy)

nx.
+
θxy(1−θxy)

n̂′x.
(5.16)
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The results in Figure 5.6 show that the Sample-to-Sample method provides ac-
curate confidence intervals for n̂′x.. For each model in equation (5.14), the mean
and variance of intervals’ coverage are respectively: µ=68.1% σ=0.7, µ=68.2% σ=0.7,
µ=68.2% σ=0.7, µ=68.2% σ=0.7.

These results are obtained without rounding the estimated n̂′x. nor the confidence
limits. If these are rounded, the intervals are slightly biased and over-estimated. For
instance, with our experiment setup, the coverage approximatively varied by ±3%
for 68% intervals with µ=69.1%, and ±1% for 95% intervals with µ=95.6%.
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Figure 5.6: Results of Sample-to-Sample applied to estimating confidence intervals for n̂′x.. The
intervals accurately include the desired percentage of actual class size n′x. (68%, green cells).
Test and target datasets are randomly sampled with sizes on columns and rows. The cells
show the % of intervals that contained n′0. for a total of 104 tests (the % are rounded for clarity).
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5.4.4 Application to estimating error composition

We evaluate the Sample-to-Sample method applied to estimating confidence inter-
vals for the results n̂′xy of the extended Misclassification method (Section 5.3). As
in Section 5.4.3, Fieller’s theorem is applied with the same experimental setup, to
derive confidence intervals for n̂′01 instead of n̂′0.. In this case, using the result of

equation (5.5), A=θ̂′
01

(
n′.0− θ̂

′

10
n′..

)
in equation (5.15). The variance and covariance of

A and B are detailed in Section 5.9.
Instead of drawing a graph as Figure 5.6, we report the mean and variance of

interval coverage for each model in (5.14), respectively: µ=68.0% σ=0.7, µ=68.1%
σ=0.8, µ=68.2% σ=0.7, µ=68.3% σ=0.7. It shows that the Sample-to-Sample method
provides accurate confidence intervals for n̂′xy.

5.4.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss how the Sample-to-Sample method contributes to prior
work focusing on class proportions, and applications of the Reclassification methods
(p.92). We then introduce future work of interest for addressing multiclass problems
(p.94), and investigating the potential impact of number of classes (p.94) on variance
magnitude.

Prior work - The Sample-to-Sample approach is applicable to prior work focusing
on estimating class proportions, e.g., π′x=n′x./n′.. (Shieh 2009, Buonaccorsi 2010). This
prior method is restated for class 0 in equation (5.17) using our notation.

The main difference with the Sample-to-Sample approach is how test and target
set sizes nx., n′x. are considered for the variance estimation. The Sample-to-Sample
approach accounts for test and target sets’ class sizes nx., n′x. to estimate the error rate
variance V

(
θ̂′xy

)
. The prior method uses only test sets’ class sizes nx. to estimate the

error rate variance V
(
θ̂′xy

)
. Target sets’ class sizes n′x. are used only for estimating the

variance of class proportions n′.y/n′.. from the classifier output (i.e., prior to applying
the Misclassification method).

With the prior approach from Shieh (2009) and Buonaccorsi (2010), the variance of
the numerator and denominator in equation (5.17) is estimated with equation (5.18).
Then, Fieller’s theorem can be applied as detailed in additional materials (Section 5.9).

π̂0 =
n̂′0.
n′..

=
n′.0/n

′
.. − θ10

1 − θ01 − θ10
(5.17)

V
(
n′.0/n

′

.. − θ10

)
=

n′.0/n
′
..

(
1 − n′.0/n

′
..

)
n′..

+
θ10(1 − θ10)

n1.

V
(
1 − θ01 − θ10

)
=
θ01(1 − θ01)

n0.
+
θ10(1 − θ10)

n1.

(5.18)
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The results of equations (5.17)-(5.18) are reproduced in Figure 5.7, using variables
similar to prior evaluation (Shieh 2009): nx.∈{25, 50, 125, 250}, n′x.∈{50, 125, 250, 500},
θ01=0.1, θ10=0.2. When used for estimating target sets’ class proportions π̂′x = n′x./n′..,
the prior method is biased for many values of nx. and n′x..

The prior method was designed for estimating the class proportions π̂∗x = n∗x. /n∗..
in the overall population from which test and target sets are randomly sampled. We
show that this prior variance estimation method is not applicable for estimating the
class sizes or proportions of target sets, i.e., n̂′x. or π̂′x = n′x./n′.. as in Figure 5.7.

The bias in Figure 5.7 can be corrected with the Sample-to-Sample method, con-
sidering no variance for the initial class proportion n′.y/n′.. as shown in equation (5.19).
The corrected results in Figure 5.8 have a small bias when sample sizes nx. and n′x.
are small w.r.t. the error rates (i.e., yielding small numbers of errors nxy, n′xy where
variations of ±1 item can yield significant error rate variations, as mentioned in Fig-
ure 5.3). Estimates drawn using the larger sample sizes in Figure 5.6 are unbiased
with mean coverage µ=68.2%, σ=0.7. These results show that the Sample-to-Sample
method is suitable for estimating target sets’ class proportions π′x=n′x./n′...

V̂corrected

(
n′.0/n

′

.. − θ10

)
=
θ10(1 − θ10)

n1.
+
θ10(1 − θ10)

n̂′1.
(5.19)
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Figure 5.7: Confidence intervals drawn using prior work by Shieh (2009) and Buonaccorsi
(2010). The intervals are biased and tend to include a too large percentage of actual class sizes
n̂′x. (too large intervals, white to grey cells). Test and target datasets are randomly sampled
with sizes on columns and rows. The cells show the percentage of intervals that contained
π′0=n′0./n

′

.. for a total of 104 tests per cell (percentages are rounded for clarity).
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Figure 5.8: Results of Sample-to-Sample method used to correct the bias in Figure 5.7. The
intervals accurately include the desired percentage of actual class size n′x. (68%, green cells).
However, bias may occur if class sizes are scarce (e.g., around 25 items, yellow cells) as
variations of a few errors can have significant impacts on the resulting error rates.

Reclassification method - The Sample-to-Sample approach is not always appli-
cable to the Reclassification method, i.e., to the error rate estimator ê′xy = exy (equa-
tion (5.1) p.79). Equations (5.10) and (5.11) do not apply when class proportions differ
between test and target sets, as e′xy and exy are not identically distributed. As shown
in equations (5.3)-(5.4) p.80, their denominators depend on the class proportions. If
class proportions differ between test and target sets, the denominators differ and
are not proportional to the numerators, yielding different distributions. Thus their
expected values differ E[exy] , E[e′xy] and equations (5.10) and (5.11) do not apply.

However, stable class proportions is a prerequisite for the reclassification to
be applicable, as otherwise bias ensues (Section 5.2.4). With equal class propor-
tions, the Sample-to-Sample approach can be applied with equations (5.20)-(5.22)
(equation (5.21) omits the subscripts, e.g, e=exy). However, class proportions may
vary randomly due to sample variance. Thus error rate variance should consider
the variance of its denominator (i.e., V(n.y) =

∑
x V(nxy) with Cov(nxy,nzy)=0 since

Class x∩Class z=∅) which is ignored in equation (5.20).

iif ∀x, E
[

nx.

n..

]
= E

[
n′x.
n′..

]
:

E[exy] = E[e′xy] = e∗xy V(exy) =
e∗xy(1 − e∗xy)

n.y
V(e′xy) =

e∗xy(1 − e∗xy)

n′.y
(5.20)
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MSE(ê′) = E
[(

e−e′
)2
]

= V(e) − 2Cov(e, e′) + V(e′)

Cov(e, e′)=0 since Test Set∩Target Set=∅ and e, e′ independent, thus:

MSE(ê′xy) = V(exy) + V(e′xy)

(5.21)

ê′xy ∼ N
(
exy,V(exy)+V(e′xy)

)
V̂(exy) =

exy(1 − exy)
n.y

V̂(e′xy) =
exy(1 − exy)

n′.y
(5.22)

Multiclass problems - Classification problems with more than 3 classes are not
easily solved as fractions of random variables using Cramer’s rule, as in equa-
tion (5.15) p.89. Thus Fieller’s theorem is not easy to apply. Sarrus’ rule applies to
3-class problems, providing a solution that can be expressed as ratios using Cramer’s
rule. However, applying Fieller’s theorem to the resulting ratios remains complex.

Bootstrapping methods are thus recommended for multiclass problems (Buonac-
corsi 2010). Monte Carlo simulations are also of interest. Datasets can be simulated
using error rate variance from the Sample-to-Sample method, using equation (5.12).
Future work should investigate Monte Carlo simulations, and compare their results
to bootstrapping methods.

Number of classes - Future work could investigate whether the number of classes
impacts the variance of the Misclassification method. For instance, problems with
larger numbers of classes may entail larger magnitudes of variance (for problems
with similar error rates and class size magnitudes).

According to Cramer’s rule, the results of the Misclassification method are frac-
tions of two matrix determinants (Kosinski 2001), as shown in equation (5.23) for
4-class problems. The matrices are composed of random variables θxy and output
class sizes n′.y.

The Laplace expansion shows that matrices’ determinants are weighted sums of
sub-matrices’ determinant, as shown in equation (5.24) for 4-class problems. The
variables θxy are used several times in these sub-matrices. As the variables θxy are
duplicated in the sub-matrices, their variances V(θxy) may have increased impact
on the variance of the determinants, and thus on the results of the Misclassification
method (as mentioned in Section 5.2.4). Problems with larger numbers of classes
involve more sub-matrices, and thus more duplicated variables θxy. Thus we can
expect that the larger the number of classes, the higher the variance of the Misclassi-
fication method’s results.

n̂′1. =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n′.1 θ21 θ31 θ41
n′.2 θ22 θ32 θ43
n′.3 θ23 θ33 θ43
n′.4 θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ11 θ21 θ31 θ41
θ12 θ22 θ32 θ43
θ13 θ23 θ33 θ43
θ14 θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n̂′2. =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ11 n′.1 θ31 θ41
θ12 n′.2 θ32 θ43
θ13 n′.3 θ33 θ43
θ14 n′.4 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ11 θ21 θ31 θ41
θ12 θ22 θ32 θ43
θ13 θ23 θ33 θ43
θ14 θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. . . (5.23)
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ11 θ21 θ31 θ41
θ12 θ22 θ32 θ43
θ13 θ23 θ33 θ43
θ14 θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = θ11

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ22 θ32 θ43
θ23 θ33 θ43
θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ − θ12

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ21 θ31 θ41
θ23 θ33 θ43
θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ θ13

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ21 θ31 θ41
θ22 θ32 θ43
θ24 θ34 θ44

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ − θ14

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ21 θ31 θ41
θ22 θ32 θ43
θ23 θ33 θ43

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(5.24)

5.5 Maximum Determinant method

The Sample-to-Sample method introduced in Section 5.4 can assess the variance of
classification error estimates for specific datasets. However, when comparing clas-
sifiers to select the optimal classifier for their tasks, end-users are not interested in
classifiers’ performance for one specific dataset but for a variety of potential datasets
(e.g., unknown target sets). The characteristics of the target sets (e.g., target class
sizes) may be unknown when comparing classifiers. In this case, the Sample-to-
Sample method cannot be applied, and end-users cannot assess which classifier may
yield the smallest variance when estimating class sizes and numbers of errors.

To address this issue, the Maximum Determinant method is a promising approach.
The method aims at predicting which classifier may yield the smallest variance
when applying the error estimation methods, without requiring information on the
potential target sets.

5.5.1 Determinants as variance predictors

The Maximum Determinant method focuses on the determinant |M| of error rate ma-
trices, i.e., |Mθ|=

∣∣∣∣ θ11 θ21 ...
θ12 θ22 ...
... ... ...

∣∣∣∣ for the Misclassification method, or |Mr|=
∣∣∣∣ 1 r21 ...

r12 1 ...
... ... ...

∣∣∣∣ for the
Ratio-to-TP method. According to Cramer’s rule, the results of the misclassification
and Ratio-to-TP methods are fractions of two matrix determinants n̂′x. = |A|

|M| (Kosinski
2001). The fraction’s denominator is the determinant of the error rate matrix |Mθ| or
|Mr|. If the determinant |M|→0 then n̂′x.→∞.

For a small determinant |M|→0, a variation |M+
|=|M|+δ can yield a large variation

in n̂′x. as n̂′x.→∞. For a larger determinant |M|�0, the same variation |M+
|=|M|+δ

yields a smaller variation in n̂′x..
Hence the Maximum Determinant method postulates that the larger the difference

||M| − 0| the smaller the variance V(n̂′x.). This approach allows to compare classifiers’
error rate matrices to predict which classifier may yield the least variance when
estimating the classification errors in target sets. However, this approach is only
applicable if the error rate matrices to compare are drawn from the same test set.
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5.5.2 Application

We present an initial evaluation of the Maximum Determinant method, which results
are shown in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.3. We use the same datasets as in Section 5.2.3.
To sample several target sets for the same test set, we use smaller sample sizes than
in Section 5.2.3 (i.e., in Table 5.3, nx.+n′x.<n∗x. where n∗x. is the total number of items
available for class x). We sample 1000 test sets and measure their matrix determinants
|Mθ| and |Mr|. For each test set, we sample 100 distinct target sets and compute
the variance V(n̂′x.) over the target sets. We visualize the relationship between the
variance V(n̂′x.) and the matrix determinants |Mθ| or |Mr| (Figure 5.9) and compute
their correlation (Table 5.3).

From Figure 5.9, we observe that V(n̂′x.) seems to be a linear function of |M|. From
Table 5.3, we observe that the negative correlation between |Mθ| and

∑
x V(n̂′x.) or∑

x
∑

y V(n̂′xy) is consistent with the hypothesis that high determinants yield lower

variance V(n̂′x.) and V(n̂′xy).
The observed correlation is significant for multiclass datasets, and less signifi-

cant but consistent for binary datasets (i.e., negative or null). Hence the Maximum
Determinant method may not be relevant for some binary problems.

Correlation of
|Mθ| and

∑
Var

Correlation of
|Mr| and

∑
Var

Dataset Test Set nx. Target Set n′x. V
(
n̂′x.

)
V
(
n̂′xy

)
V
(
n̂′x.

)
V
(
n̂′xy

)

Te
st

T1

Iris n1−2=20 n3=15 n1−3=25 -0.81 -0.79 -0.91 -0.89
Ionosphere n1=50 n0=50 n1=50 n0=100 -0.35 -0.13 -0.21 -0.01
Segment n1−7=100 n1,3,5,7=100 n2,4,6=200 -0.83 -0.81 -0.79 -0.76
Ohscal n0−9=400 n0−4=100 n5−10=200 -0.72 -0.52 -0.75 -0.64
Waveform n1−3=300 n1=300 n2=600 n3=900 -0.53 -0.40 -0.16 -0.08
Chess n1=300 n0=500 n1=1000 n0=500 -0.01 0.08 0 0.08

Te
st

T2

Iris n1−2=10 n3=15 n1−3=25 -0.79 -0.77 -0.89 -0.87
Ionosphere n1=30 n0=30 n1=50 n0=100 -0.36 -0.12 -0.23 0.01
Segment n1−7=50 n1,3,5,7=100 n2,4,6=200 -0.83 -0.81 -0.78 -0.75
Ohscal n0−9=200 n0−4=100 n5−10=200 -0.71 -0.53 -0.75 -0.65
Waveform n1−3=200 n1=300 n2=600 n3=900 -0.49 -0.35 -0.18 -0.10
Chess n1=200 n0=300 n1=1000 n0=500 -0.01 0.08 0 0.09

Te
st

T3

Iris n1−3=25 n1−2=10 n3=15 -0.24 -0.24 -0.35 -0.34
Ionosphere n1=50 n0=100 n1=30 n0=30 -0.80 -0.64 -0.75 -0.58
Segment n1,3,5,7=100 n2,4,6=200 n1−7=50 -0.72 -0.71 -0.77 -0.74
Ohscal n0−4=100 n5−10=200 n0−9=200 -0.68 -0.49 -0.72 -0.59
Waveform n1=300 n2=600 n3=900 n1−3=200 -0.61 -0.46 -0.16 -0.08
Chess n1=1000 n0=500 n1=200 n0=300 -0.33 -0.16 -0.34 -0.17

Table 5.3: Results of Maximum Determinant method
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Figure 5.9: Results of Maximum Determinant method, applied using |Mθ| (Misclassification
method) and the datasets of test T1 in Table 5.3. The x-axis shows |Mθ|, and the y-axis

∑
x V(n̂′x.)

(left graphs) and
∑

x
∑

y V(n̂′xy) (right graphs). Each dot represents a test set for which 102 target
sets are sampled. The summation of variance may explain the exponentiality in graph -a) -c).
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5.5.3 Discussion

The initial results are promising for multiclass problems. Error rate matrices from
either the Misclassification method |Mθ| or Ratio-to-TP method |Mr| are shown to
correlate with the variance of the error estimation methods, e.g., correlation coeffi-
cients between -0.49 to -0.91 for

∑
x V(n̂′x.). However, the observed correlations may

not hold for cases unaddressed in our initial evaluation.
Future work is required for establishing theory and identifying the problem’s

variables and impacts, e.g., to answer questions such as:

• What are the parameters of the functions f (|Mθ|)=V(n̂′x.) and f (|Mr|)=V(n̂′x.)?

• Are there binary problems for which the Maximum Determinant method is
irrelevant?

• In which cases is |Mθ| or |Mr| a better predictor?

• Given error rate matrices for alternative classifiers c1 and c2, and their determi-
nant |Mr,c1|, |Mr,c2|, |Mθ,c1|, |Mθ,c2|. Are the determinants’ order of magnitude
consistent whether using error rate θ or r, i.e., does |Mθ,c1| < |Mθ,c2| imply that
|Mr,c1| < |Mr,c2| ?

• Do smaller test sets with a higher matrix determinant yield less variance than
larger test sets with a lower determinant?

• Is it recommend to draw alternative split of the groundtruth into test and
training sets, and select the split yielding the highest matrix determinant? This
approach requires training classifications models several times, i.e., with each
alternative training set to draw the corresponding error rate matrices.

• How to refine the Maximum Determinant prediction by using include infor-
mation on the potential target set, e.g. ranges of potential class sizes or feature
distributions?

The Maximum Determinant method is based on a postulate that is not established
at this stage. However, inspecting the determinant of error rate matrices is nonethe-
less of interest to assess how error estimation results may vary. For instance, with
determinants close to zero, the Misclassification method may not be recommended
and the Reclassification method may be preferred (if class proportions remain un-
changed between test and target sets).
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5.6 Applicability issues

The methods presented in this chapter are applicable under specific conditions. For
instance, if class proportions differ between test and target sets, the Reclassification
method is biased. However, the Misclassification method yields potentially high
result variance. The variance is higher when the class sizes are smaller, either in test
or target sets. Thus if datasets are small with limited variations of class proportions,
the Reclassification method may be preferable to the Misclassification method.

Future work is required to establish guidelines for choosing appropriate error
estimation methods. Examples of issues to consider when assessing a method’s ap-
plicability are given in Table 5.4. Impractical cases can be identified, e.g., when error
estimation results are unrealistic (Section 5.6.1). Otherwise, test set representativity
must be assessed (Section 5.6.2) as impractical cases ensue with small test sets or
varying feature distributions (Section 5.6.3).

Test and target sets characteristics
Error
rates
differ

Class
proportions

differ

Feature
distributions

differ

Small
class
size

Overlap
Test∩Target
, ∅

Applicability w.r.t.: Bias issues Variance issues
Reclassification
method
Section 5.2.1, p.78

No No No No
if nx.<∼100

Yes

Misclassification
method
Section 5.2.2, p.79

No Yes No No
if nx.<∼500

Yes

Ratio-to-TP method
Section 5.3.1, p.82

No Yes No No
if nx.<∼500

Yes

Sample-to-Sample
method
Section 5.4, p.85

No Yes No ? No

Maximum
Determinant
method
Section 5.5, p.95

No Yes No ? ?

Logistic
Regression method
Section 5.7.2.A, p.106

Yes No Yes ? Yes

Bayesian method
Section 5.7.2.B, p.106

No Yes Yes ? Yes

Table 5.4: Method applicability depending on dataset characteristics (the last two methods
are introduced in Section 5.7, p.105)
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5.6.1 Impractical cases

We identify practical issues that may arise when applying error estimation methods,
and that indicate that the methods may not be applicable:

• The methods may provide negative estimates of n′x. and n′xy (p.100)

• The methods use error rate matrices that require matrix invertibility (p.100)

• The methods may have negative effects and worsen the initial classification
bias (p.100)

• The methods may yield critical result variance if applied to small class sizes
(p.101)

Negative estimates n′x. or n′xy

The Misclassification and Ratio-to-TP methods can yield negative estimates n̂′x. < 0
or n̂′xy < 0, and the Sample-to-Sample method can yield confidence intervals with
negative lower bounds. However, it happened rarely in our experiments, usually
with scarce class sizes or extreme error rates (e.g., θ→ 0 or 1).

Negative estimates are easily handled for binary problems, i.e., if n̂′0.<0, set n̂′1.
to n̂′1. + n̂′0., and n̂′0. to 0. Future research is required to handle negative estimates in
multiclass problems, e.g., by using the linear combination (5.25). More importantly,
negative estimates indicate that the methods may not be applicable.

Matrix invertibility

The Misclassification method is not applicable when the determinant of the error
rate matrix is zero. For instance, in binary problems, the determinant is zero iff
θ01 + θ10 = 1. Such cases occur with random classifiers (i.e., θ01 = θ10 = 0.5), or with
classifiers performing worse than random for one class and inversely proportional
for the other class (e.g., θ01 = 0.8 and θ10 = 0.2). Such cases imply classifiers
performing very poorly, and are thus impractical. For multiclass problems, future
work is required to specify the cases where the determinant of the error rate matrix
is zero, and their practical implications (e.g., poorly performing classifiers).

Negative effect

Random error rate variations can worsen the initial classification bias when applying
error estimation methods, especially with the Misclassification method. This issue is
addressed by Shieh (2009) with a method balancing the uncorrected classifier output
n′.y and estimated n̂′x. in a linear combination, e.g., fitting the α parameter in (5.25).
This approach is of interest for future work.

n̂′x.,combined = α n̂′x. + (1 − α) n′.y (5.25)
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Small datasets

High variance is particularly critical for small datasets (Figure 5.1). Furthermore,
biases may occur if class sizes are scarce, e.g., if nx.,n′x.,nxy or n′xy are less than a few
items (Figure 5.3, p.87 and Section 5.4.2, p.89). Further research is needed to identify
the data sizes for which error estimation methods are not recommended, or linear
combinations (5.25) are preferable (e.g., depending on error rate magnitudes). Cases
where small nxy yield error rate θxy → 0 or 1 should also be investigated (e.g., higher
error rates may be preferable).

From the evaluation in Figure 5.1 (p.81), we observe that variance issues are critical
when class sizes contain less than 500 items for the Misclassification method, or less
than 100 items for the Reclassification method. Many applications cannot afford the
costs of collecting extensive test sets, e.g., with more than 500 items per class. Hence
applying error estimation methods may not be practical in many cases.

These issues with variance and insufficient test set sizes question the applicability
of error estimation methods. More importantly, they question the representativity of
classifier evaluation in general. If error measurements from test sets are not reliable
enough to estimate the numbers of errors in target sets (i.e., due to high variance
when applying error estimation methods), then the test sets do not provide reliable
descriptions of the errors to expect when applying classifiers. We stress that error
rate variance significantly impacts the reliability of classifier assessments and is,
however, largely overlooked when assessing classifiers.

5.6.2 Test set representativity

The error estimation methods presented in this chapter rely on the assumption that
test sets are representative of the target sets5. We discuss key test set characteristics
that impact their representativity:

• Test set size, as random differences between test and target set error rates
increase as test set size decreases (p.101)

• Sampling method, as test sets must represent the feature distributions and
must be disjoint from target sets (p.102)

Test set size

Test set size is critical for test sets to be representative of classifier error rates. If test
set size decreases, the test set error rates may differ further from the target set error
rates, and the variance of error estimation results increases (Section 5.4). Small test
sets are especially critical with extreme error rates (e.g., θ→0 or 1) as small variations
of ± 1 error can greatly impact the resulting error rates.

5In particular, the methods assume that test and target set error rates converge asymptotically to the
same value as test and target set sizes increase.
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Hence it is recommended to maximize test set sizes, e.g., by using cross-validation,
unsupervised classification, or reduced training set sizes. Future work is required to
establish strategies for maximizing the test set size, e.g., depending on the availability
of groundtruth, and classifier characteristics.

For instance, reducing training set sizes may increase the classifier’s error rates,
e.g., as class models may become imprecise. However, increasing classifier’s error
rates may reduce the variance of error estimation results, as the numerator increases

in V(θ̂) =
θ̂(1−θ̂)

n , and the risk of extreme error rates (e.g., θ→0 or 1).
Although unintuitive, these results suggest that classifiers with higher error rates

but tested with a larger test set (which yields lower variance), may be preferable
to classifiers with lower error rates but tested with a smaller test set (which yields
higher variance). However, increased error rates may yield classifiers approaching
random classifiers, which may worsen variance issues (i.e., as determinants of error
rate matrices tend to zero |M|→0, Section 5.5 p.95).

Test set sampling

The sampling methods used to collect test sets must be carefully designed to ensure
that test sets are representative of the potential target sets. Prior work dealt with
test sets that are randomly sampled within the target set (i.e., for classifiers applied
to a single target set) which ensures test sets’ representativity. However, in machine
learning problems, test sets are often disjoint from the target sets. Several issues arise
if test sets are not sampled within a single target set, beside variance issues addressed
in Section 5.4. For instance, class proportions may differ between test and target sets,
and the Reclassification method may be inapplicable. Otherwise, error rates may
systematically vary between test and target sets when:

• Training sets are used as test sets. The resulting error estimations may be biased,
as in Saerens et al. (2001) with the Misclassification method. Our experiments
in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 use cross-validation where test and training sets
are not strictly separated. No bias was observed in our experiments, however
future work is required to investigate the impact of using cross validation, or
strictly separated test and training sets.

• Quality improvement methods designed for training sets (e.g., reducing noise
or excluding outliers) are applied to test sets.

• Test and target sets have different feature distributions, e.g., if target sets are of
lower data quality (e.g., low image quality in computer vision).

For example, with the Fish4Knowledge system, varying feature distributions can
occur if target sets contain many low quality images, while test set image quality is
more balanced. The feature distributions of each class may systematically differ, e.g.,
different colors and contours due to lower contrast or fuzziness. Target sets with
lower image quality may have higher error rates than test sets with higher image
quality.
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If feature distributions systematically vary between test and target sets, the
assumption of equal error rates may be violated, and none of the error estimation
methods we presented may be applicable. The critical impact of varying feature
distributions is demonstrated in Section 5.6.3, and potential solutions are discussed
in Section 5.7.

5.6.3 Varying feature distributions

Classifiers typically use feature distributions to build models of each class, i.e., de-
scribing the characteristics of the objects to classify. If feature distributions differ
between test and target sets, error rates may differ too (e.g., if a target set has
more low-contrast images, more images may be misclassified). This may worsen
the classification biases when applying the bias correction methods introduced in
Section 5.2. Figure 5.10 shows examples where a single feature is used, a score as in
Figure 5.3 (p.87). Small variations of the feature distribution have created significant
biases.

Hence varying feature distributions are critical and must be assessed prior to
applying bias correction (Section 5.2) and error estimation methods (Section 5.3).
For instance, the differences between the feature distributions of test and target sets
may be assessed using distance metrics such as Mallows distance (Levina and Bickel
2001).

If test and target sets have similar class proportions, their joint feature distribu-
tions can be directly compared (i.e., their global feature distributions joining together
item sets from all classes). If test and target sets have different class proportions,
their joint feature distributions differ even if feature distributions are identical at the
level of each class (e.g., even if all items from the same class have the same features).
In this case, feature distributions must be compared for each class separately, i.e.,
comparing the feature distributions of the nx. and n′x. items that actually belong to
the same class.

However, the actual classes of target set items are unknown. Hence, selecting the
n′x. items actually belonging to class x is impossible, and only the n′.x items classified
into class x are known. The n′.x items classified into class x may be used to approximate
the feature distribution for class x. However, this feature estimator may be biased
since the n′.x items classified as class x may include items that actually belong to other
classes and exhibit different feature distributions. To address this issue, methods can
be developed to identify the misclassified items (as discussed in Section 5.7.3) and
exclude them when comparing class-specific feature distributions.

In addition to impacting the applicability of error estimation methods, issues with
varying feature distributions question the representativity of classifiers’ evalua-
tion in general. If test set feature distributions do not support the estimation of the
numbers of errors in target sets, then the test sets do not provide reliable descriptions
of the errors to expect when applying classifiers.
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Figure 5.10: Results of Misclassification method for simulated data with varying feature
distribution. As in Figure 5.3, a score threshold (x axis) is used to assign class 0 or class 1 to
the items to classify. Class sizes n̂′0. (y axis) are estimated for 104 pairs of test and target sets.
Test sets are randomly sampled with class proportions n0.=n1., mean scores µ0=0.4 for class 0,
µ1=0.6 for class 1, and score variance σx=0.1. Target sets are sampled from score distributions
that differ from the test sets, with µ′x=µx ± 0.05 and variance σ′x∈{0.05, 0.1}, and with class
proportions n′0.=2n′1.. Lower graphs -h) and -i) illustrate additional cases where µ′x=µx ± 0.1.
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Further work is required to develop methods for handling varying feature distri-
butions. For binary classifiers providing threshold parameters, for example, the re-
sults in Figure 5.10 suggest that thresholds averaging the mean scores (i.e., (µ0 +µ1)/2
in our simulations) may minimise the biases due to varying feature distributions (and
the variance in any case, as suggested in Figure 5.3, p.87). Future work may develop
methods to derive optimal thresholds that are specifically adapted to the target sets,
depending on their feature distributions.

Furthermore, information on test and target set feature distributions can be used
to develop refined error estimation methods. This can be done with discrete or
continuous approaches, as discussed in Section 5.7.

5.7 Future work

The methods discussed in the chapter are relatively unexplored within the machine
learning domain. Thus our work opens several perspectives for future work, ad-
dressing problems such as:
• Correcting critical biases due to varying feature distributions (mentioned in

Section 5.6.3) using discrete or continuous approaches (Sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2)
• Identifying which individual items are misclassified, i.e., to refine the class

assigned to individual items (Section 5.7.3).

5.7.1 Discrete approaches

As discussed in Section 5.6.3, and shown in Figure 5.10, if feature distributions differ
between test and target sets (e.g., if the target set has lower image quality), error
estimation methods may not be applicable as the equal error rate assumption may
be violated.

Within the Fish4Knowledge project, this issue was addressed with a discrete
approach. Discrete types of image quality are identified, and error rates are estimated
for each type of image quality. Error estimation methods can then be applied using
error rates measured for each image quality (Beauxis-Aussalet and Hardman 2015).

This discrete approach implies that test sets must be collected for each type of
image quality. However, it may be difficult to collect sufficiently large test sets, e.g.,
containing examples for each species observed with each image quality. If test sets are
small for each combination of species and image quality, the variance of error rates
and error estimation results may increase significantly, and applying error estimation
methods may not be appropriate.

5.7.2 Continuous approaches

Continuous approaches should be investigated in future work. They may improve
the error estimation results, and address the issues identified in Section 5.6.3, without
requiring to partition test sets into many discrete combinations of classes and features.
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Instead, for example, linear models can be fitted to represent error rates as a function
of feature distribution. This approach is discussed in Section B.

A. Logistic Regression method

We developed a continuous approach for handling varying feature distributions by
fitting logistic regression models that represent error rates as a function of similarity
measures (Boom et al. 2016). Similarity measures represent how similar an item is
to a class model. They can be provided by certain classifiers, for each item and each
class model. This Logistic Regression method is explained in the tutorials provided
in additional materials (Section 5.9.3, Figures 5.11-5.12).

This prior work requires equal class proportions between test and target set, i.e.,
extending the Reclassification method. Future work is needed to develop methods
for the case where class proportions differ between test and target sets, e.g., extending
the Misclassification method.

B. Bayesian statistics method

Bayesian statistics may offer solutions for developing continuous approach compati-
ble with the Misclassification method. Within the Bayesian framework, varying class
proportions are equivalent to varying in class prior probabilities. The Misclassification
method can estimate target sets’ class prior probabilities, while Bayesian statistics can
refine each item’s class probabilities using its feature distributions. Hence Misclassi-
fication and Bayesian methods can be combined to address issues with varying class
proportions (Section 5.6.3).

This approach is illustrated in equations (5.26)-(5.28), with variables defined in
Tables 5.5). The Misclassification method is used to estimate class prior probabilities,
providing the estimates in equation (5.28).

A similar approach is introduced (Saerens et al. 2001) without investigating the re-
sults’ variance. Future work could investigate applications of the Sample-to-Sample
method for estimating the results’ variance of equation (5.28).

P(ζx|Fi) =
1

P(Fi)
P(Fi|ζx) P(ζx) thus


P(ζ1|Fi)
P(ζ2|Fi)

...

P(ζx|Fi)

 =
1

P(Fi)


P(Fi|ζ1)
P(Fi|ζ2)

...

P(Fi|ζx)



P(ζ1)
P(ζ2)
...

P(ζx)

 (5.26)


P̂′(ζ1)
P̂′(ζ2)

...

P̂′(ζx)

 =


P(ζ1→1|ζ1) P(ζ2→1|ζ2) ... P(ζx→1|ζx)
P(ζ1→2|ζ1) P(ζ2→2|ζ2) ... P(ζx→2|ζx)

... ... ... ...

P(ζ1→x|ζ1) P(ζ2→x|ζ2) ... P(ζx→x|ζx)


−1 

P′(ζ→1)
P′(ζ→2)

...

P′(ζ→x)

 (5.27)
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P̂′(ζ1|Fi)
P̂′(ζ2|Fi)

...

P̂′(ζx|Fi)

 =
1

P′(Fi)


P(Fi|ζ1)
P(Fi|ζ2)

...

P(Fi|ζx)



P(ζ1→1|ζ1) P(ζ2→1|ζ2) ... P(ζx→1|ζx)
P(ζ1→2|ζ1) P(ζ2→2|ζ2) ... P(ζx→2|ζx)

... ... ... ...

P(ζ1→x|ζ1) P(ζ2→x|ζ2) ... P(ζx→x|ζx)


−1 

P′(ζ→1)
P′(ζ→2)

...

P′(ζ→x)

 (5.28)

P(ζx) Probability that an item truly belongs to class x (prior probability)
P(ζ→y) Probability that an item is classified into class y
P(ζx→y|ζx) Probability that an item is classified into class y, given that it truly belongs to class x
P(Fi) Probability that an item exhibits the set of features Fi

P(Fi|ζx) Probability that an item exhibits the set of features Fi, given that it truly belongs to class x
P(ζx|Fi) Probability that an item truly belongs to class x, given its set of features Fi (posterior probability)

nxy,i Number of items truly belonging to class x, classified into class y, and exhibiting the set of features Fi

nxy,. Number of items truly belonging to class x, classified into class y, and exhibiting any kind of features

nx.,. Number of items truly belonging to class x, classified into any class, and exhibiting any kind of
features

n..,. Number of items truly belonging to any class, classified into any class, and exhibiting any kind of
features (i.e., total number of items)

P(ζx) =
nx.,.

n..,.
P(ζ→y) =

n.y,.
n..,.

P(ζx→y|ζx) =
nxy,.

nx.,.

P(Fi) =
n..,i
n..,.

P(ζx|Fi) =
nx.,i

n..,i
P(Fi|ζx) =

nx.,i

nx.,.

Table 5.5: Definitions of variables used in equations (5.26)-(5.28). Variables using prime sym-
bols, e.g., P′(ζx), refer to target sets. Without prime symbols, variables refer to the test set.

The feature probabilities P(Fi) and P(Fi|ζx) may not be drawn from the discrete
but impractical approach in Table 5.5. This discrete approach requires collecting test
set items that represent all the possible sets of features Fi. Instead, linear models can
be fit on the features measured in test and target sets, to derive continuous feature
probabilities.

5.7.3 Identify the misclassified items

Given the estimated error composition (Section 5.3), i.e., the numbers of errors n′xy,
methods can be derived for identifying the misclassified items individually, and
correcting their assigned class. Probabilistic classifiers such as Bayesian classifiers
are of interest to address this problem. Classifiers providing similarity measures, i.e.,
representing how items are similar to classes’ model, are also of interest.

For example, lets consider the error estimation results estimating that n′xy items
are misclassified into class y while belonging to class x, and items’ probabilities of
class membership, e.g., P̂′(ζx|Fi) in equation (5.28). Within the items classified as class
y, we can select the nxy items with the highest probability of belonging to class x.
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Alternatively, provided with similarity measures, we can select items with the highest
similarity to class x model.

However, the problem is not as simple as it may seems from this example because
a single item can have a high probability of class membership (or similarity) for
several classes. For example, when selecting the nxy and nzy items with the highest
chances of belonging to classes x and z, the same items may be selected for both
classes x and z.

5.8 Conclusion

We demonstrated the applicability of existing error estimation methods to machine
learning classification problems (Section 5.2). We extend existing methods, designed
to estimate unbiased class sizes, to estimating numbers of errors in target sets, and
introduce an alternative method called Ratio-to-TP (Section 5.3). Given the n′.y items
classified as class y, the extended methods estimate how many n′xy items truly be-
long to class x. Such estimation of the error composition describes classification
uncertainty beyond accuracy and metrics such as precision or False Positive rate
(Section 5.3).

The results of error estimation methods are subject to potentially high variance
due to random error rate variations. For small datasets, the variance magnitude
is critical and applying error estimation methods may worsen the initial biases.
To address such issues, we introduced a novel variance estimation method called
Sample-to-Sample. We demonstrate that for disjoint test and target sets, variance
estimation must account for the class sizes in both test and target sets. The Sample-
to-Sample method provides accurate confidence intervals describing the variance of
error estimation results (Section 5.4).

Finally, we introduce a promising method for predicting the variance of error
estimations without prior knowledge of the potential target sets. We observe cor-
relations between the determinant of error rate matrices and the variance of error
estimation results. We thus postulate that determinants of error rate matrices are
predictors of error estimation variance. If validated in future work, this predictor
can be used to compare and choose classifiers that minimize the error estimation
variance (Section 5.5).

This chapter addressed requirement 4-c in Chapter 2 (extrapolate uncertainty in
specific datasets, p.36) and answered our fifth research question: How can we estimate
the magnitudes of classification errors in end-results?.

The methods we introduced can assess the Noise and Bias due to classification
errors, and the Uncertainty in Specific Datasets which are key uncertainty factors iden-
tified in Chapter 4. They are compatible with the methods we developed to handle
Fragmentary Processing, another key uncertainty factor identified in Chapter 4 (i.e.,
they provide class size estimates that can be used within the metrics in equations (4.1)-
(4.5), p.71).
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We identified conditions that can impact the applicability of error estimation
methods, i.e., class sizes (in both test and target sets), error rate magnitudes, number
of classes, and random or systematic variations of error rates, class proportions and
feature distributions. These findings inform the choice of methods depending on the
use case at hand.

However, future work is required to formally identify inapplicable cases and
quantify the test and target set characteristics that invalidate error estimation methods
(Section 5.6). The most critical applicability issues concern small test or target sets
and varying feature distributions. To address the latter, directions for future work
are identified (Section 5.7).

We underline that issues with the applicability of error estimation methods
question the representativity of classifier evaluation in general. If test sets do not
support the estimation of the numbers of errors in target sets, then the test sets do
not provide reliable descriptions of the errors to expect when applying classifiers.
For instance, variance issues are critical with small datasets. However, error rate
variance is seldom considered when assessing classifiers.
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5.9 Additional materials

5.9.1 Code

The R code used to apply and evaluate the methods described in this paper is available
online, free of use: https://github.com/emma-cwi/classification_error

5.9.2 Application of Fieller’s theorem

Fieller’s theorem (Fieller 1954) defines the confidence intervals limits [`−, `+] for a
ratio of correlated random variables A/B as (5.29), with z=1 for 68% confidence level.

`± =
(µAµB − z2σA,B) ±

√
(µAµB − z2σA,B)2 − (µ2

A − z2σ2
A)(µ2

B − z2σ2
B)

µ2
B − z2σ2

B

(5.29)

In Section 5.4.3, for estimating n̂′0., A=n′.0− θ̂
′

10
n′.. and B=1− θ̂′

01
− θ̂′

10
(equation

(5.15) p.89). The mean, variance, covariance of A,B are detailed below, knowing that
θ̂′

01
and θ̂′

10
are independent with null covariance.

µB = E
[
1 − θ̂′

01
−θ̂′

10

]
µ̂B = 1 − θ01 − θ10

σ2
B = V

(
1 − θ̂′

01
−θ̂′

10

)
= V

(
θ̂′

01

)
+V

(
θ̂′

10

)
σ̂2

B =
θ01(1−θ01)

n0.
+
θ01(1−θ01)

n̂′0.
+
θ10(1−θ10)

n1.
+
θ10(1−θ10)

n̂′1.

µA = E
[
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

]
µ̂A = n′.0−θ10 n′..

σ2
A = V

(
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

)
= n′..

2 V
(
θ̂′

10

)
σ̂2

A = n′..
2

(
θ10(1−θ10)

n1.
+
θ10(1−θ10)

n̂′1.

)
σA,B = Cov

(
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′.., 1−θ̂′

01
−θ̂′

10

)
= n′..V

(
θ̂′

10

)
σ̂A,B = n′..

(
θ10(1−θ10)

n1.
+
θ10(1−θ10)

n̂′1.

)

In Section 5.4.4, for estimating n̂′01, A=θ̂′
01

(
n′.0− θ̂

′

10
n′..

)
. B remains unchanged.

Their mean, variance, covariance are detailed below. The covariance of products of
random variables is drawn from Bohrnstedt and Goldberger (1969).

µA = E
[
θ̂′

01

(
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

)]
µ̂A = θ01

(
n′.0−θ10 n′..

)
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σ2
A = E

[
θ̂′

01

]
2 V

(
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

)
+ E

[
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

]
2 V

(
θ̂′

01

)
+ V

(
θ̂′

01

)
V
(
n′.0−θ̂

′

10
n′..

)
σ̂2

A = θ2
01n′..

2 V̂
(
θ̂′

10

)
+

(
n′.0−θ10 n′..

)
2 V̂

(
θ̂′

01

)
+ n′..

2V̂
(
θ̂′

01

)
V̂
(
θ̂′

10

)
σA,B = n′..

(
Cov

(
θ̂′

01
θ̂′

10
, θ̂′

01

)
+ Cov

(
θ̂′

01
θ̂′

10
, θ̂′

10

))
− n′.0V

(
θ̂′

10

)
Cov

(
θ̂′xyθ̂

′

yx, θ̂
′

xy

)
= E

[
θ̂′xy

]
Cov

(
θ̂′yx, θ̂

′

xy

)
+ E

[
θ̂′yx

]
Cov

(
θ̂′xy, θ̂

′

xy

)
= E

[
θ̂′yx

]
V
(
θ̂′xy

)
σ̂A,B = n′..

(
θ10V̂

(
θ̂′

01

)
+ θ01V̂

(
θ̂′

10

))
− n′.0V̂

(
θ̂′

01

)
With V̂

(
θ̂′xy

)
=
θxy(1−θxy)

nx.
+
θxy(1−θxy)

n̂′x.
(Sample-to-Sample)

In Section 5.4.5, for estimating π̂0=n̂′0./n
′
.. by Shieh (2009) and Buonaccorsi (2010),

A = n′.0/n
′
.. − θ̂

′

10
(equation (5.17) p.91). B remains unchanged. The mean, variance,

covariance used by Shieh (2009) and Buonaccorsi (2010) are restated below.

µA = n′.0/n
′

.. − θ10

σ2
A =

n′.0/n
′

..

(
1 − n′.0/n

′

..

)
n′..

+
θ10(1 − θ10)

n1.

σ2
B =

θ01(1−θ01)
n0.

+
θ10(1−θ10)

n1.

σA,B =
θ10(1−θ10)

n1.

5.9.3 Tutorials explaining the Logistic Regression method

As discussed in Section 5.7.2, error estimation methods can be refined using the
feature distributions of the items to classify. The Logistic Regression method uses a
linear model (i.e., logistic regression) to represent error rate distributions as a function
of similarity measures provided by the classifiers. Similarity measures represent how
similar an item is to a class model, i.e., how an item’s features are similar to the class
model’s features. The Logistic Regression method is explained in Boom et al. (2016)
and in the tutorials shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Logistic regression methods for binary problems, designed by the author of this
thesis (Boom et al. 2016).
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Figure 5.12: Logistic regression methods for multiclass problems, designed by the author of
this thesis (Boom et al. 2016).





Chapter 6
Visualization of Classification
Errors

Classifiers are applied in many domains where errors have significant implications,
e.g., medicine, security, eScience. However, end-users may not always understand
classification errors and their impact (Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2, p.48). Existing er-
ror visualizations primarily address the needs of classification experts who aim at
improving classifiers. These visualizations may not address the specific needs of end-
users, especially those with limited expertise in classification technologies. We thus
investigate visualizations that address the needs of non-expert end-users, and an-
swer our sixth question: How can visualization support non-expert users in understanding
classification errors? (Section 1.4).

We first introduce end-users requirements (Section 6.1) and identify information
needs that pertain to either end-users or developers (Section 6.2). We then discuss
existing visualizations of classification errors and the end-users’ or developers’ needs
they address (Section 6.3). We introduce a visualization design named Classee (Fig-
ures 6.1-6.4), that aims at addressing specific needs of end-users (Section 6.4). We
evaluate this design with users from three levels of expertise, and compare it to ROC
curves and confusion matrices (Section 6.5). From the quantitative results, we dis-
cuss users’ performance w.r.t. the type of visualization and users’ level of expertise
(Section 6.6). From the qualitative results, we identify key difficulties with under-
standing the classification errors, and how visualizations address or aggravate them
(Section 6.7).
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Abbr. Correctness Prediction Definition
FP False Positive Object classified into the Positive class (i.e., as the class of interest)

while actually being Negative (i.e., belonging to a class other than
the Positive class).

TP True Positive Object correctly classified into the Positive class.
FN False Negative Object classified into the Negative class while actually belonging

to the Positive class.
TN True Negative Object correctly classified into the Negative class.

Table 6.1: Definition of FP, TP, FN, TN.

6.1 End-user requirements

To support end-users’ understanding of classification errors, visualizations must
provide accessible information requiring little to no prior knowledge of classifica-
tion technologies. The information provided must be relevant for end-users’ data
analysis tasks, e.g., clarifying the practical implications of classification errors with-
out providing unnecessary details. This requirement was identified in Chapter 2
(requirement 4-d, p.36).

User information needs primarily concern the estimation of numbers of errors to
expect in classification end-results, for each class of interest (Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1,
p.50). Users also expressed concerns regarding error variability, i.e., random variance
due to random differences among datasets, as well as systematic error rates differ-
ences due to lower data quality. Our findings in Chapter 5 confirmed users’ concerns,
as we demonstrated that random and systematic differences among datasets signifi-
cantly impact the magnitude of errors to expect in classification end-results.

Our findings in Chapter 5 also demonstrated that class proportions (i.e., the
relative magnitudes of class sizes) impact the magnitudes of errors. In particular,
one class’s size directly impacts the magnitude of its False Negatives, i.e., items that
actually belong to this class but are classified into another class. The larger the class,
the larger the False Negatives it generates. These misclassified False Negatives are
also False Positives from the perspective of the class into which they are classified.
The transfer of items from their actual class (as False Negatives) into their predicted
class (as False Positives) is the core mechanism of classification errors.

To understand the impact of classification errors, it is crucial to assess the error
directionality, i.e., the actual class from which errors originate, and the predicted class
into which errors are classified. Error directionality reflects the two-fold impact of
classification errors: items are missing from their actual class, and are added to their
predicted class.

Hence end-user-oriented visualizations of classification errors must address 5 key
requirements:

• R1: Provide the magnitude of errors for each class.

• R2: Provide the magnitude of each class size.
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• R3: Detail the error directionality, i.e., errors’ true and predicted classes, and
the magnitude of errors for all combinations of true and predicted classes.

• R4: Estimate how the errors measured in test sets may differ from the er-
rors that actually occur when applying the classifier to another dataset, e.g.,
considering random error rate variance, and bias due to lower data quality or
varying feature distributions.

• R5: Omit unnecessary technical details, e.g., about the underlying classifi-
cation technologies, especially details not related to estimating the errors in
classification end-results.

Task Visualization
Improve

Model and
Algorithm

Tune
Classifier

Estimate
Errors in

End-Results

Confusion
Matrix

Precision-
Recall and

ROC curves
Classee

Target Audience
End-Users X X X
Developers X X X X X

Low-Level Metric
Raw Numbers X X X X X
ROC-like
Error Rates
in Equation (6.1)

X X X X X

Precision-like
Error Rates
in Equation (6.2)

X X X1 X X

Accuracy (6.3) X X X
AUC X X X2

High-Level Information
Total Number
of Errors X X X X X

Errors over
Tuning Parameter X X X X

Errors over
Object Features X X3 X4

Error Composition X X X X X X
Class Proportions X X X X
Class Sizes X X X X

1 If class proportions are equal (Chapter 5).
2 Barcharts’ areas show information similar to AUC.
3 Features distributions can be used to tune error estimates (Boom et al. 2016), and verify issues with

varying distributions (Chapter 5).
4 Objects’ features can be used as the x-axis dimension.

Table 6.2: Relationships among users, tasks, information needs, metrics and visualizations
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6.2 Information needs

We identified key information needs through interviews of machine learning experts
and end-users, reported in Chapters 2 and 3, and synthesized in Chapter 4. We
found that the needs of developers and end-users have key differences and overlaps
(Table 6.2).

Developers often seek to optimise classifiers on all classes and all types of error
(e.g., limiting both FP and FN). They often use metrics that summarize the errors
over all classes, e.g., accuracy shown in equation (6.3). For example, they measure
the Area Under the Curve (AUC) (Fawcett 2006) to summarise all types of errors (FN
and FP) over all possible values of a tuning parameter. This approach is irrelevant for
end-users who apply classifiers that are already tuned with fixed parameter values
(Requirement R5, Section 6.1).

Metrics that summarize all types of errors for all classes (e.g., AUC, Accuracy) fail
to convey "the circumstances under which one classifier outperforms another" (Drummond
and Holte 2006), e.g., for which classes, class proportions (e.g., rare or large classes,
Requirement R2), error directions (e.g., the composition of errors between all possible
classes, Requirement R3) and values of the tuning parameters. These characteristics
are crucial for end-users: specific classes and types of errors can be more important
than others; class proportions may vary in end-usage datasets; and optimal tuning
parameters depend on the classes and errors of interest, and on the class proportions
in the datasets to classify.

End-users are also interested in extrapolating the errors in their end-usage datasets
(e.g., within the objects classified as class Y how many truly belong to class X?). Such
extrapolation depends on class sizes, class proportions and error directions, and can
be refined depending on the features of classified objects as discussed in Chapter 5
(Requirement R4).

6.3 Related work

Existing visualizations - Recent work developed visualizations to improve classifi-
cation models (Liu et al. 2017, Krause et al. 2017, Elzen and Wijk 2011), e.g., using
barcharts (Ren et al. 2017, Alsallakh et al. 2014). They are algorithm-specific (e.g.,
applicable only to probabilistic classifiers or decision trees) but end-users may need
to compare classifiers based on different algorithms. These comparisons are easier
with algorithm-agnostic visualizations, i.e., using the same representations for all
algorithms, and limiting complex and unnecessary information on the underlying
algorithms (Requirement R5, Section 6.1).

Confusion matrices, ROC curves and Precision-Recall curves are well-established
algorithm-agnostic visualizations (Fawcett 2006) but they are intended for machine
learning experts and simplifications may be needed for non-experts (e.g., under-
standing ROC curve’s error rates may be difficult, especially for multiclass data).
Furthermore, ROC curves and Precison-Recall curves omit the class sizes although
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this is a crucial information for understanding the errors to expect in classification
end-results (Requirement R2).

Cost curves (Drummond and Holte 2006) are algorithm-agnostic and investigate
specific end-usage conditions (e.g., class proportions, costs of errors) but they are also
complex, intended for experts, omit class sizes (Requirement R2), and do not address
multiclass data. The non-expert-oriented visualizations in Micallef et al. (2012), Khan
et al. (2015) use simpler trees, grids, Sankey or Euler diagrams, but are illegible with
multiclass data due to multiple overlapping areas or branches.

Choice of error metrics - Different error metrics have been developed and their
properties address different requirements (Sebastiani 2015, Hossin and Sulaiman
2015, Sokolova and Lapalme 2009). Error metrics are usually derived from the
same underlying data: numbers of correct and incorrect classifications encoded in
confusion matrices, and measured with a test set (a data sample for which the actual
class is known). These raw numbers provide simple yet complete metrics. They are
easy to interpret (no formula involved) and address most requirements for reliable
and interpretable metrics, e.g., they do not conceal the impact of class proportions
on error balance, and have known values for perfect, pervert (always wrong) and
random classifiers (Sebastiani 2015). These values depend on the class sizes in the
test set, which is not recommended in Sebastiani (2015). However, raw numbers
convey the class sizes, omitted in rates, but needed to assess the class imbalance and
statistical significance of error measurements (Requirement R2). These are crucial for
estimating the errors to expect in end-usage applications, as discussed in Chapter 5.

Using raw numbers of errors, we focus on conveying basic error rates in equa-
tions (6.1)-(6.2) where nxy is the number of objects actually belonging to class x and
classified as class y (i.e., errors if x , y), nx. is the number of objects actually belong-
ing to class x (actual class size), and n.y is the number of objects classified as class
y (predicted class size). Accuracy is a widely-used metric summarizing errors over
all classes, as shown in (6.3) where nxx is the number of objects correctly classified
as class x, and n.. is the total number of objects for all classes. We also consider con-
veying accuracy, and focus on overcoming its bias towards large classes (Hossin and
Sulaiman 2015) and missing information on class sizes (Requirement R2) and error
directionality, e.g., high accuracy can conceal significant errors for specific classes
(Requirement R3).

Error rates w.r.t. actual class size (e.g., ROC curves):
nxy

nx.
(6.1)

Error rates w.r.t. predicted class size (e.g., Precision):
nxy

n.y
(6.2)

Accuracy:
∑

x nxx

n..
e.g., for binary data:

TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(6.3)
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Figure 6.1: Classee visualization of classification errors for binary data.

6.4 Classee visualization

The Classee project simplified the visualization of classification errors by using or-
dinary barcharts and raw numbers of errors (Figure 6.1-6.4). The actual class and
the error types are differentiated with color codes: vivid colors if the actual class is
positive (blue for TP, red for FN), desaturated colors if the actual class is negative
(grey for TN, black for FP). The bars’ positions reinforces the perception of the actual
class, as bars representing items from the same actual class are staked on each other
into a continuous bar: TP above FN, and FP above TN (Figure 6.2 left). The zero line
distinguishes the predicted class: TP and FP are above the zero line, FN and TN are
below (Figure 6.2 right).
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Figure 6.2: Bars representing the actual and predicted classes.
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For binary data (Figure 6.1), objects from the same actual class are stacked in
distinct bars: TP above FN for the positive class, and FP above TN for the negative
class. Basic error rates can easily be interpreted visually (Figure 6.3). ROC curve’s
error rates in equation (6.1) are visualized by comparing the blocks within continuous
bars: blue/red blocks for TP rate, black/grey blocks for FP rate. Precision-like rates
in equation (6.2) are visualized by comparing adjacent blocks on each side of the
zero line: blue/black blocks for Precision, red/grey blocks for False Omission Rate.
Accuracy, i.e., equation (6.3), can be interpreted by comparing blue and grey blocks
against red and black blocks, which is more complex. However, it overcomes key
issues with accuracy (Hossin and Sulaiman 2015) by showing the error balance
between FP and FN, and potential imbalance between large and small classes. The
visualization also renders information similar to Area Under the Curve (Fawcett
2006) as blue, red, black and grey areas can be perceived.
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Figure 6.3: Bars showing basic error rates in equations (6.1)-(6.2).

Perceiving ROC-like rates (6.1) requires comparing divided and adjacent blocks. It
can lower perception accuracy (Talbot et al. 2014) compared to unadjacent blocks in
Ren et al. (2017) (TP rates rendered with separated TP and FN blocks) or (Alsallakh
et al. 2014) (FP rates rendered with separated TN and FP blocks). However, Classee
shows part-to-whole ratios while (Talbot et al. 2014) researched part-to-part ratios, and
suggests that perceiving part-to-whole is more intuitive and effective. Further, Classee
lets users compare the positions of bar extremities to the zero line, and perceiving
positions is more accurate than perceiving relative bar lengths (Cleveland and McGill
1984). Precision-like rates (6.2) are perceived using aligned and adjacent blocks. It
supports more accurate perceptions (Talbot et al. 2014, Cleveland and McGill 1984)
compared to divided unadjacent blocks in Ren et al. (2017), Alsallakh et al. (2014).

For multiclass data (Figure 6.4), errors are shown for each class in a one-vs-all re-
duction, i.e., considering one class as the positive class and all other classes as the neg-
ative class, and so for all classes (e.g., for class x, FP =

∑
y,x nyx and TN =

∑
y,x

∑
z,x nyz).

TN are not displayed because they are typically of far greater magnitude, especially
with large numbers of classes, which can reduce other bar sizes to illegibility. TN are
also misleading as they do not distinguish correct and incorrect classifications (e.g.,
nzz and nyz,y,z). Without TN, FP are stacked on TP which shows the Precision for
each class.
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Figure 6.4: Classee visualization of classification errors for multiclass data.

Basic error rates can easily be interpreted visually (Figure 6.3), using the same
principles as for binary classification. ROC curve’s error rates in equation (6.1)
are visualized by comparing the blue and red blocks (representing the actual class,
Figure 6.5 left). Precision-like rates in equation (6.2) are visualized by comparing the
blue/black blocks (representing the predicted class, Figure 6.5 middle).

Accuracy can be interpreted by comparing all blue blocks against either all red
blocks, or all black blocks (the sum of errors for all red blocks is the same for all
black blocks, as each misclassified object is a FP for its predicted class and a FN for
its actual class). Users can visualize the relative proportions of correct and incorrect
classifications, although the exact equation of accuracy (6.3) is harder to interpret.
However, Classee details the errors between each class, which are omitted in accuracy.
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Figure 6.5: Bars representing the actual and predicted classes.
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Compared to (Ren et al. 2017) stacking TP-FP-FN in this order, Classee stack-
ing facilitates the interpretation of TP rates (6.1) and actual class sizes by showing
continuous blocks for TP and FN (Figure 6.5 left). Compared to chord diagrams
in (Alsallakh et al. 2014) encoding error magnitudes with surface sizes, Classee uses
bar length to support more accurate perceptions of error magnitudes (Cleveland and
McGill 1984).

Inspecting the error directionality, i.e., the magnitude of errors between specific
classes, is crucial for understanding the impact of errors in end-results (Requirement
R3, Section 6.1). Users need to assess the errors between specific classes and their
directionality (i.e., errors from an actual class are misclassified into a predicted class).
If errors between two classes are of significant magnitudes, it creates biases in the
end-results (Chapter 5). For example, errors from large classes can result in FP of
significant magnitude for small classes that are thus over-estimated. Such biases can
be critical for end-users’ applications.

Hence Classee details the error composition between actual and predicted classes.
The FP blocks are split in sub-blocks representing objects from the same actual class.
The FN blocks are also split in sub-blocks representing objects classified into the same
predicted class. To avoid showing too many unreadable sub-blocks, Classee shows
the 2 main sources of errors in distinct sub-blocks and merges the remaining errors in
a 3rd sub-block. The FP sub-blocks show the 2 classes from which most FP actually
belong, and the remaining FP as a 3rd sub-block. The FN sub-blocks show the 2
classes into which most FN are classified, and the remaining FN as a 3rd sub-block.
Future implementations could let users control the number of sub-blocks to display,
and the boxes in Ren et al. (2017) may improve their rendering.
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Figure 6.6: Bars representing the actual and predicted classes.

Users can select a class to inspect its errors (Figure 6.7). It shows which classes
receive the FN and generate the FP. The FN sub-blocks of the selected class are
highlighted within the FP sub-blocks of their predicted class. The FP sub-blocks are
highlighted within the FN sub-blocks of their predicted class. Users can identify the
error directionality, i.e., they can differentiate Class X objects misclassified into Class Y
and Class Y objects misclassified into Class X (e.g., in Figure 6.7, objects from class C6
are misclassified into C34, but not from C34 into C6). Future implementations could
also highlight the remaining FN and FP merged in the 3rd sub-blocks.
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Figure 6.7: Rollover detailing the errors for a specific class.

Large classes (with long bars) can hinder the perception of smaller classes (with
small bars). Thus we propose a normalised view that balances the visual space
of each class (Figure 6.8). Errors are normalised on the TP of their actual class as
nxy/nxx (i.e., dividing FN/TP and reconstructing the FP blocks using the normalised
errors FN/TP). Although unusual, this approach aligns all FP and FN blocks to support
easy and accurate visual perception (Talbot et al. 2014, Cleveland and McGill 1984).
It also reminds users of the impact of varying class proportions: the magnitude
of errors change between normalised and regular views, as they would change if
class proportions differ between test datasets (from which errors were measured)
and end-usage datasets (to which classifiers are applied). It is also the basis of the
Ratio-to-TP method that estimate the numbers of errors to expect in classification
results (Chapter 5, Section 5.3, p.82).

Color choices - Classee uses blue rather than green as in Alsallakh et al. (2014)
to address colorblindness (Tidwell 2010) while maintaining a high contrast opposing
warm and cold colors. Compared to class-specific colors in Ren et al. (2017) which
can clutters the visualization to illegibility, e.g., with more than 7 classes (Murch
1984), Classee colors can handle large numbers of classes.

Following the Few Hues, Many Values design pattern (Tidwell 2010), sub-blocks
of FN and FP use the same shades of red and black. The shades of grey for FP may
conflict with the grey used for TN in binary classification. The multiclass barchart
does not display TN and its shades of grey remain darker. Thus color consistency
issues are limited, and we deemed that Classee colors are a better tradeoff than
adding a color for FP (e.g., yellow in Alsallakh et al. (2014)).

As a result, the identification of actual and predicted classes is reinforced by the
interplay of three visual features: position (below or above the zero line for the
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predicted class, left or right bar for the actual class), color hues (blue/red if the actual
class is positive), and color (de)saturation (black/grey if the actual class is negative).

Figure 6.8: Normalized view with errors proportional to True Positives

6.5 User experiment

We evaluated Classee and investigated the factors supporting or impeding the un-
derstanding of classification errors. We conducted in-situ semi-structured interviews
with a think-aloud protocol to observe users’ "activity patterns" and "isolate impor-
tant factors in the analysis process" (Lam et al. 2012). We focused on evaluating the
Visual Data Analysis and Reasoning rather than User Performance (Lam et al. 2012) as
our primary goal is to ensure a correct understanding of classification errors and
their implications. We conducted a qualitative study that informs the design of end-
user-oriented visualization, and is preparatory to potential quantitative studies. We
included a user group of mathematicians to investigate how mathematical thinking
impacts the understanding of ROC curves and error metrics. Such prior knowledge
is a component of the Demographic Complexity interacting with the Data Complexity,
and thus impacting user cognitive load (Huang et al. 2009).

The 3 user groups represented three types of expertise: 1) practitioners of ma-
chine learning (4 developers, 2 researchers), 2) practitioners of mathematics but not
machine learning (5 researchers, 1 medical doctor), and 3) practitioners of neither
machine learning, mathematics nor computer science (including 1 researcher). A
total of 18 users and 2 users per condition (3 groups x 3 visualizations x 2 users) was
sufficient to yield significant observations, as we repeatedly identified key factors
impacting user understanding.
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The 3 experimental visualizations compared the simplified barcharts to two
well-established alternatives: ROC curve and confusion matrix (Figure 6.9-6.11).
ROC curves are preferred to Precision-Recall curves which exclude TN and do not
convey the same information as the barcharts. All visualizations used the same
data and users interacted only with one kind of visualization. This between-subject
study accounts for the learning curve. After interacting with a first visualization,
non-experts gain expertise that would bias the results with a second visualization.

Figure 6.9: ROC curves used for binary and multiclass data.

Figure 6.10: Confusion table for binary data.

Figure 6.11: Confusion matrices used for tasks T2-7 to T2-9.
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For binary data, classification errors were shown for 5 values of a tuning parameter
called a selection threshold. Confusion matrices for each threshold were shown as a
table (Fig. 6.10) with rows representing the thresholds, and columns representing TP,
FN, TN, FP. The table included heatmaps reusing the color coding of the barcharts.
The color gradients form the default heatmap template from D3 library were mapped
on the entire table cells’ values, which is not optimal. Each column’s values have
ranges that largely differ. Thus the color gradients may not render the variations of
values within each column, as the variations are much smaller than the variations
within the entire table. Hence color gradient should be mapped within each column
separately.

For multiclass data, the confusion matrix also included a heatmap with the same
color coding. The diagonal showed TP in blue scale. A rollover on a class showed
the FP in dark grey scale and the FN in red scale (Figure 6.11 right). If no class
was selected, red was the default color for errors (Figure 6.11 left). The ROC curves
to multiclass data displayed a single dot per class, rather than complex multiclass
curves. The option to normalize barchart (Figure 6.8) was not included, to focus on
evaluating the basic barchart using raw numbers of errors.

The 15 user tasks were in two parts, for binary and multiclass data (Table 6.3).
Each part started with a tutorial explaining the visualization and the technical con-
cepts. This could be displayed anytime during the tasks. For binary problems, it
explained TP, FN, FP, TN and the threshold parameter to balance FN and FP. For
multiclass problems, it explained class-specific TP, FN, FP, TN in one-vs-all reduc-
tions, and that FN for one class (the actual class) are FP for another (the predicted
class). The explanations of the technical concepts were the same for all users and
visualizations. Only the explanations of the visualization differed.

The tasks used synthetic data that predefined the right answers. To assess user
awareness of uncertainty, users had to indicate their confidence in their answers.
User confidence should match the answer correctness (e.g., low confidence in wrong
answers). The response time was measured, but without informing users to avoid
Time Complexity and stress impacting user cognitive load (Huang et al. 2009). The task
complexity targeted 3 levels of data interpretation, drawn from Situation Awareness
(Endsley 1995). Level 1 concerned the understanding of individual data (e.g., a
number of FP). Level 2 concerned the integration of several data elements (e.g.,
comparing FP and FN). Level 3 concerned the projection of current data to predict
future situations (e.g., the potential errors in end-usage applications). To facilitate
users’ learning process, the tasks were performed from Level 1 to 3.

Compared to the 3 levels of Task Complexity in Huang et al. (2009), our level 1
introduces a lower level of complexity. Our level 2 has less granularity and encom-
passes all 3 levels in Huang et al. (2009). Our level 3 introduces a higher level of
complexity related to extrapolating unknown information (e.g., the errors to expect
when applying classifiers to end-usage datasets). Our level 3 also introduces Domain
Complexity, e.g., it concerns different application domains in tasks T1-4 to -6. The
domain at hand can influence user answers. To channel this influence, tasks T2-5
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to -9 are kept domain-agnostic, and T1-4 to -6 involve instructions that entail unam-
biguously right answers, and the same data and reasoning as previous tasks T1-1
to -3.

ID Level Question Right Answer
Step 1 - Binary Classification
T1-1 L1 Which threshold produces the most False Positives (FP)? 0.2
T1-2 L1 Which threshold produces the most False Negatives (FN)? 1
T1-3 L2 Which threshold produces the smallest sum of False Positives (FP) and False

Negatives (FN)?
0.6

T1-4 L3 Choose the most appropriate threshold for person authentication?
(Task presentation tells users to limit FP)

0.8 or 1

T1-5 L3 Choose the most appropriate threshold for detecting cancer cells?
(Task presentation tells users to limit FN)

0.2

T1-6 L3 Choose the most appropriate threshold for detecting paintings and pho-
tographs? (Task presentation tells users to limit both FP and FN)

0.6

Step 2 - Multiclass Classification
T2-1 L1 Which class has lost the most False Negatives (FN)? Class E
T2-2 L1 Which class has the most False Positives (FP)? Class A
T2-3 L2 Which class has the fewest False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN)? Class B
T2-4 L3 Which statement is true? 1) Objects from Class A are likely to be classified

as Class E. 2) Objects from Class E are likely to be classified as Class A.
3) Both statements are true. 4) No statement is true.

Statement 2

T2-5 L3 Which statement is true? 1) The number of objects in Class A is likely to be
under-estimated (lower than the truth). 2) The number of objects in Class A is
likely to be over-estimated (higher than the truth). 3) The number of objects in
Class A is likely to be correctly estimated (close to the truth).

Statement 2

T2-6 L3 Which statement is true? 1) The number of objects in Class D is likely to be
under-estimated (lower than the truth). 2) The number of objects in Class D is
likely to be over-estimated (higher than the truth). 3) The number of objects in
Class D is likely to be correctly estimated (close to the truth).

Statement 1

T2-7 L3 Imagine that you are particularly interested in Class D. Choose the classifier
that will make the fewest errors for Class D.

Classifier 1

T2-8 L3 Imagine that you are particularly interested in Class A. Choose the classifier
that will make the fewest errors for Class A.

Classifier 2

T2-9 L3 Imagine that you are interested in all the classes. Choose the classifier that will
make the fewest errors for all Classes A to E

Classifier 2

Table 6.3: Tasks of the experiment.

Quantitative feedback was collected with a questionnaire adapted from SUS
method to evaluate interface usability (Brooke 1996) (Table 6.4). Users indicated
their agreement to positive or negative statements about the visualizations, e.g.,
disagreeing with negative statements is a positive feedback.
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F1-1, F2-1 I would like to use the visualization frequently.
F1-2, F2-2 The visualization is unnecessarily complex.
F1-3, F2-3 The visualization was easy to use.
F1-4, F2-4 I would need the support of an expert to be able to use the visualization.
F1-5, F2-5 Most people would learn to use the visualization quickly.
F1-6, F2-6 I felt very confident using the visualization.
F1-7, F2-7 I would need to learn a lot more before being able to use the visualization.

Table 6.4: Feedback questionnaire

6.6 Quantitative results

We discuss user prior knowledge (Figure 6.12), user performance between visualiza-
tions (Figure 6.13) and user groups (Figure 6.14). User performance is considered
improved if i) wrong answers are limited; ii) confidence is lower for wrong answers
and higher for right answers; and iii) user response time is reduced. Finally, we
review the quantitative feedback (Figure 6.15). The detailed participants’ answers
are given in Figure 6.20 (p.141).
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Figure 6.12: Profiles of study participants.

The prior knowledge of math experts often included TP, FN, FP, TN as these
are involved in statistical hypothesis testing (Figure 6.12). Machine learning experts
knew the technical concepts well, except a self-taught practitioner who was only
familiar to terms related to his daily tasks, e.g., Accuracy but not ROC Curve or
Confusion Matrix. This participant, who was in charge of implementing, integrating
and testing classifiers, mentioned "Clients only ask for accuracy" but did not recall its
formula. Two other machine learning experts were unfamiliar with either Precision-
Recall or ROC curves, and related formulas, because their daily tasks involved only
one of these.

Machine learning practitioners use different approaches for assessing classifica-
tion errors, using specific metrics or visualizations. They may not recall the meaning
and formulae of unused metrics, or even metrics used regularly. Some metrics are
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not part of their routine, but may be relevant for specific use cases or end-users.
Hence experts too can benefit from Classee since i) Remembering error rate formulae
is not needed as rates are visually reconstructed; ii) Both ROC-like or Precision-like
rates can be visualized, i.e., equations (6.1)-(6.2); and iii) Accuracy can also be inter-
preted, i.e., by comparing the relative proportions of errors (FP and FN in red and
black bars) and correct classifications (TP in blue bars, TN in grey bars for binary
data). Classee also shows the error composition (i.e., which specific classes are often
confused) and class sizes. It supports machine learning experts tasks of tuning and
improving classifiers (Table 6.2).
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With binary data, the number of wrong answers differed between tasks T1-1
to -3 and T1-4 to -6 while both sets of tasks entail the same answers and use the
same dataset (Figure 6.13 top). Tasks T1-4 to -6 involved extrapolations for end-
usage applications. These tasks introduced Domain Complexity (Huang et al. 2009)
and the tasks’ description had increased task discretion (less detailed instructions
provided to users) thus increasing the cognitive load (Gill and Hicks 2006). The
increased task discretion had an important impact as users spent significant efforts
relating the terms TP, FN, FP, TN to the real objects they represent (e.g., intruders are
FP). With barcharts, user confidence better matched answer correctness (lower for
wrong answers, higher for right answers) and so for all user profiles (Figure 6.14).
Machine learning and math experts gave almost no wrong answers regardless of
the visualization, but were more confident with barcharts than ROC curves (and
than tables for machine learning experts). Non-experts gave more wrong answers
and were over-confident with tables, but with barcharts and ROC curves their lower
confidence indicates a better awareness of their uncertainty.

User response time was lower with barcharts (Figure 6.14 bottom) except for
machine learning experts. Their response time was equivalent for all visualizations
but varied less with ROC curves, possibly because this graph was most familiar.

With multiclass data, wrong answers were limited until task T2-4 (Figure 6.13
top). Answers were mostly wrong from task T2-4 onwards, as task complexity in-
creased to concern extrapolations of errors in end-results. With barcharts, wrong
answers were scarce after T2-4, e.g., after users have familiarized with the graph, but
remained high with other graphs. Machine learning and math experts were more
confident with barcharts (Figure 6.14 middle) but non-experts were under-confident.
Yet their response time decreased with barcharts, and was as fast as machine learning
and math experts (Figure 6.14 bottom).

User feedback was collected twice, after the tasks for binary and multiclass data,
with the same questionnaire (Table 6.4). At the user profile level (Figure 6.15 top),
for binary data, non-experts and machine learning experts had the most negative
feedback for ROC curves. Math experts had equivalent feedback for all visual-
izations. For multiclass data, confusion matrices had the most negative feedback
from non-experts and math experts. ROC-like visualizations had the most positive
feedback from all profiles. At the question level (Figure 6.15 middle), for binary
data, barcharts had the most positive feedback on the design complexity (F1-2). ROC
curves had the most negative feedback for frequent use and need for support (F1-1, -4).
For multiclass data, confusion matrices received negative feedback at all questions,
especially for confidence and need for training (F2-6, -7).

One barchart user gave the lowest possible feedback to almost all questions. This
user disliked math and any form of graph ("Ah! I hate graphs!", "I hate looking at
graphs, it’s too abstract for me") and was particularly reluctant to frequently using the
graphs (F1-1, F2-1). However, this user’s performance was excellent with barcharts
for binary data: only right answers with high confidence, and positive feedback
especially on the learnability (F1-2, "The graph is easy, even I can use it").
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Besides this participant, barcharts had the most positive feedback for frequent
use, usability and need for training (F2-1, -3, -7). ROC curves had the most positive
feedback on complexity and learnability (F2-2, -5) but its apparent simplicity (only 5
dots on a grid) may conceal underlying data complexity, leading to wrong answers
(Figure 6.13).

Over all questions (Figure 6.15 bottom), for binary data the most negative feed-
back was observed for ROC curves. The feedback was equivalently positive for
barcharts and tables. For multiclass data, the most negative feedback was observed
for confusion matrices. The feedback was equivalently positive for barcharts and
ROC visualizations, excluding the barchart user especially averse to any data visu-
alization.

Users wondered if the feedback also concerned the explanations, hence the results
may not represent only the visualization. Other limitations concern the small number
of users, and user tendency to avoid either average or extreme feedback ("I’m not the
kind of person having strong opinions"). More detailed and generalizable insights on
the usability are elicited from our qualitative analysis of user interviews.
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Figure 6.15: User feedback.
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6.7 Qualitative analysis

To identify the factors influencing user understanding of classification errors, we
analysed user comments and behaviours by transcribing written notes of the inter-
views. To let the factors emerge from our observations, we first proceeded with
grounded coding (no predefined codes). We then organized our insights into themes
and proceeded to a priori coding (predefined codes). We identified 3 key difficulties
that are independent of the visualizations:
• The terminology (e.g., TP, FN, FP, TN are confusing terms);
• The error directionality (e.g., considering both FN and FP);
• The extrapolation of error impact on end-usage application (e.g., a class may

be over-estimated).
We report these difficulties and how the visualizations aggravated or addressed them.

Terminology - The basic terms TP, FN, FP, TN were difficult to understand and re-
member ("In 30 minutes I’ll have completely forgotten"). Twelve users (66%) mentioned
difficulties with these terms, including machine learning experts. The terms Posi-
tive/Negative were often misunderstood as the actual class (instead of the predicted
class) especially when not matching their applied meaning ("Cancer is the positive
class, that’s difficult semantically"). Users were also confused by the unusual syntax
("Positive and Negative are usually adjectives but here they are nouns, it’s confusing") and
the association of antonyms (e.g., False and Positive in FP, "False is for something
negative") and synonyms (e.g., "The words are so close" with True and Positive in TP, "I
understand that FN are not errors" because Negative and False is a logical association).
Users misinterpreted the terms True and False as representing the actual or predicted
class, and both are incorrect. Some users suggested adverbs to avoid such confusion
("Falsely", "Wrongly"). To cope with the semantic issues, users translated the tech-
nical terms into more tangible terms, using concrete examples ("Falsely Discarded",
"False face"). A machine learning expert requested short acronyms (e.g., TP for True
Positive). A non-expert suggested icons as another form of abbreviation ("like a smi-
ley" Figure 6.16). This user preferred labels mentioning the actual class first (using
Negative/Positive) then the errors (using True/False).

Figure 6.16: User-suggested icons for TP, FN, FP, TN. Drawn by the interviewer following user’s
instructions in post-experiment discussions. User-suggested labels are below the icons. Usual labels
were later added above.
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The terminology of legends and explanations can yield difficulties ("You could
make the text more clear"). The terms Select and Discard in our tutorials and legends
can be at odds with their application ("Discarding objects may be confusing if both
classes are equally important"). The term true in its common meaning ("true class",
"truly belong to [class x]") conflicts with its meaning in TP, TN and must be avoided.

Math experts were often familiar with TP, FN, FP, TN as these are involved in
statistical hypothesis testing. Machine learning experts knew the technical terms
well, except a self-taught practitioner who was only familiar to terms used in daily
tasks, e.g., Accuracy but not ROC Curve or Confusion Matrix. This user mentioned
"Clients only ask for accuracy" but did not recall its formula. Two other machine
learning experts were unfamiliar with either Precision-Recall or ROC curves, as their
daily tasks involved only one of these. Hence machine learning practitioners may not
recall the meaning and formula of unused metrics, or even metrics used regularly.
Some metrics are not part of their routines, but may be relevant for specific use
cases or end-users. Hence experts too can benefit from Classee since i) remembering
error rate formulae is not needed as rates are visually reconstructed; ii) both ROC-
like or Precision-like rates can be visualized (6.1)-(6.2); and iii) accuracy can also be
interpreted.

Error Directionality - Users need to distinguish the actual and predicted classes
of errors, and the direction of errors from an actual class classified into a predicted
class. Ten users (56%) from all profiles had difficulties with error directions, e.g.,
confusing FP and FN ("Oh my FP were FN, why did I switch!"). With binary data, users
may not understand how the tuning parameter influence errors in both directions,
e.g., decreasing FN but increasing FP ("I put a high threshold so that there’s no error
[FP, FN] in the results", "High threshold means high TP and TN"). With multiclass data,
users may not understand that FN for one class are FP for another, and that errors
for class x concern both errors with predicted class x and actual class x (e.g., not
considering both FN and FP).

Terminology issues complicated user understanding of error directionality, e.g.,
the terms Positive/Negative could mean both the actual or predicted class. Some
users intuitively interpreted these terms as the predicted class, others as the actual
class. Users often used metaphors and more tangible terms to clarify the error
directionality ("The destination class", "We steal [the FP] from another class"). The terms
Selected and Discarded, although using a tangible metaphor, can be misunderstood as
the actual class ("The class that must be selected") yielding misinterpretations of error
directionality.

Extrapolation of Errors in End-Usage Applications - Users needed additional
information to extrapolate the classification errors in end-usage applications ("It’s
impossible to deduce a generality", "How can I say anything about the rest of the data?").
More information on the consequences of error was needed to decide which errors
are tolerable ("There can be risks in allowing FP, additional tests have further health risks",
"No guidance on how to make the tradeoff"). Users questioned whether the error mea-
surements are representative of end-usage conditions, regarding potential changes
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in class sizes and error magnitudes ("Assuming class proportions are equal", "This is
a sample data, another sample could have some variations"). They also wondered about
additional sources of uncertainty, such as changes in object features or the presence
of other classes ("Will it contain only paintings and photographs?") and their impact
on the algorithm ("How does the classifier compute the problem"). The lack of context
information decreased user confidence, e.g., when assessing if a class is likely to be
over- or under-estimated.

ROC Curve - It is unusual to visualize line charts where both x- and y-axes
represent a rate, and where thresholds are a third variable encoded on the line. It
is more intuitive to represent thresholds on the x-axis and rates on the y-axis, with
distinct lines for each rate (as a user suggested). Non-experts primarily relied on text
explanations to perform the tasks (e.g., reading that low thresholds reduce FP, then
checking each dot’s threshold to find the lowest). Only machine learning and math
experts were comfortable with interpreting the data visually ("My background makes
me fluent in reading ROC curves visually", "I don’t use formulas, I compare the dots with
each other without reading the values").

Error rate formulae were difficult to understand and remember, even for experts
("Formulas are still confusing, and still require a lot of thinking"). All users but one
needed to reexamine the equations and their meaning many times during the tasks.
It increased their response time and impacted their confidence ("To be sure I’ll need to
read it again"). Some users interpreted the rates as numbers of errors, for a simpler
surrogate metric. Otherwise, without the numbers of errors, class sizes and potential
imbalance are unknown, and it aggravates the difficulties with extrapolating the
errors in end-results, e.g., it is impossible to assess the balance of errors between large
and small classes ("Unknown ratio of Positive/Negative","Assuming class proportions are
equal"). The error composition (how many objects from class X are confused with
class Y) is unavailable for multiclass data. Some users noticed the lack of information
("There’s not enough information, errors can come from one class or another", "Assuming
the destination class is random") but others failed to notice, even for one task that was
impossible to answer without knowing the error composition.

Error rates’ ambiguous labels aggravated the terminology issues. The rates have
actual class sizes as denominators (6.1) but the term Positive in TP and FP rate refers to
the predicted class. It misled users in considering that both rates have the predicted
class size as denominator, e.g., misinterpreting TP rate (6.1) as Precision (6.2). This is
consistent with (Khan et al. 2015) where misinterpretations were more frequent with
denominators than numerators, and with (Hoffrage et al. 2015) where a terminology
specifying the denominator of probabilistic metrics improved user understanding.
A user suggested to replace TP rate by the opposite FN rate (1 - TP rate). It is more in-
tuitive that both rates focus on errors (rather than on correct TP), and by mentioning
both Positive and Negative labels, it may indicate that the denominators differ. Yet the
terminology remains confusing as it fails to indicate the rate’s denominator. Longer
labels could clear ambiguities but may be tedious to read.
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Thus ROC curves aggravated the difficulties with the terminology and error direc-
tionality, because error rate labels are ambiguous and fail to clarify the denominator.
They also aggravated the difficulties with extrapolating errors in end-results because
their rates fail to provide the required information, and end-users may fail to notice
this limitation.

Confusion Matrix - It is unusual to interpret rows and columns as in confusion
matrices, e.g., tables are usually read row per row. Users needed to reexamine
the meaning of rows and columns many times during the tasks. It was difficult
to remember if they represent the actual or predicted class, which aggravated the
difficulties with error directionality. By confusing the meaning of rows and columns,
all users but one confused FN and FP. By reading the table either row by row, or
column by column, users did not consider both FN and FP (including 2 machine
learning experts). The experimental visualization included large labels Actual Class
and Automatic Classification to specify the meaning of rows and columns, but further
clarification was needed. Row and column labels showed only the class names (e.g.,
Class A, Class B). It was confusing because the list of labels was identical for rows
and columns. Labels could explicitly refer to the actual or predicted class, e.g., Actual
Class A, Classified as Class B. One user suggested icons to provide concise indications
of the meaning of rows and columns. Another suggested animations to show the
relationships of rows or columns and the error directionality, e.g., a rollover on a cell
shows an arrow connecting it from its actual class to its predicted class.

Thus confusion matrices aggravated the difficulties with error directionality be-
cause the visual features do not differentiate actual and predicted class. Users must
rely on row and column labels, and terminology issues can arise (e.g., if the labels
only mention the class names). Color codes and heatmaps can help differentiating FP
from FN, but only when a class is selected (errors are FP or FN from the perspective
of a specific class) and heatmaps support less accurate perceptions of magnitudes
(Cleveland and McGill 1984). Difficulties with extrapolating the errors in end-results
were also aggravated because errors are not easy to compare, i.e., users need to relate
cells at different positions in the matrix.

Classee - The histograms were intuitive and quickly understood, especially for
binary problems ("This you could explain to a 5-year-old"). For multiclass problems,
it was unusual to interpret histograms where two blocks can represent the same
objects. Indeed errors are represented twice: in red FN blocks for their actual class,
and in black FP blocks for their predicted class. When a class is selected (Figure 6.7),
highlighting the related FP and FN blocks helped users to understand the error
directionality ("Highlight with rollover helps understanding how the classifier works") but
clarifications were requested ("You could use an arrow to show the correspondence between
FP and FN", Figure 6.17). Animations may better show the related FN and FP (e.g.,
FN blocks moving to the position of their corresponding FP blocks).

Once users familiarized with the duplicated blocks, Classee supported a correct
understanding of error directionality, and answers were rarely wrong ("It’s something
to get trained on", "Once you get used to it, it’s obvious"). Difficulties remained with
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confusion matrices and ROC curves, as misunderstandings of FP and FN remained
frequent. Classee better clarified the error directionality with visual features that
clearly distinguish actual and predicted classes ("I like the zero line, it makes it more
visual"). These also reduced the difficulties with the technical terminology and its
explanation ("Explanations are more difficult to understand than the graph", "We usually
say it’s easier said than done, but here it’s the opposite: when you look at the graph it’s
obvious") even though multiclass legends were unclear ("What do you mean with 1st
class and 2nd class?"). Classee was more tangible and self-explanatory ("I see an object
that contains things") and non-experts were more confident than they expected ("I am
absolutely sure but I should be wrong somewhere, I’m not meant for this kind of exercise",
"It sounds so logical that I’m sure it’s wrong").

Figure 6.17: User-suggested animation with arrows

Extrapolating the errors in end-results was also easier with Classee. Using num-
bers of errors provides complete information while ROC curves conceal the class
sizes ("You get more insights from the barchart"). Confusion matrices also use num-
bers of errors, but are more difficult to interpret (cell values are difficult to compare,
rows or columns can be omitted or misinterpreted). Class sizes and error balance
were easier to visualize with Classee ("Here the grey part is more important than here",
"Histograms are more intuitive").

Thus Classee limited the difficulties with extrapolating errors in end-results be-
cause its metrics and visual features are more tangible and intuitive, and they provide
complete information (including class sizes and error balance). Classee also limited
the difficulties with the terminology and error directionality by using visual features
that clearly distinguish actual and predicted classes. Yet error directionality can be
further clarified for multiclass data by adding interactive features to reinforce the
correspondence of FP and FN (e.g., animations) and choose the details to display
(e.g., error composition for more than 2 classes, or for specific classes).

After the experiment, we introduced the alternative visualizations. Most users
preferred Classee, especially after using the other graphs ("It’s easier, I can see what
I was trying to do", "This is what I did in my mind to understand the threshold"). Two
machine learning experts preferred Classee, others preferred the familiar confusion
matrix or ROC curve ("You get more insights from the barchart, but ROC curve I read it
in a glimpse") or would use both confusion matrix and Classee as they complement
each other with overview and details.
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6.8 Conclusion

We identified issues with the terminology, the error directionality (objects from an
actual class are misclassified into a predicted class) and the extrapolation of error
impacts in end-usage applications. To address these issues, labels and visual features
must reinforce the identification of actual and predicted classes, e.g., using domain
terminology and tangible representations (animations, icons).

Error metrics have crucial impacts on user cognitive load. With error rates, users
may overlook missing information (e.g., class sizes) and misinterpret the denomina-
tors, which is worsened by terminology issues. Raw numbers of errors are simpler
to understand, but are difficult to analyse with confusion matrices.

Classee successfully addressed these issues. Its use of numbers of errors encoded
in histograms is more tangible and self-explanatory, and supports accurate percep-
tions of error magnitudes and class sizes (Requirement R1-3, Section 6.1). The com-
bination of 3 visual features that distinguish the actual and predicted class (position,
color hue, color saturation) clarified the error directionality. It helped overcome the
terminology issues while providing complete information for choosing and tuning
classifiers, and for extrapolating errors in end-usage applications.

Multiclass problems remain particularly difficult to visualize. All three experi-
mental visualizations involve unusual representations in otherwise common graphs.
ROC curves have rates on both axes, confusion matrices are read both column- and
row-wise, and Classee has duplicated blocks representing the same errors (as FN or
FP). In our evaluation, Classee was the easiest to learn and familiarize with, but its
legends and interactions should be improved (e.g., with animations highlighting the
error directionality).

Our findings inform the design of visualization tools that support end-users’
understanding of classification errors, and answer our sixth question: How can visu-
alization support non-expert users in understanding classification errors?

We identified factors that support or hinder the assessment of Noise and Bias due
to classification errors, the resulting Uncertainty in Specific Datasets. These are key
uncertainty factors identified in Chapter 4. The Classee visualizations we introduced
address the assessment of classification biases. Future work must investigate the
means to assess noise, i.e., how errors may randomly vary among datasets to which
classifiers are applied (Requirement R4, Section 6.1). Random error variance can
be estimated with the Sample-to-Sample method introduced in Chapter 5. Classee
visualizations can be used to display variance, e.g., as in Figures 6.18-6.19.

Variance visualization partially addresses the assessment of the Uncertainty in
Specific Datasets, i.e., estimating the errors to expect in classification end-results (Re-
quirement R4).As identified in Chapter 4 and demonstrated in Chapter 5, the classi-
fication errors may largely vary depending on changes in feature distributions (e.g.,
lower data quality). Hence assessing the Uncertainty in Specific Datasets requires
the visualization of non-random error variations, depending on datasets’ feature
distributions.

Visualizing classification errors as a function of varying feature distributions is
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complex, but Classee visualizations provide basic templates to address this problem.
For example, with binary data, Classee visualization can display the feature values
as the x-axis and corresponding errors are the y-axis (i.e., instead of the threshold
parameter in Figure 6.1). For multiclass data, the x-axis of Classee visualization can
also used to represent the feature values (i.e., instead of the classes in Figure 6.4).
However, in this case the graph can only display the errors for a single class, omitting
information on the relative class sizes and error directionality (Requirement R2-3).
Thus future work is required to design visualizations for exploring the relationships
between classification errors and feature distributions.

Figure 6.18: Visualization of error variance, avoiding error bars (Correll and Gleicher 2014)

Figure 6.19: Visualization for variance for stacked barcharts, splitting the data in 10 subsamples
and juxtaposing them (as stacking variance is mathematically incorrect).
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Chapter 7
Visualization Tool for Exploring
Uncertain Class Sizes

End-users of computer vision systems for population monitoring are provided with
classification results, where class sizes represent population sizes. To draw valid
conclusions on the population sizes (e.g., whether population sizes actually increase
or decrease as their surrogate class sizes), end-users have to deal with several un-
certainty factors. These uncertainty factors arise from computer vision systems and
their classification components, and from the environment in which systems are de-
ployed, as identified in Chapters 2 and 3, and synthesized in Chapter 4. End-users
must be aware of the uncertainty factors, and their impact on the computer vision
results, as identified in Chapter 2 (requirement 4-d, p.36). The information provided
on uncertainty factors must be accessible and understandable, as end-users may
have little to no expertise in computer vision and classification technologies. As a
consequence, it is challenging to enable end-users to make informed decisions when
analysing computer vision results. The impact of uncertainty may be misunderstood,
uncertainty factors may be overlooked, and end-users may not ever be aware of their
lack of information or misunderstanding, as identified in Chapters 3 and 6.

This chapter investigates an interface for visualizing computer vision results and
their multiple uncertainty factors, and addressing the needs of non-expert end-users.
The interface supports the exploration of multidimensional computer vision results
(e.g., exploring the distribution of population sizes over multiple dimensions such
as time periods or locations) and multifactorial uncertainty issues (e.g., exploring
uncertainty arising from classification errors or from image quality). The interface
was developed within the Fish4Knowledge project (Section 1.1, p.2). It provides
access to the end-results of the Fish4Knowledge system1.

1Fish4Knowledge user interface: http://f4k.project.cwi.nl.
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We first discuss related work on uncertainty visualization, and on assessing user
awareness of uncertainty (Section 7.1) before describing the interface design (Sec-
tion 7.2). Then, we describe the user experiment we conducted (Section 7.3). The
experiment evaluated user awareness of uncertainty, and correctness of data inter-
pretation. We analyze the usability issues that users encountered, and the factors
impacting the perception of uncertainty. We compare how users’ perception of un-
certainty was impacted by the data features (e.g., the level of uncertainty) or the
visualization features.

Our user study answers our seventh research question: How can interactive vi-
sualization tools support the exploration of computer vision results and their multifactorial
uncertainties? We identify factors that impact user understanding of uncertainty
when exploring computer vision results with interactive visualization. We identify
successful interaction principles, and design issues requiring improvement. We pro-
vide recommendations for improving the interface design, and for prioritizing the
information that must be most salient to end-users.

7.1 Related work

We identify insights from the visualization literature that guided the design of our
interface (Section 7.1.1). Then, we discuss usability issues identified in the literature
and that are relevant from our use case of non-experts dealing with complex and
uncertain information (Section 7.1.2). Finally, we discuss insights from the situation
awareness domain, as its considerations of users’ information processing issues and
awareness of uncertainty provided guidelines for designing our user study (Sec-
tion 7.1.3).

7.1.1 Visualizing multidimensional and uncertain data

Visualizations of multidimensional data often rely on multiple views (Wang Bal-
donado et al. 2000). Uncertainty is itself multidimensional: it is of various types
depending on the sources of uncertainty (Correa et al. 2009, Thomson et al. 2005)
and techniques for uncertainty visualization represent uncertainty as extra dimen-
sions of canonical graphical representations (Griethe and Schumann 2006, Pang et al.
1997). Hence multiple views offer solutions for visualizing the multiple dimensions
of computer vision results and their complex multifactorial uncertainty.

Non-expert users need contextual information that explain the visualized data
(Heer et al. 2008). For instance, the applied data filters should be displayed at
all times, and propagated to all views of the interface (Elias and Bezerianos 2011).
Propagating the filters constrains interfaces to display views of the same dataset, and
limits the expressibility of multiple views. However, it increases the usability as it
helps manipulating data attributes. Limiting expressibility in favour of usability is
reasonable for our audience of non-expert users (Tang et al. 2004). Thus we applied

Source code: https://sourceforge.net/projects/fish4knowledgesourcecode/files/User%20Interface/
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the recommendation from Elias and Bezerianos (2011), i.e., data filters are displayed
at all times and propagated to all views.

7.1.2 Usability issues

is a major challenge for our audience of users who are not experts in classification and
computer vision. Several issues with non-experts’ understanding of visualization
have been identified by Grammel et al. (2010):
• Translating questions into data attributes (e.g., selecting data filters of interest).
• Constructing visualizations (e.g., mapping data attributes into visual tem-

plates).
• Interpreting visualizations.

The core difficulty for users is converting concepts of different natures:
• The concepts involved in data attributes (e.g., categorical or numerical data).
• The concepts involved in a user’s mental model (e.g., the meaning and impli-

cations of data attributes).
• The concepts involved in visual features (e.g., the geometry of the graphical

representations).

Issues with converting concepts of different natures relates to issues with:
• Manipulating data attributes (Grammel et al. 2010).
• Identifying the visualizations that are most relevant to users’ specific tasks

(Griethe and Schumann 2006).
• Locating pieces of information and characterizing their relationships (Amar

et al. 2005, Wang Baldonado et al. 2000, Shneiderman 1996).

Misinterpretations are frequently caused by information overload, memory loss
and users’ limited working memory (Wickens and Carswell 1997). Memory-loss (i.e.,
forgetting information that was previously perceived) is related to the delays between
receiving the information and using it. Such delays can be due to intermediate
interactions with the system, or confusing layouts where locating information is
tedious or involves trial and error. Working memory and memory loss are crucial in
our case.

Our users are not familiar with computer vision systems and their uncertainties.
The systems’ end-results (e.g., class sizes) and the information on uncertainty issues
are unusual. It is challenging to combine and interpret such unusual information. It
may overload users’ working memory and yield memory loss, which can be wors-
ened by issues with manipulating the visualization interface. We took these issues
into account when designing the Fish4Knowledge interface, and investigated the
occurrence of these issues during our user study.

7.1.3 Situation awareness

Within the Situation Awareness domain, Endsley (1988a) distinguishes 3 levels of
end-users’ information processing tasks that are similar to the tasks involved with
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interpreting visualizations:

1. Perception of cues: occurs when information is simply read without further
interpretation or correlation.

2. Comprehension: concerns the integration and assessment of multiple pieces
of information.

3. Projection: concerns the forecast of unknown situations (e.g., future events,
interpretations of uncertain data).

The first two levels echo the visual analytic tasks of locating and associating informa-
tion (Amar et al. 2005, Shneiderman 1996, Wang Baldonado et al. 2000). The third
level is particularly relevant for uncertain information, as it concerns unknown situ-
ations. For example, the unknown situations may concern the exact population sizes
for which only uncertain estimates are available.

Methods for evaluating Situation Awareness rely on the usage of probes (i.e., pre-
defined states of the system in which users are emerged) and consider the uncertainty
in users’ knowledge of a situation (Jousselme et al. 2003, McGuinness 2004). Probes
can be used to expose users to specific interface layouts, prior to letting users in-
teract with the system. Probes allow to evaluate separately the layout design and
the interaction design. The tasks to perform while immersed in a probe can target
a specific level of information processing (Perception, Comprehension, Projection).
These levels can be introduced gradually to allow users to familiarize themselves
with the interface and the information on classification results and uncertainty.

7.2 User interface

This section discusses the design of the user interface (Figure 7.3, p.150) that was
developed within the Fish4Knowledge project. The interface addresses two high-
level user information needs identified in Chapter 2:

• Estimating the sizes of fish populations for specific species, time periods and
locations. Populations sizes are estimated by a computer vision system using
a pipeline of classification components, described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.1,
p.59). The resulting classification data represents each species with a class. The
numbers of items per class (i.e., the class size) represents the population sizes.

• Assessing the uncertainty of the population size estimates. The interface
addresses 7 of the uncertainty factors identified in Chapter 4 and shown in
Table 7.1.

We first discuss the design rationale (Section 7.2.1) before describing the interface
(Section 7.2.2) and its usage scenario (Section 7.2.3).
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In UI Factor Description
Uncertainty due to computer vision system

Groundtruth Quality Groundtruth items may be scarce, represent the wrong animals, odd animal
appearances (i.e., odd feature distributions).

X Object Detection Errors Some individuals may be undetected, and other objects may be detected as
individuals of interest.

X Tracking Errors Trajectories of individuals tracked over video frames may be split, merged or
intertwined.

X Species Recognition Errors Some species may not be recognized, or confused with another.
Behavior Recognition Errors Some behaviors may not be recognized, or confused with another.

Uncertainty due to in-situ system deployment
X Field of View Cameras may observe heterogeneous ecosystems, and over- or under-represent

species, behaviors or objects features. Fields of view may be partially or totally
occluded, and shift from their intended position.

X Fragmentary Processing Some videos may be yet unprocessed, missing, or unusable (e.g., encoding
errors).

X Duplicated Individuals Individuals moving back and forth are repeatedly recorded. Rates of duplica-
tion vary among species behaviors and Fields of view.

X Sampling Coverage The numbers of video samples may not suffice for end-results to be statistically
representative.

Uncertainty due to both computer vision system and in-situ system deployment
X Image Quality Lighting, water turbidity, contrast, resolution or fuzziness may impact the

magnitude of computer vision errors.
Noise and Bias Computer vision errors may be random (noise) or systematic (bias). Biases may

emerge from a combination of factors (Image Quality, Field of View, Duplicated Indi-
viduals, Object Detection Errors, Species & Behavior Recognition Errors). Additional
biases arise from Duplicated Individuals and heterogeneous Fields of View.

Uncertainty in
Specific Datasets

Uncertainty in specific sets of computer vision results depend on the specific
characteristics of the datasets (e.g., distribution of image quality) which impact
the magnitude of Noise and Bias.

Table 7.1: Scope of uncertainty factors addressed in the Fish4Knowledge User Interface.

Figure 7.1: Example of certainty scores indicating the species classification uncertainty, i.e.,
the potential Species Recognition Errors. The scores are attributed to each fish occurrence, and
measure the similarity between a fish occurrence and its species model (as learned by the
classification algorithm). The higher the score, the more certain is the species recognition.

7.2.1 Design rationale

Our design decisions address three challenges:

• C1 - Unfamiliar technology. Users have to deal with technologies that are
relatively novel in their domain. They need to understand what data can be
extracted by computer vision and classification technologies, the limitations of
such technologies, and the implications for their data analysis tasks. It demands
significant cognitive effort, as reported in Chapters 2 and 6.
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• C2 - Multifactorial uncertainty. Users have to deal with multiple factors of
uncertainty, occurring at different information processing steps (Table 7.1). The
resulting complexity is a major challenge.

• C3 - Heterogeneous goals. Users have a variety of research goals, introduced in
Chapter 2. Users may need to apply specialized data analysis and visualization
methods, which may not be addressed with a one-size-fits-all visualization tool.

To address these challenges, we aim at providing a generic user interface that
allows users to familiarize themselves with the data and its uncertainty (C1). We aim
at supporting the exploration of the multidimensional data and uncertainty, while
limiting visual and cognitive complexity. We thus use simple graphs and handle
multidimensionality with multiple views (C2). We target generic data analysis tasks,
e.g., Retrieve, Filter, Determine Range, Correlate Information (Amar et al. 2005), and
exclude advanced data mining and statistical methods (C3).

General layout - To explore the uncertainty factors at each information process-
ing step, we organize information in tabs that represent the information processing
steps (e.g., from video collection, to video analysis, to data visualization and inter-
pretation). The tabs guide users through the information processing technologies
(C1, C2) and provide contextual information about the data, as recommended for
non-expert users (Heer et al. 2008). The rule of Diversity, i.e., separate different types
of information, inspired the organization of information into tabs (Wang Baldonado
et al. 2000).

Data filtering - As recommended by Elias and Bezerianos (2011), data filters are
displayed at all times and propagated to all views and tabs of the interface (when
relevant as some tabs do not display data). Propagating filters to all tabs and views
follows the rule of Consistency, i.e., make the interface consistent (filters are displayed
the same way) and the state of the interface consistent (same filters are applied, same
data subsets are displayed) (Wang Baldonado et al. 2000).

Data filters are selected using widgets, where each widget represents a specific
data dimension. The organization of multidimensional filters into widgets follows
the rule of Decomposition, i.e., create manageable chunks (Wang Baldonado et al.
2000). The widgets are displayed on-demand to avoid information overload and
cluttered interface. A textual summary of the selected filters is always displayed.

Data visualization - The interface provides interactive data visualizations in a
dedicated tab (the Visualization tab) and within the filter widgets. The widgets display
small histograms (Figure 7.2). The filter values are discrete, and each selectable value
is displayed on the histogram x-axis. Users can click on a histogram to select the data
subset represented by the histogram, and filter out the remaining data.

Widgets’ y-axis represent the same dimension as the y-axis of the main graph in
the Visualization tab. Users can select the dimension to display on the y-axis, for
example, a species’ population size. In this case, the widget to filter data from specific
cameras shows the species distribution over the cameras, i.e., over the cameras’
geographical locations.
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Figure 7.2: The filter widgets that let users select the dataset of interest, e.g.., the time
periods, camera locations, or fish species. The histograms provide an overview of the data
distributions. The y-axis represents the same dimension as the main graph of the Visualization
tab (Figure 7.3).

Using the same dimension on all y-axes (i.e., widgets and main visualization)
follows the rules of Consistency and Complementarity (Wang Baldonado et al. 2000),
i.e., expose the relationships between the data dimensions while limiting the interface
complexity (C1, C2). The interface can display data distributions on all different
dimensions (i.e., using the widgets) thus showing the relationships between data
dimensions. For instance, a population size (y-axis dimension) is influenced by the
population distributions over species or camera locations (x-axis dimensions).

In the Visualization tab (Figure 7.3), users can select the dimensions displayed in
the x- and y-axes. Users can also change the type of graph, while keeping the same
axes’ dimensions. Two graphs offer a third dimension: stacked charts (Figures 7.11-
7.12) and boxplots (Figure 7.15) which use a third dimension to break down data
into stacked subsets, or subsamples for boxplots. Users can select visualization
variants by swapping the graph axes and the type of graph. This navigation design
synthesizes features from ManyEyes (Viegas et al. 2007) (swap axes) and Tableau 2

(swap graph templates).
As visualizations are modified (e.g., users select x-axis, then the y-axes, then the

data filters) and each modification is propagated to all graphs of the interface. The
filters and y-axis are also propagated to the Video tab, i.e., the widgets remain the

2Tableau Software, http://www.tableausoftware.com
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same in both tabs. The consistency of graph modifications aims at limiting issues
with context switching which can yield memory loss.

Swapping axes and graphs, and displaying widgets on demand offer a large scope
of possible data associations and comparisons, while limiting cluttered display and
information overload (e.g., as widgets are opened and closed on demand). This is
desired in a context where users pursue a variety of research goals (C3) while being
unfamiliar with the data (C1).

Figure 7.3: The Fish4Knowledge interface is organized in 5 tabs (above Zone A). The Visu-
alization tab lets user explore the classification results, and is organized in 3 zones. Zone A
contains the main graph, e.g., showing the population sizes for each species. Zone B contains
a menu that lets users control the type of graph displayed in Zone A, and the data dimensions
represented on the main graph’s axes. It also recaps the filters in use, and lets users cancel
the filters and open the filter widgets. Zone C contains filter widgets, each representing a
specific data dimension. The widgets provide 2 functionalities: select filter parameters (e.g.,
data from cameras 38 at location NPP-3) and overview the data distributions over the widgets’
data dimension (e.g., camera locations, video quality). The set of available widgets is shown
in Figure 7.2. The Video tab (upper left tab) is also organized in 3 zones and reuses the same
widgets, filters and menu (Figure 7.4).

7.2.2 Interface design

This section describes the 5 tabs of the Fish4Knowledge interface (above Zone A in
Figure 7.3): the Video tab (Section A), the Video Analysis tab (Section B), the Extracted
Data tab (Section C), the Visualization tab (Section D) and the Report tab (Section E).
The tabs reflect the information processing steps: data collection (Video tab), data
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processing (Video Analysis tab), and data interpretation (Extracted Data, Visualization
and Report tabs). The first three tabs guide users through the computer vision system
components, and the uncertainty factors they entail. The other two provide tools for
interpreting the computer vision results.

Figure 7.4: The Video Tab lets users explore the video footage (Zone A) and the numbers of
video samples over different dimensions (Zone C). Users can display numbers of video as the
y-axis of the widgets’ histograms, and open the widgets of interest (using menus in Zone B)

A. The Video tab

The Video tab supports direct browsing of the 10-minute video footages that were
processed by the computer vision system (Figure 7.4). It contains filter widgets for
selecting the set of videos of interest (e.g., collected at specific locations and time
periods). With this tab users can inspect the video data collection conditions: which
ecosystems are observed, with which field of view and image quality (e.g., blurry
images, algae bloom yield green and murky water). Videos of the same image quality
can be filtered by using the Video Quality widget.

This tab partially supports the assessment of uncertainty issues with Fields of View,
Duplicated Individuals, Sampling Coverage and Image Quality (Table 7.1). Although no
quantitative measurement of the uncertainty is provided, browsing the video footage
offers valuable means to visually assess these uncertainty factors. Users can visually
assess biases due to low Image Quality and inadequate or shifting Fields of View. The
latter impacts the chances of Duplicated Individuals and the geographical Sampling
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Coverage. Uncertainty can be further assessed by exploring the number of video
samples, i.e., if displayed as y-axis of filter widgets, per Image Quality, camera (i.e.,
Field of Views) or time period (i.e., temporal Sampling Coverage), e.g., using the widgets
in Figure 7.4.

B. The Video Analysis tab

The Video Analysis tab provides explanations of the video processing steps, and
visualizations of computer vision errors. It explains basic technical concepts needed
for understanding computer vision uncertainty. The Overview sub-tab provides
explanations of the main video processing steps (Figure 7.5). The Fish Detection,
and Species Recognition sub-tabs provide visualizations of the classification errors
when detecting fish and non fish objects (Figure 7.6) and when classifying the fish
species (Figure 7.7). The prototypes developed for the Fish4Knowledge project can
be improved by including the visualization introduced in Chapter 6, and the menu
used in the Video and Visualization tabs (Figure 7.8).

The Workflow sub-tab provides on-demand video processing (Figure 7.9). Users
can request the analysis of specific videos (e.g., from time periods and cameras
of interest) with specific component versions (e.g., with the fewest classification
errors for the species of interest). It serves either for processing videos that were
not yet analyzed, or for experimenting with different versions of the video analysis
components (e.g., to check the robustness of observations).

Figure 7.5: The Video Analysis Tab - Overview sub-tab explains the video processing steps.
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Figure 7.6: The Video Analysis Tab - Fish Detection sub-tab provides simplified visual-
izations of classification errors for the Fish Detection algorithm (detecting fish and non-fish
objects). Errors are detailed for each type of video quality, and each version of the Fish
Detection algorithm.

Figure 7.7: The Video Analysis Tab - Species Recognition sub-tab provides clear and simple
visualizations of classification errors for the Species Recognition components. Errors are
detailed for each species, and each version of the Species Recognition algorithm. The algorithm
version R52 can recognize fewer species than the R51 version, as the R52 algorithm focuses on
recognising the most important species (from ecologists’ point of view), hence excluding the
recognition of less important species (which are rare species in the environment studied by
ecologists).
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Figure 7.8: Alternative for the Video Analysis Tab - Species Recognition sub-tab using
Classee visualization (Chapter 6) and menus from the Video and Visualization tabs (Zone B in
Figures 7.3 and 7.4).

Figure 7.9: The Video Analysis Tab - Workflow sub-tab supports user requests for specific
video processing tasks to be executed by the computer vision system. The interface shows the
classification errors of the component versions that users plan to use.
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The Video Analysis tab supports the assessment of uncertainty issues with Object
Detection Errors and Species Recognition Errors (Figures 7.6 to 7.7). Future work is
required to enable the assessment of Object Tracking Errors, Groundtruth Quality, as
no well-established method are available for assessing these uncertainty factors, and
their high-level impact on the Noise and Bias in the classification results (Chapter 4,
Section 4.4.1, p.67).

Assessing Groundtruth Quality can be enabled by letting users display numbers of
groundtruth items as the y-axis of widgets and main graph in the Visualization tab.
However, each classification component (e.g., object detection, tracking and species
recognition) may be evaluated with their own groundtruth. In this case, the numbers
of groundtruth items must be displayed for each groundtruth set. This requires adding
several dimensions that can be displayed as y-axes, which increases user cognitive
load. By visualizing the groundtruth size, groundtruth scarcity and imbalance may
be assessed. However, the uncertainty propagation to the classification end-results
is not addressed and requires future work.

C. The Extracted Data tab

The Extracted Data tab specifies the characteristics of the information extracted from
the video footage, i.e., the data dimensions. It explains 4 metrics provided for
describing fish populations, and that can be displayed as the y-axis of the widgets
and main graph in the Visualization tab:

• Number of Fish
• Number of Video Samples (e.g., to check for missing videos and assess Frag-

mentary Processing )
• Mean Number of Fish per Video Sample (e.g., to compensate for missing videos,

introduced in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2, equation (4.1) p.71)
• Number of Species (e.g., for studying species richness, a user information need

identified in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, p.22).

This tab shows the aspects of fish populations that can be monitored with the
computer vision system. The overview of the data dimensions helps identify the
information that is relevant for users’ research goals (Challenge C3, Section 7.2.1) and
the functionalities for filtering and visualizing datasets of interest. Future work can
investigate more elaborate tutorials, e.g., improved textual and visual explanations
(e.g., animations, or comic book style tutorials as in Figures 5.11-5.12, p.112).

D. The Visualization tab

The Visualization tab, shown in Figure 7.3 p.150, provides a means of exploring the
computer vision results, e.g., the class sizes representing fish population sizes. The
layout is organized in 3 zones. Zone A contains the main graph, Zone B provides
widgets for filtering data, and Zone C controls the widget display and the adaptation
of the main graph to specific user needs.
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Figure 7.10: The Extracted Data tab provides a schema of the data dimensions, and explana-
tions of the y-axis metrics.

In Zone B, users can specify what the axes of the main graph represent. For
instance, while the y-axis represents numbers of fish, the x-axis can represent their
distribution over weeks of the year (Figure 7.3) or hours of the day (Figures 7.11-7.12).
Users can also select other types of graph, e.g., stacked chart or boxplot, leading to
the display of dedicated menus for adapting the visualization further. For instance
fish counts can be stacked by species (Figure 7.11) or by camera (Figures 7.12).
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Figure 7.11: Visualizations of fish counts stacked by species.

Figure 7.12: Visualizations of the same fish counts as in Figure 7.11 but stacked by camera.

Zone C contains filter widgets for selecting datasets of interest, and the wid-
gets’ histograms provide an overview of the dataset over several dimensions. Filter
widgets are displayed on-demand, using the lower left menu in Zone B. There are
widgets for each dimension of the data, e.g., Year, Week of Year and Hour of Day
of fish occurrence, Camera, Species, Video Quality, Software Version, and Certainty
Score (Figure 7.2).

A summary of the applied filters is provided in Zone B. To limit information
overload, unused filters (e.g., all species, all cameras) are not mentioned in the
summary. The widgets’ histograms display the same y-axis as the main graph, and
the same dataset. For instance, in Figure 7.3 both the graph of Zone A and the
histograms of Zone C display mean numbers of fish per video sample. Both use the
same dataset, e.g., of videos processed by algorithms’ version D50-R52, occurring
in 2011 at Camera 38 (and belonging to all species, certainty scores, image quality,
weeks of year and hours of day). The Camera widget uses a dataset from all cameras,
and highlights which camera is selected (Camera 38).

The Visualization tab supports the exploration of uncertainty due to Fragmentary
Processing, Sampling Coverage, Image Quality and Species Recognition Errors (Table 7.1).
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The type of Image Quality is detected for each video sample during pre-processing
(i.e., before recognizing the objects occurring in the videos). This uncertainty factor
can be assessed by visualizing the distribution of video samples over the types of
image quality. Species Recognition Errors can be assessed using the Certainty Score
widget. Certainty scores and types of image quality are data dimension that can be
displayed as the main graph’s x-axis, and filtered using dedicated widgets. However,
filtering by certainty scores must be used with care as it can introduce biases. For
example, when filter out low certainty scores, most fish may be filtered out and the
selected data may not represent the actual fish populations.

Fragmentary Processing, i.e., missing videos, impacts the temporal and geograph-
ical Sampling Coverage. Videos can be missing due to camera maintenance, encoding
errors, or unfinished processing queues. Users can explore the number of video
samples available for each data dimension, i.e., by selecting number of videos as
y-axis, and opening widgets or modifying the main graph’s x-axis (Figures 7.13).
Users can also explore how variations in numbers of video impact the class sizes,
i.e., by switching the y-axis between numbers of fish and numbers of videos. Finally
users can explore normalized population sizes, abstracted from variations in video
numbers, i.e., by displaying the mean number of fish per video as the graph’s y-axis
(Figure 7.14 using equation (4.1) from Chapter 4, p.71).

Figure 7.13: Visualization of the number of videos from which fish counts in Figures 7.11-7.12
were extracted. The number of videos has a direct impact on the absolute fish counts: the
more the videos, the higher the fish counts. The results shown in this Figure are an example of
Fragmentary Processing issues (Table 7.1). The variations in numbers of videos shown in this Figure
are due to the batch processing strategy. To process videos over an entire year, and obtain preliminary
results, batches of videos are processed for every uneven hour of the year (e.g., all videos recorded at
07:10, 09:10, 11:10 etc..) and then other batches of videos for every even hour. This process is repeated
until the entire video collection is processed.
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Figure 7.14: Visualization of the mean number of fish per video. It balances the impact of
heterogeneous numbers of videos on absolute fish counts shown in Figures 7.11-7.12.

Figure 7.15: Visualization showing the variance of mean number of fish per video. The dataset
selected in Figure 7.14 is sub-sampled each week of the year. The boxplot shows how fish
counts for each hour of the day vary over the weeks of the year.

E. The Report tab

The Report tab supports manual grouping and annotation of graphs created in the
Visualization tab (Figure 7.16). Visualizations can be added to and removed from a
report, and their interpretation can be described with free-form text. Using the Down-
load button, users can save the report they are currently working on. Downloaded
reports consist of a text file containing a list of parameters. They can be stored or
shared with other users as any kind of text file. To visualize a downloaded report,
users can upload the parameter files with the Upload button of the Report tab. With
this tab, users can document their data exploration and interpretation process, and
their findings.
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Figure 7.16: The Report tab showing two visualizations (i.e., Figures 7.11-7.12) that are saved in
a report, together with their specifications (i.e., filters and displayed dimensions are recapped
above the graphs). Users can comment their findings in free-form text (i.e., using the text fields
on the right of the graphs).

7.2.3 Usage scenario

This section describes typical interactions involved in the analysis of population sizes
(i.e., the analysis of class sizes) and two uncertainty issues: Species Recognition Errors
and Fragmentary Processing (Table 7.1). More detailed usage scenarios are given in
Appendix 1 of the Fish4Knowledge book (Beauxis-Aussalet and Hardman 2016).

The usage scenario described in this section focuses on the interaction and layout
design evaluated in Section 7.3. The usage scenario is illustrated with screenshots of
the user interface prototype that was used to conduct the user study. The prototype
was later refined, based partially on the results of this evaluation, which explains the
small differences with the interface presented in Section 7.2.2.

A. Exploring issues with Fragmentary Processing

When analyzing the fish populations in Figure 7.17, users may wonder if the popula-
tion sizes drop in weeks 35 and 45 due to missing videos. Using the Y Axis menu in
Zone B, they can display the numbers of videos from which fish counts were extracted
(Figure 7.18). As no videos were processed for Week 45, no insight can be drawn on
fish populations in this period. Considering the high variability of video numbers,
visualizing mean numbers of fish per video is preferable to visualizing absolute fish
counts. The Y Axis menu provides this visualization (Figure 7.19).
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Figure 7.17: The Visualization tab as shown for the first probe of the user study, and needed
for answering questions 1-4.

Figure 7.18: Visualization for exploring the impact of Fragmentary Processing, and needed
for answering questions 5 and 7 of the user study (Section 7.3).
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Figure 7.19: Visualization for exploring the impact of Fragmentary Processing, and needed
for answering questions 6 and 7 (Section 7.3).

B. Exploring classification uncertainty

Considering that the trends in fish population sizes are not due to varying numbers
of videos, users can question the reliability of the species recognition. The widget
Certainty Score shows the quality of fish appearances (Figure 7.1). The more fish with
high certainty scores, the more reliable the species recognition. Users can use the
certainty scores to estimate potential biases due to species recognition errors. For
example, Figures 7.20-7.21 compare the classification uncertainty for species 1 and 2.
Higher certainty scores are observed for species 2, thus its recognition is likely to be
more reliable than for species 1. Similarly, users can compare the certainty scores for
week 35 with other weeks.

The classification uncertainty can be further detailed using the Video Analysis tab.
However, this tab was excluded from our user study in Section 7.3, as we focus on
evaluating the Visualization tab. The evaluation of the visualization of classification
errors displayed in the Video Analysis tab is discussed in Chapter 6. The user study
presented in this chapter focuses on the usage of certainty scores as an alternative
metric of classification uncertainty.

In future work, the classification uncertainty should be represented in the Visual-
ization tab by applying the methods for estimating classification errors in end-results
introduced in Chapter 5. However, this chapter focuses on evaluating the multiple
view design of the Visualization tab, the menus to modify the graph’s axes, and the
usage of certainty scores. The Fish4Knowledge user interface was implemented be-
fore we developed the error estimation methods in Chapter 5. These error estimation
methods were not implemented within the Fish4Knowledge user interface, because
additional uncertainty assessment methods are required to measure the impact of
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errors from the Tracking component (Section 4.4.1, p.67). The challenge of assess-
ing the uncertainty that propagates from the Tracking component to high-level class
sizes remains unaddressed (Section 8.1.1, p.178). Therefore, the Fish4Knowledge
user interface could only provide measurements of the Species Recognition Errors at
the level of individual fish images, and not at the level of entire fish trajectories.

Figure 7.20: Widgets showing the certainty scores for species 1.

Figure 7.21: Widgets showing the certainty scores for species 2, and needed for answering
question 18 of the user study (Section 7.3).

C. Comparing class sizes

For comparing the population sizes for each species, users have several options:

• Display the Species widget (e.g., Figure 7.21 right)
• Select Species as the dimension represented by the main graph’s x-axis.
• Select Stacked chart in the Chart Type menu, and select Species as the dimension

used for decomposing the fish counts (e.g., Figure 7.3 p.fc).

7.3 Evaluation

This section reports a user study that evaluates how the interface design supports
user awareness of uncertainty. The study focuses on the Visualization tab and aims
at identifying usability issues with the interface layout and interaction design. The
study also investigates how providing certainty scores (Figure 7.1, indicating po-
tential Species Recognition Errors), numbers of videos (Figure 7.13, showing potential
Fragmentary Processing), and mean number of fish per video (Figure 7.14, compen-
sation potential Fragmentary Processing) address user information needs on these
uncertainty factors (Table 7.1).
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7.3.1 Experimental setup

We recruited 10 marine ecologists from the research community in Taiwan. A 20-
minute tutorial introduced the interface and the concept of certainty score. Partic-
ipants learned the interactions needed to perform the usage scenario described in
Section 7.2.3:

• Display visualizations with numbers of fish, numbers of video samples, or
mean number of fish per video.

• Display visualizations using simple chart or stacked chart.
• Use filter widgets to select datasets of interest.
• Use filter widgets to compare fish distributions.

They also learned how to watch videos in the Video tab, since the participants of our
previous user studies (Chapters 2 and 3) recurrently requested to check the footage.

Then, we asked participants to perform tasks, following a framework inspired by
situation awareness methods. We exposed participants to 3 probes, i.e., predefined
states of the interface with preselected filters and graph options. The interface showed
real data from the Fish4Knowledge system. Participants were asked a total of 20
questions(Table 7.3). Participants indicated their confidence in their answers using a
5-grade scale (Very Low, Low, Moderate, High or Very High confidence).

The questions dealt with various complexity of Fact assessment (levels F1 to F3),
Uncertainty evaluation (levels U1 to U3), and Interaction with the interface (levels I1
to I2), specified in Table 7.2. Related questions are given in Table 7.3. Levels F1-3
refer to levels of situation awareness postulated by Endsley (1988b). Levels U1-3 and
I1-2 were created for our use case. Dealing with uncertainty (U2-3) implies dealing
with complex facts (F3), as assessing uncertainty requires extrapolation. Thus all
questions from levels U2-3 are also from level F3, and task complexity is synthesised
in 4 levels F1, F2, U2, U3.

Fact Assessment
F1 Perception Read one single piece of information.
F2 Comprehension Compare several pieces of information.
F3 Projection Extrapolate unknown information from the given information.

Uncertainty Assessment
U1 Conclusive Only one answer is entirely true.
U2 Ambivalence Several answers are valid. Sufficient information is provided to

inform users’ answers.
U3 Assumption Several answers are valid. Insufficient information is provided to

inform users’ answers.

User Interaction
I1 No Interaction No manipulation of the interface is needed.
I2 Exploration Manipulations of the interface are needed.

Table 7.2: Levels of complexity of the questionnaire.
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The questionnaire was designed to draw attention to two uncertainty factors:
Species Recognition Errors and Fragmentary Processing (Table 7.1). Issues with Frag-
mentary Processing were emphasized in questions Q5 and Q11-13. These questions
required participants to inspect the numbers of video samples, and were asked before
the questions requiring users to inspect the fish population sizes. Prior to question
Q5 users dealt with absolute fish count and later with mean fish count per video
sample, hence showing the effect Fragmentary Processing. Question Q13 explicitly
examines the suitability of sampling size for scientific research.

In the following questions, we investigate whether participants acquired aware-
ness of uncertainty issues due to Fragmentary Processing. Participants were not
explicitly asked to inspect the numbers of video samples, and to use mean fish count
per video instead of absolute fish counts. We consider that participants who do not
inspect this information have not acquired the desired awareness of uncertainty.

Guiding participants’ attention may artificially enhance their awareness of Frag-
mentary Processing. However this was desired both a priori, as Fragmentary Pro-
cessing is an unfamiliar concept, and a posteriori, considering participants’ poor
reactivity to this awareness factor.

Usability issues and wrong answers were reported. Under uncertainty (levels
U2-3), answers such as "I don’t know" were considered as one of the possible valid
answers, and were not considered as wrong answers.

This experimental setup allowed to observe:

• How users interact with the visualization when seeking information (e.g., using
the widgets’ overviews or the main graph).

• The usability issues that arise with either the layout or the interactions (e.g.,
with questions of levels I1-2, with or without interactions).

• How user confidence varies among the levels of information complexity (levels
F1, F2, U2, U3).

• The quality of user awareness of uncertainty (e.g., confidence should be low
with high uncertainty or wrong answers).

The small numbers of participants and questions for each condition (levels F1-F3,
U1-U3, I1-I2) may not represent the general population, and our results may not be
generalizable. However, our experiment is suitable for identifying major usability
issues, and for eliciting recommendations for refining the means to support user
awareness of uncertainty.
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Question Complexity
Probe 1 (Fig. 7.17)
Q1 What is the number of fish for the week 12? F1 U1 I1
Q2 For which cameras are we counting the fish? F1 U1 I1
Q3 Which week of the year has the most fish? F2 U1 I1
Q4 At which period of the year can we observe the highest fish count? F3 U2 I2
Q5 How many videos were analyzed for the week 12? F1 U1 I2
Q6 What is the number of fish per video for the week 12? F1 U1 I2
Q7 What is the fish abundance for the week 45? F3 U2 I2
Q8 Which week of the year has the highest number of fish per video? F2 U1 I1
Q9 What is the period of the year for which the fish population is the most abundant? F3 U2 I1
Q10 Is it the same period of time for the camera 37? F3 U3 I2
Probe 2 (Fig. 7.22)
Q11 Is the number of video samples constant over hours of the day? F2 U1 I1
Q12 Is the number of video samples constant over weeks of the year? F2 U1 I2
Q13 Is the amount of video samples suitable for scientific research? F3 U3 I1
Q14 Which is the most abundant species in HoBiHu? F2 U1 I1
Q15 Which camera has the most abundant fish population from the species 2 (Chromis

Margaritifer)?
F3 U3 I2

Q16 Do fish from species Chromis Margaritifer generally have high certainty scores? F2 U1 I2
Q17 Is the abundance of species 2 (Chromis Margaritifer) lower than species 1 (Dascillus

Reticulatus)?
F2 U1 I1

Q18 Is it because the video analysis may not correctly detect the species 2 (Chromis Margar-
itifer)

F3 U3 I2

Probe 3 (Fig. 7.23)
Q19 Is there a correlation in the occurrence of fish from species 9, 26 and 27 over weeks of

the year? (considering the entire dataset, for all time periods and all cameras)
F3 U3 I2

Q20 Is there a correlation in the occurrence of fish from species 9, 26 and 27 over hours of
the day?

F3 U3 I2

Table 7.3: The questionaire of the user study. Questions were provided in English and Chinese,
and were translated by a native Chinese speaker from the Fish4Knowledge project.

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10
Level Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa. Err. Conf. Usa.

Q1 F1 I1 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5
Q2 F1 I1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5
Q3 F2 I1 5 5 X 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5
Q4 U2 I1 3 4 5 5 4 3 4 W 5 3 4
Q5 F1 I2 4 4 5 5 W 5 W 4 W 3 W 2 4 3
Q6 F1 I2 4 4 X 4 4 5 4 4 1 X 4 5
Q7 U2 I2 W 5 W 5 W 4 W 5 W 5 W 3 X W 5 W 3 X W 2 W 5
Q8 F2 I1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 W 5 X 4 5 X
Q9 U2 I1 3 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 X 4 4

Q10 U3 I1 4 W 4 X W 5 W 4 X W 5 X 5 5 4 W 4 X W 5 X
Q11 F2 I1 5 W 5 W 3 5 5 W 4 5 4 4 4
Q12 F2 I2 4 5 W 4 5 5 5 5 W 3 X 4 4
Q14 F2 I1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5
Q15 U3 I2 4 4 5 4 3 4 2 W 4 X 4 3
Q16 F2 I2 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5
Q17 F2 I1 4 4 5 5 W 5 W 5 5 W 3 X 3 5
Q18 U3 I2 W 1 W 3 W 4 5 W 2 5 4 4 3 W 2
Q19 U3 I2 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 3 5
Q20 U3 I2 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 W 2 X W 2 X

Table 7.4: Detail of incorrect answers (Err.), user confidence (Conf.) and usability issues (Usa.).
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Figure 7.22: The second probe of the experiment.

Figure 7.23: The third probe of the experiment.
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7.3.2 Experiment results

The results are detailed in Table 7.4 and summarized in Figure 7.24. Question Q13
was discarded since answer correctness is ambiguous: the most precise answer is
"It depends on research goals" as replied by one single user. To analyse participants’
answers, we partitioned questions into groups containing distinct questions and
representing task complexity (F1, F2, U2, or U3), interaction complexity (I1 or I2),
answers’ validity (Right or Wrong), and usability (Issue or No issue). With these
groups of questions, we can observe the impact of tasks and interface complexity on
participants’ awareness of uncertainty.

Figure 7.24: Proportions of right and wrong answers (top) and usability issues (bottom) for
each question groups (x-axes).

Participants’ confidence in their answers is shown in Figure 7.25. Participants
were generally highly confident, even when answers were wrong or uncertainty was
high. Level 5 is often the default answer, but some participants consider level 4
as the default, making comparisons difficult, e.g., for Participant 4, level 4 is weak
confidence while being the optimal confidence for Participant 9.

To compare participants’ confidence, we focus on confidence drifts (i.e., relative
changes in confidence) rather than absolute confidence levels. For instance, confi-
dence drifts are calculated by 1) averaging each participant’s confidence for groups
F1 and F2 distinctively; 2) subtracting each participant’s average confidence to get
the participant’s confidence drift between groups F1 and F2.

We analyse confidence drift between question groups (Figure 7.26):
• The groups F1-F2, F2-U2, and U2-U3 represent questions with increasing infor-

mation complexity.

• The groups I1-I2 represent questions involving interaction or not.

• The groups Right-Wrong (or R-W) represent questions which answers were
right or wrong.
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• The groups NoIssue-Us.Issue represent questions for which no usability issue
occurred, or were usability issues were identified by the interviewers. The
usability issues are reported in Section 7.3.3.

We also distinguish the effect of uncertainty and user interface, represented with the
following question groups:
• The groups Certain-Uncertain (F1∪F2 against U2∪U3) represent questions im-

pacted by uncertainty issues or not.

• The groups Certain,I1-Certain,I2 (Certain∩I1 against Certain∩I2) represent
questions involving interaction or not, while uncertainty issues must be con-
sidered.

• The groups Uncertain,I1-Uncertain,I2 (Uncertain∩I1 against Uncertain∩I2)
represent questions involving interaction or not, while no uncertainty issues
need to be considered.

Figure 7.25: Confidence levels for all questions (upper boxplots) and groups of questions
(lower line charts, with mean +/- 2 standard deviations).
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Figure 7.26: Confidence drifts per question groups.

Except for the groups F1-F2, increasing question complexity yielded a decrease in
participants’ confidence. Their confidence decreased whether the complexity arise
from the information features3 or from the interface features4.

However, the statistical significance of the observed confidence drifts is not es-
tablished. Using Welch t-test (compensating for the unequal variance shown in
Figure 7.25), we tested the confidence drifts of each participant. For instance, we
selected the answers of a single participant. We aggregated this participant’s confi-
dence in the answers to questions from group F1 and F2. We then applied Welch tests
to assess the statistical significance of the difference in the participant’s confidence
between the groups F1 and F2 (i.e., the probability that the observed confidence
drift occurred by chance, while there is no actual confidence drift but just random
variations of the participant’s confidence).

The resulting p-values are generally much greater than 0.05 (Figure 7.27). The
number of cases where p < 0.05 happened with a frequency of around 0.05, and thus
may be due to random effects. Each user’s confidence had mostly the same value
(e.g., level 5 or 4 by default, Figure 7.25 top). Participants’ confidence was rarely
lower than their default confidence levels. Thus, in general, participants’ confidence
levels do not differ significantly between question groups.

3 i.e., between the question groups F2-U2, U2-U3, Certain-Uncertain, and Right-Wrong
4 i.e., between the question groups I1-I2, Us.Issue-NoIssue, CertainI1-CertainI2, and UncertainI1-

UncertainI2
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Figure 7.27: Results from Welch t-tests (each point represents a user). T-tests were skipped if a
user’s confidence was equal for all answers, i.e., for groups F1-F2 (1 user), F2-U2 (1 user), CertainI1-
CertainI2 (1 user). T-tests were skipped for group Us.Issue-NoIssue if a user had no usability issues
(6 users).

However, two observations give credence to the conclusion that uncertainty and
interactivity had similar effects on participants’ confidence:

• Observation O1: Except for groups F1-F2, confidence consistently decreased
with questions’ complexity. If the effect was random, confidence drifts would
show as many increases than decreases.

• Observation O2: Confidence drifts are the most significant for the groups I1-I2,
with the lowest variance and p-values (Figure 7.27), and median drift similar
to that of the groups Certain-Uncertain (Figure 7.26).

We noticed that wrong answers and usability issues had an important effect on
participants’ confidence (Figure 7.25), but are outlying conditions (low numbers
of observations, Figure 7.24). Further, wrong answers and usability issues often
occurred together. Thus we repeated the analysis on right answers with no usability
issue, and obtained similar observations (O1-O2).

We conclude that either interacting with the visualization, or analysing uncer-
tain data, had similar effects on users’ perception of uncertainty. This biases user
awareness of uncertainty: low user confidence may not assess the strength of users’
data interpretation, but may reflect difficulties with using the interface.

7.3.3 Interpretation and recommendations

This section discuss the insights drawn from the qualitative analysis of participants’
answers and behaviors when interacting with the interface.
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Over-confidence - Participants’ confidence was generally high, even for wrong
answers and uncertain information. Over-confidence may be due to the presence
of observers during the task, inducing a will to perform well (Hawthorne effect).
Participants may feel the need to perform well, thus to express only sure answers.
We recommend that studies of user awareness of uncertainty give strong incentives
for users to express their low confidence. For example, the 5-grade Likert scale
may be reduced to a single checkbox for users to indicate when they are not fully
confident.

Fragmentary Processing - Users overlooked uncertainty due to Fragmentary
Processing. No spontaneous Projection (F3) of possible scarcity of video samples
occurred. For instance, questions Q7, 10, 19, and 20 did not show numbers of videos,
and most users did not spontaneously investigate potential imbalances in numbers
of videos. Hence answers were fortuitously correct, and no right answers were
given to Q7 that concerned a time period for which no video samples were available.
However, Perception (F1) and Comprehension (F2) of numbers of videos were correct
(Q5, 11, 12).

Experimental setup - Issues with overlooking Fragmentary Processing may be
related to the experimental setup. The terminology may be ambiguous, e.g., "What is
the fish abundance?" (Q7) may be interpreted as a need for raw fish count (i.e., simply
reading the graph, instead of modifying it to check the numbers of of video samples).
Further, the early prototype used for the experiment provided widget histograms
that could only display raw fish counts, not the mean number of fish per video
sample. Thus it may seem that raw fish count is the main metric for fish abundance.
It may have deflected users’ attention from the mean number of fish per video, and
the potential issues with Fragmentary Processing.

Choice of metrics - Fragmentary Processing issues are similar to sampling size
issues, e.g., insufficient number of samples, a well-known concern in marine ecology.
However, Fragmentary Processing is specific to computer vision, and not assimi-
lated by ecologists. They may expect video stream processing to be continuous,
rarely missing videos. Hence we recommend that Fragmentary Processing issues are
always made explicit. Raw fish counts can be misleading, and by default, should
not be displayed. Mean number of fish per video could be displayed together with
an indication of the sampling size, e.g., encoded as an extra visual dimension such as
transparency, or by showing confidence intervals. Boxplots, a type of graph available
but not investigated in this study, can also show sampling size, e.g., encoded in their
width (McGill et al. 1978). It may prevent memory-loss (e.g., forgetting the numbers
of videos).

Ultimately, the metrics used to represent population sizes should integrate the
estimation of classification errors introduced in Chapter 5. The number of fish
averaged over video sampled should be the corrected number of fish resulting from
Chapter 5’s methods. Displaying variance estimates is also crucial to uncertainty
awareness. The variance estimates must considered both the variance related to
the number of video samples (equations (4.2) and (4.4), p.71), and the variance of
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Chapter 5’s methods (related to class sizes of the test set and of the dataset under
analysis, Section 5.4, p.85).

This approach provides more complete information on the uncertainty in the
computer vision end-results. However, it requires users to deal with highly complex
information, involving several layers of uncertainty assessment and rather complex
equations. Yet users must understanding the underlying methods that provided
such results, otherwise they cannot make informed decisions when interpreting the
population sizes. Hence future work is required to investigate the means to ex-
plain and visualize such complex information combining the uncertainty assessment
Fragmentary Processing and Noise and Bias due to classification errors.

Certainty scores - No users spontaneously considered the certainty scores, which
are unfamiliar and complex. However, some users spontaneously noticed uncertain
factors not included in the scope of the tutorial and questions: issues with Fields
of View, Duplicated Individuals and differentiating Biases from Noise (Table 7.1).
Assessing these uncertainty issues may be more important to build end-users’ trust
and confidence than providing certainty scores. Furthermore, using certainty scores
as filters may introduce biases in end-users’ data interpretation. For instance, the sizes
of populations recognized with high certainty scores only may not be representative
of the actual population sizes. If the large majority of fish have average or low
certainty scores, very high certainty scores are conceptually close to being outliers.
Hence, certainty scores did not demonstrate opportunities for supporting users’
uncertainty awareness.

Learning curve and usability - The increase in confidence observed between F1
and F2 questions, although not statistically signifiant (p=0.07, Welch t-test), suggests
an effect of the learning curve. Overcoming slightly higher complexity may induce
a sentiment of higher level of expertise. User confidence may be reinforced because
they gained experience with the interface, while the information they had dealt with
does not justify increased confidence.

Similarly, difficulties interacting with the interface, and using unfamiliar function-
alities, may reduce user confidence. As users need to learn the interaction features,
they may not be confident that their interactions with the interface, and thus the
obtained information, are correct.

We thus recommend to provide tutorials and memos that summarize the basic
uncertainty exploration steps needed for valid data analysis. These should be easily
accessible from the user interface, for quick checks while interacting with the data.

Filter widgets - Predefined filters of the 3rd probe were often overlooked, proba-
bly because participants did not select the filters up themselves. However, it suggests
potential attention tunnelling issues with the layout design. Users’ attention may
be directed to more salient features of the interface, e.g., the main graph, rather than
the selected filters. In the next version of the interface, filters were reinforced and
highlighted in Zone B (Figure 7.3). The latest version of Zone B (e.g., Figure 7.13
p.158) describes both the main graph and the filters in natural language, and serves
as a title for the main graph.
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The dimensions not used for filtering (e.g., all years, all certainty scores, Fig-
ure 7.23) can saturate users’ working memory, and are no longer displayed in the
refined interface. Participants tried to click on the filter summary, thus we added
interactions for resetting the filters (cross buttons next to each dimension in the filter
summary, e.g., Figure 7.13 p.158).

Interaction and layout design - The interaction design for manipulating the
widgets and the main graph was welcomed and easily understood ("It is very nice,
I can display anything I want."). Participants used either the widgets’ histograms
and the main graph when appropriate. It suggests that our interaction design is
reasonable, while our layout design raised most of the usability issues.

We recommend that uncertainty is always salient in the interface. It may com-
plicate the layout design, yet it may be the best tradeoff regarding the high risk
of misinterpretation. Our design of simple graphs in multiple views is intuitive
and quickly understood. However, it may over-simplify data exploration at the
cost of concealing the uncertainties. Over-simplification may enhance attention
tunnelling, memory loss and over-confidence.

7.4 Conclusion

We presented a design for visualizing multidimensional and uncertain computer
vision results. We evaluated the interactive design for exploring the multiple dimen-
sions and uncertainty factors of the data. It aims at limiting information overload
and interface cluttering, while facilitating the exploration of data dimensions with
flexible visualizations. It supports preliminary data analyses for a wide range of
potential usage of the dataset, which may be achieved with specialized data analysis
techniques. Our design for preliminary data exploration can help users to familiar-
ize themsleves with novel datasets, and identify issues and uncertainties that may
impact further data analyses.

Our interaction design was found intuitive and easy to understand, although the
dataset was unfamiliar to users. The layout and interaction principles can integrate
information on the uncertainty factors presented in Chapter 4, the error estima-
tion methods presented in Chapter 5, and the visualizations of classification errors
presented in Chapter 6. Thus the interface design addresses the requirement 4-d
Communicate uncertainty to end-users, identified in Chapter 2 (p.36).

Our design can contribute to similar use cases, possibly within domains other
than marine ecology. For instance, the interface template was reused for a demon-
stration of the SightCorp company’s classification system (Figure 7.28). However, for
commercial applications, the information provided on uncertainty factors require a
different approach than for scientific applications. For instance, marketing strategies
and the impact on customers’ trust must be carefully considered.

Our evaluation method, inspired by Situation Awareness, allowed us to distin-
guish issues of either layout or interaction design. This evaluation methodology can
be applied to other evaluations of interactive visualizations.
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Figure 7.28: Reuse of the interface for the SightCorp company, where class sizes represent hu-
man emotions recognized by the company’s computer vision system (https://sightcorp.com/).

Our main finding is that user confidence is generally high, and subjectively influ-
enced by the interactions with the visualization: interaction complexity had effects
similar to uncertainty itself. Using simple graphs with multiple views achieves high
intuitiveness but may have negative effects on user awareness of uncertainty. The
intuitiveness of the graphs and interactions may have contributed to overconfidence
through a sentiment of mastering the interface and its information, which led to
overlooking uncertainty issues. Furthermore, uncertainty assessment requires the
visualization of several graphs within multiple views, which may result in atten-
tion tunnelling and memory loss, and induce misinterpretations and unawareness of
crucial information on uncertainty.

We derive two main recommendations for improving the visualization interface
and supporting user awareness of uncertainty:

• Salient and persistent display uncertainty measurements. The main visu-
alization (e.g., used to explore population sizes) should always display indi-
cations of the uncertainty issues, e.g., encoded with visual features such as
transparency or boxplots. However, detailed information on uncertainty as-
sessment methods should be displayed in dedicated tabs, to avoid cluttering
the main visualization.

• Exclude display of uncertainty-agnostic metrics. The main visualization
should not display metrics that exclude all information on uncertainty issues.
For example, to account for missing video samples, raw fish counts should not
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be displayed, and mean fish count per video sample are preferable. However,
uncertainty-agnostic metrics are of interest for explaining the uncertainty as-
sessment methods (e.g., how mean fish count per video sample are calculated).
Hence, uncertainty-agnostic metrics should be displayed in the interface tabs
explaining the uncertainty assessment methods.

These findings contribute to answering our seventh research question: How can
interactive visualization tools support the exploration of computer vision results and their
multifactorial uncertainties? We introduce a layout design (using tabs for exploring
the data processing steps) and an interaction design (swapping the dimensions rep-
resented by the graphs’ axes) that provide support for exploring multidimensional
and uncertainty datasets, in the domain of computer vision and classification and
beyond. However, several challenges for supporting user awareness of uncertainty
remain unaddressed. In particular, future work is required for designing tutorials
and explanations, as discussed in Chapter 8.
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Conclusion

This thesis investigated key uncertainty issues that impact end-users of computer
vision and classification systems, and the means to assess the resulting uncertainty.
We identified high-level user requirements in the domain of computer vision for
population monitoring (Chapter 2). We collected insights on end-users’ development
of informed trust in classification results provided by computer vision technologies
(Chapter 3). From these insights, we identified key uncertainty factors of concerns to
end-users (Chapter 4). We then developed uncertainty assessment methods and tools
that address end-users’ concerns: statistical methods for estimating classification
errors in end-results (Chapter 5), visualizations for assessing classification errors
(Chapter 6), and an interactive visualization for exploring computer vision results
and their multiple uncertainty factors (Chapter 7).

To conclude this thesis, we reflect upon higher-level insights we gained on ap-
proaches to addressing uncertainty issues from the perspective of end-users. Ad-
dressing end-user requirements may challenge uncertainty assessment practices (Sec-
tion 8.1). Nonetheless, we recommend to develop a common framework for assessing
classification errors, addressing the concerns of both end-users and developers (Sec-
tion 8.2). Such an endeavour requires the development of end-users’ classification
literacy. Hence, finally, we discuss the need for developing classification literacy in
the general public (Section 8.3).

8.1 Practical challenges with end-users’ requirements

Whether tuning or using classifiers, both developers and end-users share the need
for estimating the errors to expect in practical applications. In practice, errors can
arise from each software component integrated in the classification system (Chap-
ter 4). Assessing the combined errors introduced by each component of a classifi-
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cation system is a first challenge (Section 8.1.1). In practice, the characteristics of
end-user datasets impact the magnitude of errors to expect (Chapter 5). Account-
ing for the potential differences between test sets and end-user datasets is a second
challenge (Section 8.1.2).

8.1.1 Challenges with assessing error propagation

To assess the errors of classification results drawn from a pipeline of classification
components, test sets must be representative of the errors that propagate from one
classification component to the next.

Ex
am

pl
e

1 Uncertainty propagation with two classifiers:
In computer vision systems, binary classification components (e.g., differentiate
moving objects from background objects) often precede multiclass components
(e.g., detect the type of objects). This pipeline of classification components results in
the combination of errors from binary and multiclass classifiers. For instance, back-
ground elements may be misclassified as objects of interest (i.e., False Positives of the
binary classification components), and then incorrectly assigned a type of object (i.e.,
False Positives propagated to the multiclass classification component). To assess the
uncertainty propagation, the test set of the multiclass classification component
should represent the errors from the binary classification component, e.g., by
including an additional class to represent the binary classification errors (Section 4.4.1,
p.68).

Using test sets that are representative of the error propagation is a challenge. Ide-
ally, each classification component should be trained and tested with datasets that
represent the errors to expect from the previous component. In practice, however,
classification components are often trained and tested using distinct groundtruth
datasets, disconnecting the components from each other’s potential errors. Unfortu-
nately, training and testing pipelines of classifiers using distinct datasets for each
classifier may not provide end-users with representative uncertainty assessments,
nor optimal classification systems.

Measuring the errors that propagate in pipelines of classifiers requires that clas-
sifiers are tested with datasets that represent the errors from the previous classifiers.
Whether classifiers are trained with different datasets is secondary, and rather con-
cerns the tuning of classifiers’ parameters.

In any case, it is challenging to collect test sets that represent the errors of each
classification component. For instance, classification components may be developed
separately. Examples of other components’ errors may not be known when a classifier
is developed, e.g., if classification components are developed at the same time, or
for several potential pipelines. Furthermore, the combined errors of classification
components may be critically ambiguous. When manually classifying the test sets,
humans may not be able to decide or agree on the true class of ambiguous objects.
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2 Specifying the propagated errors:

With computer vision, after classifying the objects appearing in each video frame,
tracking algorithms can detect the trajectory of individual objects across video frames.
Erroneous trajectories may contain objects of different classes. Such mixed-class tra-
jectories may not be confidently considered as belonging to a single class. Hence, it
is challenging to measure the errors that propagate from the tracking compo-
nents to the next classification components.

Assessing the errors that propagate along a pipeline of classification components
challenges uncertainty assessment practices. Using test sets that are representative
of other components’ errors entail several issues. When training or tuning classifiers,
developers may not be able to consider other components’ errors, e.g., the other
components may be under development and their errors unknown. Otherwise, it
may be complicated or costly to manually label each component’s errors.

Assessing the entire pipeline of algorithms as a black box may be easier than
assessing each component individually. This approach requires test sets that are
representative of the combined errors from each component of the pipeline. For
example, with a pipeline comprising a binary classifier followed by a multiclass
classifier (e.g., Example 1 above), measuring the combined errors requires the test
set to include all the classes of the multiclass component and a class representing the
Negative class of the binary component. Such test sets may be challenging to collect,
e.g., for more complex pipelines. The test sets collected to evaluate pipelines as black
boxes must represent the errors of each components within the black box, and thus,
may as well be used to assess each component individually.

8.1.2 Challenges with assessing the errors in specific end-results

End-users may apply classifiers to datasets that differ from the test sets. For in-
stance, end-user datasets may have different class proportions (e.g., small or empty
classes) and feature distributions (e.g., lower data quality ). Such differences between
test and target sets threaten the validity of error estimations (Chapter 5). Account-
ing for the potential differences between test sets and end-user datasets challenges
uncertainty assessment practices.

Ex
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3 Inconsistency between test and target sets:
End-user datasets may have different class proportions than the test set, e.g., some
classes may be much larger and others may be empty. end-user datasets may also be of
lower quality in recurring situations, for instance, lower image quality at dawn and
dusk. Image quality may impact specific classes more than others, e.g., some classes
may be empty as they are entirely misclassified at dawn. Both class sizes and data
quality impact the magnitude of errors to expect in end-user datasets.

It is challenging to specify the potential characteristics of end-users datasets, e.g.,
the distribution of potential class sizes, data quality or class features. In particular,
class sizes or feature distributions may co-vary, and such covariance between depen-
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dent variables cannot be captured by a single test set. It is also challenging to refine
error estimations to account for the characteristics of end-user datasets (e.g., using
error rates specific to lower quality images, or other features).

Beside cases where test sets and end-user datasets differ significantly (e.g., due
to altered feature distributions), random differences among datasets can yield sig-
nificant variance when estimating the classification errors in end-user datasets
(Section 5.2.4, p.80). For instance, when estimating the number of errors to expect
in a specific dataset, the variance magnitude may show that error estimations are
unreliable, e.g., with extremely large confidence intervals.

Error estimations have particularly high variance when class sizes are small, ei-
ther in test sets or end-user datasets (e.g., even with class sizes of several hundreds
of items, Figure 5.1, p.81). Hence variance issues must be considered when as-
sessing classification errors (e.g., using the Sample-to-Sample method introduced in
Section 5.4, p.85).

The challenges with estimating errors in specific datasets are also challenges with
evaluating of classifiers: if the test sets do not support reliable estimations of the
errors to expect in specific datasets, then the test sets do not provide reliable as-
sessments of classifier performance. This is a first rationale for developing a unified
uncertainty assessment framework, encompassing both end-users’ and developers’
tasks of tuning classifiers and estimating the errors to expect in specific end-results.

8.2 Unified classification assessment framework

When assessing classifiers, end-users and developers may have different goals and
approaches (Section 6.2, p.118). For instance, developers are primarily concerned
with reducing the errors of classifiers. Developers can tune classifiers to reduce
their errors, e.g., by setting parameters that are typically complex and unfamiliar to
end-users.

End-users are primarily concerned with the errors that may occur when applying
classifiers to their specific datasets (e.g., would this classifier or parameter setting
reduce the errors for the most important classes?). Without understanding the
errors to expect in practical applications, end-users cannot assess which classifier
or tuning parameters suit them best.

Developers may be provided with training and test datasets, but may not be pro-
vided with information on the potential end-user datasets (e.g., would users apply
classifiers to datasets with potentially small or empty classes, or altered feature distri-
butions?). Without understanding the datasets to expect in practical applications,
developers cannot fine-tune classifiers’ tuning parameters.

Hence both end-users and developers need to consider the potential character-
istics of end-user datasets. As discussed in Section 8.1, this entails several practical
challenges:

• End-users may apply classifiers within a pipeline of classification components,
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hence end-user datasets may include errors introduced by the previous clas-
sification components. Collecting test sets that represent the errors of previous
classification components can be costly and complicated.

• End-users may apply classifiers to datasets where classes may have different
feature distributions in recurring situations (e.g., lower data quality) which
bias error estimations (e.g., low image quality due to reduced natural light
yields higher error rates than those measured with test sets). Specifying the
variations of feature distributions can be costly and complicated, as is collecting
test sets that represent the potential feature distributions (e.g., how the feature
values may covary).

• Even if end-users apply classifiers to datasets that are highly similar to the test
sets, variance issues with random variations from the test sets may yield un-
reliable error measurements (e.g., numbers of errors estimated with extremely
large confidence intervals).

Collecting test sets that represent the variety of potential end-user datasets is a ma-
jor practical challenge. Even if this challenge cannot be addressed, we advocate new
paradigms for uncertainty assessments that can bridge the gap between end-users
and developers, i.e., between error measurement in test sets and error estimations in
end-user datasets.

We argue that end-users should take part in classifier tuning, joining forces with
developers by using a unified uncertainty assessment framework (Section 8.2.1). To
develop such uncertainty assessment framework, we advocate that error measure-
ments should be mapped to datasets’ feature values (Section 8.2.2), and that the
variance of error measurements should be systematically considered (Section 8.2.3).

8.2.1 Tuning classifiers in collaboration with end-users

Tuning classifier parameters aims at minimising classification errors when applying
the classifiers to end-user datasets. Developers can focus on reducing the errors
for specific classes (e.g., the classes yielding most errors) or class features (e.g., the
features yielding the most errors). Developers should address end-users’ priorities,
and reduce errors for the classes and features that are most important to end-users,
e.g., the most frequent or the most valuable.

Hence tuning classifiers requires both technical expertise (i.e., knowledge of
the relationships between classifiers’ parameters, feature distributions, and resulting
errors) and domain expertise (i.e., knowledge of the classes and feature distributions
that are the most important or the most frequent). Enabling end-users to collaborate
with developers for tuning classifiers can overcome issues with test sets’ limitations.
Extensive test sets are required to capture the potential variations of class proportions
and feature distributions. even if extensive test sets may not be collected, end-users
can use their domain expertise to guide developers attention to the most important
or frequent situations.
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Furthermore, classification technologies have become largely available in inte-
grated libraries and frameworks (e.g., R, Python, Weka, RapidMiner). Classification
components are readily accessible to a public with little to no expertise in the
underlying classification algorithms. The main tasks when implementing such
classifiers consist of training and tuning existing components, rather than develop-
ing new classification algorithms. In this context, classifiers disseminate to a public
who may have more expertise in the application domain than in the classification
technologies. Thus a public with the expertise of end-users rather than develop-
ers may be increasingly tasked with tuning classifiers. Hence the demand may
increase for unified classification assessment frameworks, addressing both end-user-
oriented and developer-oriented concerns. This trend also entails an increasing need
for developing the classification literacy of domain experts (Section 8.3).

8.2.2 Mapping error rates and feature distributions

The errors to expect in classification results are largely impacted by the feature
distributions of the datasets to classify. When estimating the number of errors in
classification results, existing error estimation methods are largely biased when fea-
ture distributions differ between the test sets and the classified datasets (Section 5.6.3,
p.103). However, specifying the relationships between error rates and feature distri-
butions can support refinements of error estimations (Section 5.7, p.105).

Hence the magnitude of errors to expect should be estimated as a function
of the feature distributions. However, it may be practically impossible to collect
test sets for each combination of classes and feature values. For instance, "Because
[Machine Learning (ML) models] typically have a large number of inputs, it is not possible
to thoroughly test even simple models, which leaves open the question of how a ML model
will perform in a given situation." 1

Nonetheless, the relationships between error rates and feature distributions
can be estimated, e.g., using linear models such as those introduced in the Logistic
Regression methods (Section 5.7.2.A, p.106). Provided with estimations of error rates
for the feature distributions of interest, end-users may better assess the classification
uncertainty, and decide of the most important ranges of features for which errors
must be reduced when tuning classifiers.

Furthermore, error measurements are often summarized into a single metric that
encompasses errors occurring in different situations. Developers often measure
the errors that occur over several parameter settings by using the Area Under the
Curve (AUC) metric, i.e., by plotting classification errors as a function of parameter
settings, and calculating the surface under the resulting curves (e.g., an ROC curve).
We argue that AUC is not informative for end-users who apply classifiers with only
one parameter setting, not all possible parameter settings.

1 Report from Informatics Europe and ACM Europe Technology Policy Committee (EUACM), When
Computers Decide: European Recommendations on Machine-Learned Automated Decision Making, 2018 (p.10).
URL: http://www.informatics-europe.org/component/phocadownload/category/10-reports.html?download=74
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Mapping error rate estimations as a function of feature values can refine AUC-like
summary measures. It is more informative for end-users to plot errors as a function
of feature values, and to measure the areas under these curves. This measurement
represents the errors that occur over several feature values. This approach is repre-
sentative of the situations that may occur when applying classifiers, i.e., as the class
features may vary but not the parameter settings.

8.2.3 Uncovering variance issues

When estimating the number of errors in classification results, existing error estima-
tion methods are unbiased if end-user datasets are similar to the test sets (e.g., with
similar error rates). However, random error rate variations can have a significant
impact if class sizes are small, either in test sets or in end-user datasets. The vari-
ance of error estimations can be critical e.g., even for class sizes of several hundreds
of items Chapter 5, (Section 5.2.4 and Figure 5.1, p.81).

Hence we recommend that the variance of error measurements (i.e., in test sets)
and error estimations (i.e., in end-user datasets) always be estimated. For exam-
ple, when visualizing classification errors measured in test sets, confidence intervals
should be drawn to represent how much error rate may randomly vary. Although
simple to compute, error rate variance is largely overlooked when assessing clas-
sifiers. For example, ROC curves and Precision-Recall curves are seldom provided
with confidence intervals for the error rates they display.

The variance or error rates measured in test sets (i.e., random variations across
potential test sets) can be easily estimated using basic frequentist methods, e.g. for
error rates θ and class size n, V(θ) = θ(1 − θ)/n. When training and tuning classifiers, in-
formation on the potential target sets may be unknown. In such cases, target sets can
be naively considered to be the same size as the test set. Using the Sample-to-Sample
method (Section 5.4, p.85), the variance of error estimations can be naively estimated,
e.g., for error rates θ′ in end-user datasets, Vnaive(θ̂′) = θ(1 − θ)/n + θ(1 − θ)/n = 2V(θ).

Variance estimates should be available when assessing classifiers and tuning their
parameters. Developers tend not to consider error variance when tuning classifiers,
because the same test set is used to measure the errors entailed by the parameter
settings, thus error variance is highly similar over the parameter settings. However,
measuring variance can help direct attention to classes that exhibit high variance, as
the errors from these classes may need to be reduced in priority.

Further strategy can be investigated for reducing critical variance issues. For
instance, the size of the training set may be reduced to increase the size of the test
set. Such an approach may increase the error rate, but reduce the error rate variance
(as the test set is larger). Estimating error rate variance is required to investigate
the gain and loss when choosing the sizes of training and test sets.

Further variance issues arise when assessing classification errors for specific fea-
ture distributions. When assessing the errors that are specific to certain feature
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values, feature-specific error rates may be directly measured from the test set. If test
sets do not contain examples of the feature values of interest, feature-specific error
rates can be estimated, e.g., using linear models (Section 8.2.2). In this case, variance
issues concern not only random variance across similar datasets (e.g., V(θ) = θ(1 − θ)/n

and V(θ̂′) = θ(1 − θ)/n + θ(1 − θ)/n′) but also the variance of the feature-specific error es-
timation (e.g., with linear models, the squared errors between actual and predicted
error rates).

Future work is required to investigate methods for deriving error rates to expect
for specific feature values, and for assessing the variance of such feature-specific
error estimation. Estimating and interpreting the variance error estimations is a
complex but necessary task, required for tuning classifiers and for assessing the
errors to expect in specific datasets. To enable end-users to harness such complex but
necessary uncertainty assessment, it is necessary to develop end-users’ classification
literacy.

8.3 Developing classification literacy

Classification technologies already pervade many facets of society, impacting most
professional domains (e.g., data-driven organization) as well as our personal life
(e.g., information retrieval, social media, insurance, health). These technologies,
together with the availability of extensive data collection techniques, open new per-
spectives and valuable opportunities. However, uncertainty issues remain a major
challenge. Uncertainty can be readily overlooked as innovative applications thrive,
and economic opportunities may prevail upon technological shortcomings. Yet, if
left unaddressed, uncertainty issues can put end-users’ interests in jeopardy, and
have direct sociological or economical impacts.

Many application domains face crucial uncertainty issues, we give only a few
examples here. When applying machine learning classification for scientific research
(e.g., the Fish4Knowledge project) uncertainty issues compromise the scientific va-
lidity of data interpretations. When classifying patients or cell images for medical
diagnosis, classification errors can leave health issues undetected. When applying
machine learning to predict inmates’ recidivism, biased prediction systems can yield
inadequate or discriminatory decisions when granting or postponing inmate release.
When predicting the risks associated with loan applicants, biased prediction systems
can yield risky or unjust decisions when granting loans and calculating interest rates.
When automatically classifying goods within factories, undetected defects can put
consumers at risk, and discarded but flawless goods yield direct economic loss.

Addressing uncertainty issues is crucial for developing trustworthy classification
systems. For instance, the topic of trustable and explainable machine learning has
gained interest in recent years. However, existing work mainly targets an audi-
ence of experts, e.g., engineers or researchers seeking to improve machine learning
systems, or exploring the sources of error. While most efforts are spent on uncover-
ing how uncertainty arises in low-level machine learning algorithms, higher-level
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uncertainty assessment from the perspective of end-users remains largely unad-
dressed. In particular, little support is provided to domain experts with no expertise
in machine learning.

It is crucial that non-expert end-users be provided with tools and methods for
understanding classification uncertainty. End-users need to be aware of the prac-
tical implications of classification errors for their specific applications. Considering
the crucial impacts of uncertainty, e.g., regarding safety, economic, legal or moral im-
plications, end-users must comprehend the uncertainty issues and make informed
decisions when choosing, tuning and using classification systems. These are the
goals, from a high-level perspective, to which this PhD thesis contributes.

Our research contributes to developing classification literacy with requirements
for end-user-oriented uncertainty assessment (Chapter 2), insights on end-users’
behaviours when assessing classification errors (Chapters 3, 6 and 7), visualization
tools for assessing classification errors and other uncertainty factors (Chapters 6
and 7), and statistical methods for estimating classification errors in end-results
(Chapter 5). However, many issues remain unaddressed.

First, uncertainty assessment methods are unavailable for key uncertainty fac-
tors, e.g., error estimations under varying feature distributions (Section 5.6.3, p.103),
human errors when labelling groundtruth test sets, and with computer vision tech-
nologies, duplicated individuals and heterogeneous fields of views which bias class
size estimates (Section 4.4, p.67). Beyond developing end-user-oriented uncertainty
assessment methods, explaining the basic concepts of classification errors to end-
users remains challenging. For instance, we identified crucial issues with the tech-
nical terminology (Section 6.7, p.134).

Regarding the need to develop end-users’ classification literacy, we come to the
conclusion that the most valuable investments in future research should be placed
in developing tutorials and guidelines for explaining classification uncertainty. De-
velopers of classification systems should be provided with guidelines to ensure that
the uncertainty of their classification system is explained understandably and com-
prehensively, and that their choices when tuning classifiers address end-users’ con-
cerns. End-users should be provided with tutorials and guidelines that enable them
to identify which uncertainty assessments are necessary, and require them from the
developers of classification systems.

Investigating tutorials’ understandability and completeness is also required
for enabling valid user studies. When conducting user studies of tools to deal
with classification results and their uncertainty, participants need to be provided
with explanations of the tools and the classification results and uncertainty. These
explanations can have critical impact on user studies. If explanations are not under-
standable or incomplete, users may perform poorly. Hence, user performance may
not reflect the quality of the tools, but the quality of the explanations.
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8.4 Epilogue

The issues with machine learning uncertainty extend beyond those covered in this
thesis. For instance, besides the technical and educational implications discussed in
this conclusion, Informatics Europe and ACM Europe2 identify 4 other aspects of
machine learning error and bias: the ethical, legal, economical, and societal implica-
tions. Different communities need to work together to address the different aspects
of uncertainty issues. The public sector and civil society are crucial actors to drive the
efforts required to address the implications of machine learning uncertainty. Public
institutions and non-profit organizations have the leverage and interests for requiring
transparent and accountable machine learning systems, while there is little benefit
for commercial organizations to invest in providing them. "While more fairness and
justice would of course benefit society as a whole, individual companies are not positioned to
reap the rewards. For most of them, in fact, [harmful machine learning systems] appear to
be highly effective. Entire business models, such as for-profit universities and payday loans,
are built upon them."3 As individual citizens and public servants are key stakeholders
in machine learning uncertainty problems, this reinforces my personal opinion that
essential and urgent future work is to invest in providing machine learning literacy
to the general public

2Report from Informatics Europe and ACM Europe Technology Policy Committee (EUACM), When
Computers Decide: European Recommendations on Machine-Learned Automated Decision Making, 2018. URL:
http://www.informatics-europe.org/component/phocadownload/category/10-reports.html?download=74

3Book by Cathy O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction, 2016 (p.202).



Appendix A
Study of User Trust and
Acceptance

This appendix details participants’ answers in the user study introduced in Chapter 3.

• A summary of the questionnaire and related visualizations (Section A.1).

• The responses of each participant to the multiple choice questions (Tables A.1-
A.3) and the free-form text questions (Tables A.5-A.7).

• Our interpretation of each participant’s responses (Section A.2).

A.1 Questionnaire

We briefly recap the four types of questions and the concepts they intend to assess.
We then provide visualizations that were displayed together with the questionnaire
(Figures A.3 to A.2, complementing Figures 3.1 to 3.2 p.42).

Acceptance - Questions Q6-A-i to -iv:
• Question Q6-A-i evaluates the overall acceptance of the computer vision software.
• Question Q6-A-ii evaluates the acceptance of computer vision uncertainty com-

pared to existing techniques in marine biology.
• Question Q6-A-iii evaluates the acceptance of computer vision uncertainty for

scientific research in particular.
• Question Q6-A-iv evaluates the personal attachment to the computer vision software.

187
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Trust - Questions Q1 and Q6-T-i to -iii:
• Question Q1 evaluates the overall trust in the computer vision results. It presented

an example of fish counts provided by a fish detection software (Figure A.3) and
asked how the trends observed in the fish counts are likely to be representative of
real trends. The data used was artificially generated, and trends were simulated
with various intensity (e.g., important increase or decrease, to stagnating fish
counts), but presented as genuine to users. The same trends were presented
across the steps of the experiment, so as to measure the impact that the additional
information introduced at each step had on user trust.

• Question Q6-T-i evaluates the perceived technical competence of the fish detection
software, and is adapted from (Madsen and Gregor 2000).

• Question Q6-T-ii evaluates the perceived technical competence of the method used for
measuring fish detection errors.

• Question Q6-T-iii evaluates trust in the data produced by the video analysis soft-
ware.

Actual Understanding - Questions Q2 to Q4:
• Question Q2 evaluates the effective user understanding of the technical concepts

presented at each explanation step.
• Question Q3 evaluates user understanding of the scope of uncertainty issues in-

volved in the computer vision system.
• Question Q4 evaluates if user understanding through the practical use of the tech-

nical information. It asked to compare two software and identify the one yielding
the fewest errors (Figure A.1-A.2). This question was omitted at Step 3 because in-
formal feedback collected prior to the experiment indicated that our visualization
of classification errors for different thresholds were hard to understand. Further-
more the concepts explained at the last step were likely to overwhelm non-expert
users. Thus we decided to avoid measuring user understanding of complex con-
cepts using our poor data visualization support.

Perceived Understanding - Questions Q6-U-i to -iv:
• Question Q6-U-i evaluates if users think they understand the technical information

provided in the tutorials.
• Question Q6-U-ii evaluates if users think they fully understand the video analysis

processes, beyond the groundtruth evaluation process presented in the tutorials.
• Question Q6-U-iii evaluates if users think they understand the implications of

using uncertain video analysis data containing classification errors for scientific
purposes.

• Question Q6-U-iv evaluates if users think they understand how to handle the
classification errors when performing scientific research based on the uncertain
video analysis data (e.g., by applying statistical methods).

Information Needs - Questions Q3, Q5, and Q6-I-i to -v:
• Question Q3 investigate information needs regarding uncertainty issues beyond

the technical concepts discussed in the explanations.
• Question Q5 investigates marine ecologists’ need for estimating the number of
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errors in classification end-results (i.e., using the methods introduced in Chapter 5).
• Question Q6-I-i evaluates if the explanations fulfil user information needs on the

video analysis errors.
• Question Q6-I-ii evaluates if the user thinks the explanations generally fulfils the

information needs on the video analysis method, while question Q6-I-iii evaluates
if the user needs more information for her/his particular interests.

• Question Q6-I-iv evaluates if the information was easy to understand. If the infor-
mation is difficult to understand, users may need more details in the explanations,
and a different formulation of the information.

• Question Q6-I-v evaluates if the information is relevant, i.e., if some information
is too detailed or superfluous, and does not address real user needs.

Figure A.1: The software to compare in question Q4 of Step 1 (Table 3.1).

Figure A.2: The software to compare in question Q4 of Step 2 (Table 3.1).
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Figure A.3: The trends to assess in question Q1 (Table 3.1), at Step 1 to 3 (top to bottom).
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Participants
Question Construct Scale P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15
Q1-i TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 0 0 -1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0
Q1-ii TRUST -2 to 2 1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 -1 0 2 1 1 0
Q1-iii TRUST -2 to 2 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0
Q1-iv TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0

Q2-i UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
Q2-ii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Q2-iii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Q3-U-i UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y N Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y Y Y
Q3-I-i INFO NEED Y or N N N Y Y N Y Y N N N N Y N N Y
Q3-U-ii UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y Y Y
Q3-I-ii INFO NEED Y or N N N Y N N N Y N N N N N N N N
Q3-U-iii UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y
Q3-I-iii INFO NEED Y or N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N N N N
Q3-U-iv UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y Y Y
Q3-I-iv INFO NEED Y or N N N Y N N Y Y N N Y N Y N N Y
Q3-U-v UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N Y Y Y Y
Q3-i-v INFO NEED Y or N N Y N Y N Y Y N N Y Y N N N N
Q3-U-vi UNDERST.-act. Y or N Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y N Y Y Y Y
Q3-I-vi INFO NEED Y or N N N N N N Y N N N N N N N N N
Q3-U-vii UNDERST.-act. Y or N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N Y Y Y Y
Q3-I-vii INFO NEED Y or N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

Q4-i UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Q4-ii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Q5 INFO NEED Y, N, ? Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y ? Y Y ? ?

Q6-A-i ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 2
Q6-A-ii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 2 -2 1 0 -1 -2 -1 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 1 0
Q6-A-iii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 -2 1 -1 2 2 1 -2 -1 1 0 1 0
Q6-A-iv ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 -2 0 -1 2 2 2 2 -2 0 2 2 2
Q6-T-i TRUST -3 to 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 -1 1 2 0
Q6-T-ii TRUST -3 to 3 2 2 0 0 -1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Q6-T-iii TRUST -3 to 3 2 2 1 1 0 -1 2 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 0
Q6-U-i UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 2 2 -2 2 -1 1 -2 1 2 -2 -1 2 2 2
Q6-U-ii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 2 0 -2 -2 -1 1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 1 -2 -3
Q6-U-iii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 2 -1 1 1 0 -2 1 -2 1 1 2 1 2
Q6-U-iv UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 2 0 -1 -1 1 0 -2 1 -2 1 -1 -1 -2 -3
Q6-I-i INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 -1 1 2 2 2 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -2
Q6-I-ii INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 1 -2 -2 -2 1 0 1 -2 -2 1 1 2 -2 -3
Q6-I-iii INFO NEED -3 to 3 -2 -3 -2 -3 -2 -1 2 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 -2 -3 -3
Q6-I-iv INFO NEED -3 to 3 1 -3 1 -2 0 1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 2 1 -2 -2
Q6-I-v INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 -2 1 2 2 3

Table A.1: Answers to multiple choice questions at Step 1. Question Q2-ii was discarded because
text feedback showed that users often misunderstood the term "manual fish count" as counts from
diving observations, instead of counts from manual image labelling. Question Q5 evaluated the need
for information on the potential errors to expect in the classification results (Y when needed, N when
not needed, ? when user was not sure).
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Participants
Question Construct Scale P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15
Q1-i TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 -2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0
Q1-ii TRUST -2 to 2 1 -2 0 -2 0 -1 0 1 2 -1 0 2 1 1 0
Q1-iii TRUST -2 to 2 1 -1 0 -2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
Q1-iv TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

Q2-i UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Q2-ii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Q2-iii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Q2-iv UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Q2-v UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
Q2-vi UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

Q4-i UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Q4-ii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Q4-iii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Q5 INFO NEED Y, N, ? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ? Y Y Y Y

Q6-A-i ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 2
Q6-A-ii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 2 -2 0 1 -1 -2 0 -2 -1 -3 -1 -1 0 -2
Q6-A-iii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 2 2 2 -1 0 2 1 1 0
Q6-A-iv ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 -1 -1 1 2 2
Q6-T-i TRUST -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 0 -1 2 2 -2 -1 0 1 1 0 0
Q6-T-ii TRUST -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 -1 1 1 1 1 -2 -1 1 0 1 -2
Q6-T-iii TRUST -3 to 3 2 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 -1 0 -2 1 1 1 1
Q6-U-i UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 2 -1 2 0 1 -2 1 -1 -2 1 1 1 2
Q6-U-ii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 0 2 -2 0 0 -1 0 -1 -2 1 1 -2 -3
Q6-U-iii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -2 -1 1 1 -1 2
Q6-U-iv UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 2 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -2 -1 -1 1 -1 2
Q6-I-i INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 2 0 -1 1 2 1 1 1 -1 1 0 -1 1
Q6-I-ii INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 2 0 0 -2 0 1 -1 -1 -2 -1 1 1 -1 -2
Q6-I-iii INFO NEED -3 to 3 -2 -3 -1 0 -2 1 2 -2 0 -2 -2 -1 -1 -2 -3
Q6-I-iv INFO NEED -3 to 3 1 2 0 -2 -1 0 2 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 -1 -2
Q6-I-v INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 1 0 -1 2 2 2

Table A.2: Answers to multiple choice questions at Step 2.
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Participants
Question Construct Scale P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15
Q1-i TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Q1-ii TRUST -2 to 2 1 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 0
Q1-iii TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0
Q1-iv TRUST -2 to 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0

Q2-i UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Q2-ii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
Q2-iii UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
Q2-iv UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Q2-v UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Q2-vi UNDERST.-act. 0 or 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Q6-A-i ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 -1 1 -1 2 0 1 2
Q6-A-ii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 -1 1 1 0 -2 1 -2 -1 -2 1 -2 1 -2
Q6-A-iii ACCEPT. -3 to 3 2 3 2 1 2 -1 2 2 1 1 -2 2 1 1 1
Q6-A-iv ACCEPT. -3 to 3 1 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 -2 1 1 2 2
Q6-T-i TRUST -3 to 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 2 2 -1 1 0 2 1 1 0
Q6-T-ii TRUST -3 to 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 -1 3 1 -1 1
Q6-T-iii TRUST -3 to 3 2 3 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 -2 2 1 1 0
Q6-U-i UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 2 0 2 -1 0 1 0 -1 -2 1 1 -1 2
Q6-U-ii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 1 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -2 1 1 -2 -3
Q6-U-iii UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 2 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 -2 2 1 -2 2
Q6-U-iv UNDERST.-perc. -3 to 3 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 -2 -1 -2 1 1 -1 1
Q6-I-i INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 -1 1 -1 2 0 -1 1
Q6-I-ii INFO NEED -3 to 3 1 3 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -2 -2 -1 1 1 -2 -2
Q6-I-iii INFO NEED -3 to 3 -2 -3 -2 -1 -2 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -2 -3
Q6-I-iv INFO NEED -3 to 3 1 3 2 -1 2 0 2 -1 0 -1 -2 1 0 -1 -2
Q6-I-v INFO NEED -3 to 3 2 3 2 -1 2 1 1 2 1 1 -2 2 1 2 2

Table A.3: Answers to multiple choice questions at Step 3.
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Question - Participant - Answer
Q1 P5 Without any background information on the coral reef, location etc, it is very unlikely that any statement about

how likely it is that this trends may occur in reality. So can a trend like the one showed here be really happening?
Yes it may happen. Can I say that this likely to be what is happening there? No I can’t without background
information on location, species composition, etc.

P6 A trend such as seen from April-May is possible, but only at certain dramatic circumstances. For instance a
severe viral infection or something like that could decimated a population. Otherwise such a severe decrease is
not likely.

P7 Dear sir, madam, I am a terrestrial ecologist and therefore I am not very familiar with marine ecosystems. For
this reason I find myself unqualified to give a thrustworthy judgement of the likelyness that the trends in as
pictured in the above chart will occur in reality.

P10 The abundance of fish in a certain area depends on complex biological and physical processes, interactions
between behaviour, physiology, and habitat (e.g. depth, seabed) characteristics. In addition I think it is species
dependend and therefore I would say it’s difficult to argue whether these trends are likely to be observed in
reality.

P11 We need to have the real data or trend in reality. Otherwise, we will not be able to know whether the trend of
software count is the same or different from the divers’ census count. Is this what you said the "reality"?

P12 For a small increase/decrease its hard to say if this is really what happened, due to some limitations of the
method... like what you actually want to sample in terms of the overall habitat in a certain area, this because
you only have a view of 8m for example. Depends on the sampling effort as well

Q2 P4 1.There are many schools of fish appear in the camera’s field of view, different experts count will be different,
but the machine will not. 2.Appeared several times in the field of view, the expert will not repeat count for the
same fish, but the machine will repeat count.

P5 I think that 3rd reason is the most probable, considering the consistently lower counts by the software. One
question arises, are experts counting anything that they can identified as a fish, or only those that can they say
what fish it is? If they do they are doing the former, advising them to do the later may take the counts closer
together.

P8 A single fish detected more then once compensates for the fishes that are being missed.
P9 The first statement would lead to higher fish counts with the software than manually, this contradicts with

the background information. I do believe however that this software may count rocks as fish. Then the error
between manual and software counts would even be higher than 27% in reality.

P10 I believe that especialy statement 2 is of importance!
P11 1. I do not know whether the software is good enough to distinguish the "fish" and "rock". I can only believe

the software can. 2. Diver can judge whether the fish swim out and in the camera field is the same or different
individual. Certainly different divers may have different results. That is a bias by different observers. 3. some
smaller body size fish or cryptic fish may not be detected by software. Some fishes if they swim too far away
from the camera and could not be detected by software especially when the water visibility is not good. Divers
should be able to see better than camera especially when camera lens has biofouling problem.

P12 When doing the fish count manually it is more likely that the same fish wasnt been recorded several times.
The reason for this is that you re better able to see differences in length and behavior between fish of the
same species. You dont have this problem when using stereo cameras and using a relative abundance, so the
maximum number seen in one frame.

Q3 P2 benthic fish can be miss count
P3 video blocked by an object
P11 If the camera field was changed. We should be able to detected by the monitor at lab. For the last two questions,

I can not really answer. Because we should have both data, one from software count and another from divers
count, in hand and then make a comparison study to find out is any other source of error.

P12 The range of view.. especially if you want to compare the videos. For instance, when coral is blocking the view
of the cameras. Also, the position of the cameras, because you can miss certain reef associated fish species when
the cameras are pointing a bit upwards.

P13 inter observer differences?
P14 I don’t know how you did the evalutation

Table A.4: Answers to free text questions at Step 1 (Part 1/2).
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Question - Participant - Answer
Q4-i P3 Because it is closer to the expert’s count

P4 Because of interference may not much difference of A and B counting the fish.
P5 I don’t think the difference is good enough. Maybe data on several runs and standard deviation of those runs

will help to really see which one is better.
P7 Version A gives the best estimate of the actual number of fish.
P8 Version A is more precise, but that does not mean it is more accurate.
P9 smallest difference
P10 you need more information on the software... we have to take human as well as computer errors into account.
P11 If the 5585 is correct count. Then, certainly Version A is better than B. Otherwise, B may be better than A.
P12 Version A is closer to the number of fish counted by experts
P13 difference between automatic and observer is smallest

Q4-ii P3 Experts miight have missed fish too. But I would like to see if it were fish or other objects.
P4 There will be differences in the analysis, I do not know which software to be believed.
P5 Again, It doesn’t matter what the difference sign is. The important is to see how good are the methods giving

consistent counts.
P7 Version C gives the best estimate of the actual number of fish.
P8 But... see above
P9 smallest difference
P10 the numbers are closer together.
P11 The same reason as my answer in above question
P12 Its better to underestimate a certain result for further conclusions..
P13 difference between automatic and observer is smallest

Q5 P3 it is more realistic. it changes the shape of the graph because it is relative
P4 I think I will be to understand why we lost 27%, and then determine which data to be used. I am more inclined

to choose "automatic fish count", but not absolute.
P5 Because it gives an overview of the error.
P7 The dashed corrects for any potential errors. In my opninion the dashed line gives the best estimate of the actual

number of fish.
P9 most real
P10 it’s relevant to know how much errors in the estimates you have, especially if you want to use the data for

further analysis!
P11 First of all, I should know how you estimate the missing fish and whether it is reasonable or not.
P12 I think its a high percentage what you actual miss when you only focus on one method, so therefore I will

include both versions of counting in the analysis
Q6 P4 1.Count the total number is not important, the important is the species, and number of individuals each species.

The total number is no meaning in the ecological. 2.Species too much, it is recommended to count the number
of dominant species or numbers of resident specie or numbers of semiresident.

P11 If we do not have any evaluation study for the video analysis in advance. How could I know the video analysis
is reliable or not.

P12 You dont explain how the software is counting the fish. Does it react on movements or what is it?? It is also not
fully understood how the sofware reacts on a fish that is in front of coral and well camouflaged for example or
just very small fish..

Table A.5: Answers to free text questions at Step 1 (Part 2/2).
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Question - Participant - Answer
Q1 P4 The trend is the focus, not the number. The trends of three methods are the same. So the results are the same.

There were nothings to be compared.
P5 The new information don’t really solve the doubts expressed before. I don’t think it add too much. It is expected

by that type of software to have more or less constant errors, meaning that the trends are not going to change
with more information as the observed trend is in general proportional to the real one.

P11 MY answer or comments are still the same as my answer previously.
P12 Im very convinced about the new line added to the graph with the fish count with estimated non-fish object.

Now you include that high percentage what you miss with automatically running the software to identify the
fish, i.e small fish.

Q4-i P3 Higher percentage of TP
P4 The trend is the focus, not the numbers.
P5 not enough information. But of course a software that reduces both false negatives and false positives is

obviously better.
P6 ’Cause it is the most accurate version and has the highest TP and lowest FP and FN.
P7 Both the percentage of false positives and false negatives is smaller in version B.
P9 smallest error
P10 less FP and less FN = more accurate count...
P11 We should do some evaluation on the accuracy of video analysis first before I can answer this question.
P12 Version B has relatively more True Positive in the model, and with a decline of false parameters
P13 difference with manual count is mallest

Q4-ii P3 higher percentage of TP. Lower percentage of FN
P4 Repeat, I take care the trend. Which methods I don’t care.
P5 Not enough information. Although the software able to reduce false negatives without compromising the false

positives is better.
P6 ’Cause it is the most accurate version and has the highest TP and lowest FN.
P7 The percentage of false positives is equal for both versions. However, the percentage of false negatives is smaller

for version C.
P9 smallest error
P10 you could argue more TP are counted in version C but the overall count of both version are the same... so you

can’t differentiate between them.
P11 Same as above
P12 More TP than FN
P13 difference with manual count is smallest

Q4-iii P3 Higher percentage of TP. lower percentage of FP
P4 Repeat, I take care the trend. Which methods I don’t care.
P5 Again the same. Of course a software that reduces the number of false positives without increasing false

negatives is better.
P6 ’Cause it is the most accurate version and has the lowest FP.
P7 The percentage of false negatives is equal for both versions. However, the percentage of false positives is smaller

for version E.
P9 smallest error
P10 Less FP detected
P11 Same as above
P12 Total amount of counts which is True Positive relative to False Positive is higher. Less error
P13 difference with manual count is smallest

Q5 P3 It should be +20 % ?
P4 Repeat, I take care the trend. Which methods I don’t care.
P5 In this case the error seems constant all over the trend. But that may not be the case and I want to know when

that happens
P6 The automatic fish count clearly underestimates (by 27%) the true population, the fish count without estimated

non-fish objects is good because it corrects for the non-fish objects but still misses the 27%. The fish count with
estimated missing fish overestimates the true population because it doesn’t correct for the non-fish objects. So
a comparison of all three would be best, although it is the most laborious choice.

P7 It is always better to have an estimate of possible error-margins
P9 gives the best evaluation of the real situation
P10 rather have the non-fish selections removed from my data-set then have more fish in my count of which a certain

number are no-fish...
P11 Same as above
P12 Im not entirely convinced about estimating the missing fish only from a percentage of all videos that has to be

analysed.
Q6 P12 Is it also possible to automatically identify the fish species?

Table A.6: Answers to free text questions at Step 2.
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Question - Participant - Answer
Q1 P11 I do not understand how these similarity were calculated. So I can not answer your questions appropriately.
Q6 P4 All the ways to fix it only in order to get the correct results. But the trend is the focus, not the numbers. Start

trusted, it can only do so. If was "the garbage in, garbage out".
P12 After reading and getting more information about errors that are produced with this method I get a better

feeling in how the system works. So it might be that some given answers of the first two tasks or not entirely
correct to my understanding

Table A.7: Answers to free text questions at Step 3.

A.2 Interpretation of participant responses

Our interpretation of user responses investigates the impact that the technical in-
formation introduced at each step had on user understanding, trust, acceptance and
fulfilment of information needs. In particular, user trust, acceptance are compared with
the perceived and actual understanding, so as to identify uninformed trust and accep-
tance. We considered both the quantitative measurements from the multiple choice
questions, and the qualitative feedback from free-form text questions.

Participant P1 - The explanation steps had almost no impact on of the measure-
ments, which were all relatively high, except actual understanding which varied from
relatively high to moderate. We assume that trust and acceptance were uninformed.

Participant P2 - Trust increased over step from moderate (middle score) to rela-
tively large while acceptance remained relatively high. Actual Understanding was mod-
erate at Step 1 and 2 decreased to average at Steps 3. The text feedback indicates an
accurate understanding, thus we assume trust and acceptance to be well-informed.
Perceived Understanding was relatively high, and Information Needs increased from
partly to fairly fulfilled. This is consistent with our assumption that P8 seeks well-
informed trust and acceptance.

Participant P3 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
which remained relatively high and slightly increased at Step 3. Actual Understanding
remained relatively high, which is consistent with the text feedback. Thus we assume
trust and acceptance to be relatively well-informed. Perceived Understanding increased
over steps from very low to average, and information needs remained perceived as
partly fulfilled. This is consistent with our interpretation that P2 seeks well-informed
trust and acceptance.

Participant P4 - The explanation steps had a significant impact on trust and ac-
ceptance Trust evolved from neutral (Step 1) to very low (Step 2) and relatively high
(Step 3), while acceptance increased from relatively low to relatively high. Actual Un-
derstanding was moderate at Step 1, although the text feedback indicates an excellent
understanding. It significantly lowered at Step 2 and 3, as the text feedback indicates
a lost of interest for the materials. Perceived Understanding, however, increased after
Step 1 as P4 understood crucial aspects of uncertainty: 1) the classification errors can
impact the trends observed in the data; and 2) the variability of error rates can impact
the extrapolation of classification errors in the data (Section 3.5.1). The Information
Needs increased from largely to partly unfulfilled, which indicates that P4 seeks well-
informed trust. The text and oral feedback also indicated that P4 seeks well-informed
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trust, that the Information Needs on other uncertainty factors are largely unfulfilled,
and that acceptance increased as P4 was willing to conduct experiments with the
promising system (e.g., to assess the uncertainty issues).

Participant P5 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
although they slightly increased at each step. Trust remained moderate, and accep-
tance relatively high. Actual Understanding was very high at Step 1 and 2, with text
feedback indicating an excellent understanding. Hence we assume that trust and
acceptance were well-informed, although actual understanding was relatively low at
Step 3. Perceived Understanding was moderate and information needs partly unfulfilled,
although their scores improved at Step 3. This is consistent with our assumption that
P5 seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.

Participant P6 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
which remained relatively low and slightly increased at Step 2. Actual Understanding
was very high, but decreased at Step 3. Hence we assume that trust and acceptance
are well-informed. Perceived Understanding remained moderate, and information needs
partly fulfilled. This is consistent with our assumption that P6 seeks well-informed
trust and acceptance.

Participant P7 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
which remained relatively neutral, i.e., close to the middle score (average of minimum
and maximum score). Actual Understanding was relatively high and decreased at
Step 3, which is consistent with the text feedback. Perceived Understanding remained
neutral, close to the middle score, and information needs were perceived as fairly
fulfilled. Hence we assume that P7 seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.

Participant P8 - Trust was relatively high and slightly increased at each step.
Acceptance remained very high, close to the maximum score. Actual Understanding
decreased from high (Step 1) to low (Steps 2 and 3). Thus we assume trust and
acceptance to be uninformed. Perceived Understanding was very high, increasing to
reach the highest possible score, and the Information Needs increased from partly to
fairly fulfilled. This is consistent with our assumption that trust and acceptance are
uninformed.

Participant P9 - Trust remained moderate while acceptance decreased at each step,
from relatively high to moderate. Actual Understanding was moderate to relatively
high, and the text feedback indicates an accurate understanding. Hence we assume
that trust and acceptance are well-informed, although understanding decreased at
Step 3. Perceived Understanding and information needs increased and decreased to-
gether with actual understanding. This is consistent with our assumption that P9
seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.

Participant P10 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
which remained moderate although trust was lower at Step 2. Actual Understanding
decreased at each step from the maximum to the average score, although the text
feedback indicates an excellent understanding. Hence we assume that trust and
acceptance are well-informed. Perceived Understanding remained relatively low, and
information needs partly unfulfilled. This is consistent with our assumption that P10
seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.
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Participant P11 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance,
although both showed a small decrease. Trust remained moderate to low, while
acceptance remained very low. Actual Understanding was very high at Step 1, but
low at Step 2 and 3 although the text feedback indicates an excellent understanding
at all steps. Perceived Understanding decreased from relatively low to very low, and
information needs were perceived as largely unfulfilled. Hence we assume that P6
seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.

Participant P12 - Trust and acceptance increased at each step, from moderate
to relatively high. Perceived Understanding increased too, from relatively low to
relative high. However, actual understanding decreased from the maximum score to a
relatively high score, although the text feedback indicates an excellent understanding
at all steps. Hence we assume that trust and acceptance are well-informed, which is
consistent with the information needs being partly fulfilled.

Participant P13 - The explanation steps had almost no impact on any of the
measurements. Trust, actual understanding and perceived understanding were relatively
high, while acceptance was moderate and information needs partly fulfilled. We assume
that trust and acceptance were well-informed.

Participant P14 - The information introduced at each step had little impact on
trust and acceptance, which remained relatively high although although trust slightly
decreased at each step. Actual Understanding was low at Step 1, which is consistent
with the text feedback, good at Step 2, and low at Step 3. The text and multiple
choice questions show that the key concepts of False Positives and False Negatives
remained misunderstood at all steps. Thus we assume that trust and acceptance are
uninformed. This interpretation is consistent with the perceived understanding, which
was low and decreased over steps. Information needs remained perceived as largely
unfulfilled (i.e., low score), which is consistent with the low user understanding and
the uninformed trust and acceptance.

Participant P15 - The explanation steps had little impact on trust and acceptance.
Trust remained relatively low, while acceptance remained relatively neutral, i.e., close
to the middle score. Actual Understanding was very high at Step 1 and 2, but relatively
low at Step 3. Perceived Understanding remained neutral, close to the middle score,
and information needs were perceived as largely unfulfilled. Hence we assume that
P5 seeks well-informed trust and acceptance.
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Summary
Handling classification uncertainty is a crucial challenge for supporting efficient
and ethical classification systems. This thesis addresses uncertainty issues from
the perspective of end-users with limited expertise in machine learning. We focus
on uncertainties that pertain to estimating class sizes, i.e., numbers of objects per
class. We aim at enabling non-expert end-users to conduct uncertainty-aware and
scientifically-valid analysis of class sizes.

We research the means to support end-users’ understanding of class size un-
certainty. After investigating the specific use case of in-situ video monitoring of
animal populations, where classes represent animal species, we derive generalizable
methods for:
• Assessing the uncertainty factors and the uncertainty propagation that result

in high-level errors and biases in class size estimates.
• Estimating the magnitude of classification errors in class size estimates.
• Visualizing classification uncertainty when evaluating classification systems,

and interpreting class size estimates.

We first study the high-level information needs that can or cannot be addressed
by computer vision techniques for monitoring animal populations. The uncertainty
issues inherent to each data collection technique, and high-level requirements for
uncertainty assessment are identified. We further investigate the information that
support end-users in developing informed uncertainty assessments. We explore
how information about classification errors impacts users’ understanding, trust and
acceptance of the computer vision system. We highlight unfulfilled information
needs requiring additional uncertainty assessments, and high-level user-oriented
information that uncertainty assessments must provide.

From these insights, we identify key uncertainty factors to address for enabling
scientifically valid analyses of classification results. Our scope includes uncertainty
factors beyond the computer vision system, arising from the conditions in which the
system is deployed. We identify the interactions between uncertainty factors, how
uncertainties propagates to high-level information, and the uncertainty assessment
methods that are applicable or missing.

We further investigate uncertainty assessment methods for estimating the num-
bers of errors in classification end-results, using error measurements performed with
test sets. Class sizes can be corrected to account for the potential False Positives and
False Negatives in each class. We identify existing methods from statistics and epi-
demiology, and highlight the unaddressed case of disjoint test and target sets, which
impacts the variance of the error estimation results. We introduce 3 new methods:
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• The Sample-to-Sample method estimates the variance of error estimation results
for disjoint test and target sets.

• The Maximum Determinant method uses the determinant of error rate matrices
as a predictor of the variance of error estimation results.

• The Ratio-to-TP method uses atypical error rates that have properties of interest
for predicting the variance of error estimation results.

We then focus on the means to communicate uncertainty to end-users with lim-
ited expertise in machine learning. We introduce a simplified design for visualizing
classification errors. Our design uses raw numbers of errors as a basic yet complete
metric, and simple barcharts where several visual features distinguish the actual and
assigned classes. We present a user study that compares our simplified visualiza-
tion to well-established visualizations. We identify the main difficulties that users
encountered with the visualizations and with understanding classification errors.

Finally, we introduce a visualization tool that enables end-users to explore class
size estimate, and the uncertainties in specific subsets of the data. We present a
user study that investigates how the interface design supports user awareness of
uncertainty. We highlight the factors that facilitated or complicated the exploration
of the data and its uncertainties.

Our research contributes to enabling the scientific study of animal populations
based on computer vision. Our results contribute to a broader range of applications
dealing with uncertain computer vision and classification data. They inform the
design of comprehensive uncertainty assessment methods and tools.
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Samenvatting
Het omgaan met onzekerheid in classificatietaken is een cruciale uitdaging voor
het ondersteunen van efficiënte en ethisch verantwoorde classificatiesystemen. Dit
proefschrift behandelt onzekerheidsvraagstukken vanuit het perspectief van eindge-
bruikers die beperkte expertise hebben op het gebied van machine learning en syste-
men voor beeldherkenning. We concentreren ons hierbij op onzekerheid ten aanzien
van het schatten van klassengroottes, oftewel het aantal gevallen per klasse. Het
doel is om eindgebruikers zonder expertkennis in staat te stellen academisch verant-
woorde data analyses m.b.t. klassengroottes uit te voeren, en hen hierbij rekening te
laten houden met de onzekerheid die hierbij komt kijken.

We onderzoeken de middelen die eindgebruikers inzicht moeten bieden in de
onzekerheid t.a.v. klassengroottes. Na het bestuderen van in-situ videomonitoring
van dierpopulaties hebben we algemeen toepasbare methoden ontwikkeld voor:
• Het beoordelen van de onzekerheidsfactoren en de daarmee gepaard gaande

fouten en onzuiverheden bij het schatten van de klassengroottes.
• Het visualiseren van de classificatieonzekerheid bij het beoordelen van classi-

ficatiesystemen en het interpreteren van schattingen van klassengroottes.
• Het bepalen van de omvang van classificatiefouten bij het schatten van klas-

sengroottes.

Onze gebruikersstudies vormen een belangrijke basis door het analyseren van de
informatiebehoeften van de gebruikers (Hoofdstuk 2), waar aanvullend ook speci-
fieke aandacht uitgaat naar de behoeften ten aanzien van de onzekerheid bij clas-
sificatietaken (Hoofdstuk 3). Uit dit onderzoek concluderen we wat de belangrijke
onzekerheidsvraagstukken zijn en inventariseren we de methoden om de onzeker-
heid te bepalen (Hoofdstuk 4). Vervolgens introduceren we nieuwe methoden voor
het schatten van het aantal fouten in de resultaten van classificatietaken en voor het
corrigeren van de daaruit voortvloeiende vertekening bij het schatten van de klas-
sengroottes (Hoofdstuk 5). Ten slotte onderzoeken we nieuwe visualisatietechnieken
voor het bepalen van classificatiefouten (Hoofdstuk 6) en voor het analyseren van
klassengroottes en bijbehorende onzekerheden (Hoofdstuk 7). We sluiten af met het
bespreken van de implicaties van onze resultaten (Hoofdstuk 8).

We beschrijven de informatie die kan worden geboden door systemen die voor
digitale beeldherkenning worden ingezet in wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar dier-
populaties. We bestuderen dit toepassingsdomein door marien ecologen te inter-
viewen. Ook wordt een vergelijking gemaakt tussen de standaard technieken voor
het verzamelen van gegevens, op basis waarvan we algemene informatiebehoeften
afleiden. Na het interviewen van experts op het gebied van digitale beeldherkenning
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identificeren we de behoeften die al dan niet middels video monitoringstechnieken
kunnen worden ingevuld. Ten slotte bespreken we de onzekerheidsvraagstukken die
inherent zijn aan elke techniek voor het verzamelen van gegevens, en identificeren
we hoog-niveau eisen en wensen ten aanzien van het beoordelen van onzekerheid.

We onderzoeken de informatie die eindgebruikers ondersteunen bij de bepaling
van onzekerheid. Onze tweede gebruikersstudie onderzoekt hoe informatie over
classificatiefouten van invloed is op het begrip, het vertrouwen en de acceptatie
van gebruikers met betrekking tot het systeem voor digitale beeldherkenning. We
verzamelen hiertoe aanvullende feedback van gebruikers ten aanzien van onzeker-
heidsfactoren, en bespreken de relaties tussen het (on)begrip van onzekerheid, het
vertrouwen en de acceptatie van de gebruikers. Onze conclusies werpen licht op
onvervulde informatiebehoeften die aanvullende technieken voor het bepalen van
onzekerheid vereisen, en tevens op de hoog-niveau informatie die met behulp van
deze technieken aan gebruikers moet worden aangeboden.

We identificeren de belangrijkste factoren van onzekerheid waar rekening mee
gehouden dient te worden bij wetenschappelijk valide analyses van beeldherken-
ningsresultaten. We richten ons op in- situ video monitoringstechnologieën, zoals
die geïmplementeerd zijn binnen het Fish4Knowledge systeem om tellingen van indi-
viduele dieren per soort te uit te voeren met behulp van gefixeerde, niet-stereoscopische
onderwatercamera’s. We houden hierbij rekening met onzekerheidsfactoren die los
staan van het beeldherkenningssysteem en voortkomen uit de omgeving waarin
het systeem wordt ingezet (zoals het blikveld en de plaatsing van de camera). Na
het specificeren van het typische systeem voor beeldherkenning en de bijbehorende
randvoorwaarden voor implementatie, worden de onzekerheidsfactoren benoemd
die uit interviews met marien ecologen en computerdeskundigen gedestilleerd zijn.
Vervolgens identificeren we de interacties tussen onzekerheidsfactoren, en beschri-
jven we hoe onzekerheid doorwerkt tot het niveau van hoog-niveau informatie. Ten
slotte identificeren we de bestaande en missende technieken voor het bepalen van
onzekerheid.

We identificeren methoden voor het schatten van het aantal fouten in classifi-
catieresultaten, waarbij we gebruik maken van de foutmetingen uit testsets. Deze
methoden leveren zuivere schattingen op van de klassengroottes en richten zich
niet primair op het identificeren van welke specifieke items verkeerd zijn geclas-
sificeerd. De klassengroottes kunnen op zo’n wijze worden gecorrigeerd dat er
voor elke klasse rekening wordt gehouden met potentiële foutpositieve en fout-
negatieve gevallen (de zogenaamde false positives en false negatives). We reviewen
de bestaande statistische en epidemiologische methoden om schattingsfouten te cor-
rigeren, en onderzoeken hun geschiktheid voor classificatiemodellen in de context
van beeldherkenning. Vervolgens breiden we de correctiemethoden uit met het
schatten van het aantal fouten van de verschillende klassen. We identificeren de
niet eerder verkende casus van disjuncte test- en doelsets, hetgeen implicaties heeft
voor de variantie van de resultaten van foutcorrectie en -schatting. We introduceren
vervolgens drie nieuwe methoden:
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• De Sample-to-Sample methode schat de variantie van de resultaten van fout-
correctie en foutschatting in het geval van disjuncte test- en doelsets.

• De Ratio-to-TP methode gebruikt atypische foutratio’s die eigenschappen hebben
die relevant zijn voor het schatten van de variantie van de resultaten van
foutschattingen.

• De Maximum-Determinant methode gebruikt de determinant van foutratio’s,
geformuleerd als een confusion matrix, als een voorspeller van de variantie
van de resultaten van foutschattingen, voorafgaand aan het toepassen van het
classificatiemodel op de doelsets.

We introduceren een vereenvoudigd ontwerp voor het visualiseren van classi-
ficatiefouten, d.w.z. van de fouten die gevonden zijn met behulp van een ground
truth testset en die standaard in een confusion matrix worden gepresenteerd. We
vermijden hierbij het weergeven van de foutratio, aangezien die verkeerd kunnen
worden geïnterpreteerd. Vanuit onze ontwerpprincipes kiezen we voor absolute
foutaantallen als een eenvoudige maar complete meting, evenals voor eenvoudige
barcharts waar verschillende visuele kenmerken het onderscheid duiden tussen de
feitelijke en geschatte klassen. We presenteren een gebruikersstudie die onze vereen-
voudigde visualisatieaanpak vergelijkt met standaard visualisaties (ROC curve, con-
fusion matrix en heatmap). We identificeren tenslotte de belangrijkste problemen
die gebruikers tegenkomen bij het werken met de visualisaties en het begrijpen van
classificatiefouten, hierbij rekening houdend met de basiskennis van de gebruiker.

We introduceren een uitgebreide visualisatietool waarmee eindgebruikers de
klassengroottes kunnen monitoren en zij onzekerheden in specifieke subsets van de
gegevens kunnen onderzoeken. We introduceren een interactieontwerp voor het on-
derzoeken van klassengroottes en de onderliggende onzekerheidsfactoren (zoals de
kwaliteit van het videomateriaal en de tekortkomingen van het beeldherkenningsal-
goritme). We onderzoeken middels een gebruikersstudie het interfaceontwerp en de
wijze waarop deze gebruikers bewust maakt van de onzekerheden. We benoemen
de factoren die de exploratie van data en bijbehorende onzekerheden faciliteren of
bemoeilijken. Hierbij wordt er in het bijzonder aandacht besteed aan het feit dat
gebruikers zich niet altijd bewust zijn van cruciale onzekerheidsfactoren. We sluiten
af met aanbevelingen voor het verbeteren van het ontwerp van dergelijke interfaces.

Ons onderzoek draagt bij aan wetenschappelijke studies naar dierpopulaties op
basis van digitale beeldherkenning. Onze resultaten dragen bij aan uiteenlopende
toepassingen voor het omgaan met onzekerheid in systemen voor beeldherkenning
en classificatie, in de zin dat zij de basis vormen voor het ontwerpen van een uitge-
breide set van methoden en tools voor het bepalen van de onzekerheid.
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